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Abstract
VVe consider C T (r  >  1 +  y )  diffeomorphisms o f compact Riemannian manifolds. 
Our aim is to develop the analytic machinery required to describe the topolog­
ical symbolic dynamics o f sets o f weakly hyperbolic orbits. The Pesin set is an 
example o f such a set.
For Axiom -A dynamical systems, that is, for diffeomorphisms which have a 
uniformly hyperbolic nonwandering set which is the closure o f the periodic orbits, 
this analytic machinery is provided by the Shadowing Lemma. This lemma is a 
consequence o f the Stable Manifold Theorem, and the local product structure of 
the nonwandering set o f an Axiom -A diffeomorphism.
Weakly hyperbolic invariant sets, such as the Pesin set, do not, in general, 
have local product structure. We can however, prove a generalization o f  the Shad­
owing Lemma by combining Anosov’s Stability Lemma with the Stable Manifold 
Theorem. In essence we prove a perturbed Stable Manifold Theorem. In order 
to deal with weakly hyperbolic orbits we use Pugh and Shub’s graph transform 
version o f Pesin’s Stable Manifold Theorem.
Normally, the contraction required to prove either Anosov’s Stability Lemma 
or the Stable Manifold Theorem , is derived from  the hyperbolicity o f a “sup­
porting” invariant set. In fact neither o f these proofs require this invariance; 
hyperbolic, or even pseudo-hyperbolic, families o f pseudo-orbits are all that they 
require. This allows us to  conclude the existence of shadowing orbits in the 
neighbourhood of “ hyperbolic invariant sets” o f  numerical simulations o f low­
dimensional dynamical systems. In particular corresponding to any such numer­
ical “hyperbolic invariant set” , there is a uniformly hyperbolic invariant set of 
the dynamical system itself.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
G e n e ra l m a th e m a tica l se tt in g  T he natural setting for the study o f differ­
entiable dynamical systems is as a C r flow or diffeomorphism on a compact 
Riemannian m-manifold. The manifold affords us with a general setting for the 
differentiation and integration implied by the word differentiable in the name 
differentiable dynamical system. The Riemannian metric provides a consistent 
notion o f distance over the manifold.
Associated to any Riemannian manifold are its tangent bundle ( T M ) and 
its Grassmannian bundle (G M ). The manifold’s tangent bundle is essentially a 
linearized version o f manifold. The space o f sections o f the tangent bundle is a 
natural Banach space associated with manifold. By using the exp map we can lift 
the action of any diffeomorphism on the manifold into an action on the sections 
o f  the tangent bundle. We can, in this way, translate an inherently non-linear 
problem into, an infinite dimensional, linear problem.
The Grassmannian bundle is the natural collection o f subspaces associated to 
the manifold’ s tangent bundle. That is, the fibres o f the Grassmannian bundle 
consist o f the collection o f ¿til o f the k planes (0 <  k <  m ) o f  the corresponding 
fibre o f  the tangent bundle. The Grassmannian bundle is then the appropriate 
ob ject to  use to discuss relationships between subbundles o f  the tangent bundle.
For this thesis we are exclusively interested in dynamical systems which result 
from  the (discrete) action o f a diffeomorphism on a manifold. We will normally 
consider one fixed dynamical system which will consist o f a given C°° finite m- 
dimensional compact manifold Xf. a given C°° Riemannian metric on M , and a
8
9given C r (r  >  1 +  7 ) diffeomorphism /  of M  to itself.
Our main results: The W eak Shadowing Stable Manifold Theorem In
the study o f dynamical systems two dynamical objects standout as being quite 
important, namely invariant sets and pseudo-orbits l . In fact a pseudo-orbit is 
a generalization o f a one orbit invariant set. An orbit represents, in a sense, the 
“ actual” behaviour o f a point in the dynamical system. A pseudo-orbit represents 
one possible result o f a numerical simulation o f the behaviour of a point in the 
dynamical system.
Not surprisingly there is a relationship between these two types of objects. 
An orbit can shadow a pseudo-orbit. In fact one o f the most important theorems 
o f uniformly hyperbolic dynamical systems, the Shadowing Lemma, states that 
any (appropriate) pseudo-orbit o f  a uniformly hyperbolic set is shadowed by an 
unique orbit o f  the system. More precisely
Lem m a 1.1 Let A be a uniformly hyperbolic closed f  -invariant subset o f  M . 
Then there exists an open neighbourhood U o f  A and a neighbourhood V  o f  f  
in D i f f 1 (M ) such that fo r  any /3 >  0 there exists an a  >  0 such that any g 
in V  and any a-pseudo g-orbit contained in U is /3-shadowed by a unique g- 
orbit. Moreover, this orbit is uniformly hyperbolic, and, i f  g =  f  and A is locally 
maximal, then the orbit is contained in A.
One o f the important conclusions of the Shadowing Lemma is that to any 
appropriate numerical simulation o f a uniformly hyperbolic system there corre­
sponds a “ real” orbit of the system which behaves in precisely the way that the 
simulated orbit behaved.
An important, theoretical, consequence o f the Shadowing Lemma, is that if we 
“ know” the behaviour of all o f  the pseudo-orbits formed o f a small (finite) subset 
o f the uniformly hyperbolic set then we “know” the behaviour o f the uniformly 
hyperbolic set itself. This is precisely the content o f  Bowen’s proof [Bow75] that 
every locally maximal uniformly hyperbolic set is the finite-to-one image of a shift 
o f finite type. That is, the action of the shift o f finite type is (semi)conjugate to 
the action o f  the diffeomorphism /  restricted to the hyperbolic set.
‘ All of the relevant concepts used in this section will be defined in the following sections.
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Unfortunately uniformly hyperbolic dynamical systems are not generic. That 
is, it is not true that “m ost’' dynamical systems are uniformly hyperbolic. The 
aim o f  this thesis is to extend the Shadowing Lemma to non-uniformly hyperbolic 
dynamical systems.
For uniformly hyperbolic dynamical systems, there are two different proofs 
of the Shadowing Lemma. The first proof, due to Bowen [Bow75], relies on the 
local product structure o f  a  uniformly hyperbolic invariant set. Unfortunately 
non-uniformly hyperbolic invariant sets do not, in general, have local product 
structure. This makes it difficult to generalize Bowen’s proof2.
It is the other proof o f the Shadowing Lemma, due to Anosov [Ano70, 
Kat81], which we will generalize to non-uniformly hyperbolic dynamical systems. 
Anosov’s proof is essentially an application o f the Contraction Mapping Principle.
One o f  the most important assertions o f the Shadowing Lemma for locally 
maximal uniformly hyperbolic dynamical systems, is that the orbit, which shad­
ows the original pseudo-orbit, is itself a mem ber of the original uniformly hy­
perbolic invariant set. For a non-uniformly hyperbolic dynamical system we can 
not, generally, make such a strong assertion. In the non-uniformly hyperbolic 
case the best we can do is to assert that the shadowing orbit o f appropriately 
chosen pseudo-orbits will “lose” an arbitrarily small “amount” o f hyperbolicity.
In order to provide the required hyperbolicity estimates for the shadowing 
orbit, we will replace Anosov’s application o f the Contraction Mapping Theorem 
by an application of a modified form of Pugh and Shub’s version of Pesin’s, non- 
uniformly hyperbolic, Stable Manifold Theorem for vector Bundles [PS89]. This 
method o f proof has the effect of unifying the Stable Manifold Theorem and the 
Shadowing Lemma. The Shadowing Lemma is really a perturbed Stable Manifold 
Theorem; the Stable Manifold Theorem is an unperturbed Shadowing Lemma.
In the Shadowing Lemma, it is the hyperbolicity of the hyperbolic invariant 
set A, which provides the contraction required to apply the Contraction Mapping 
Theorem which in turn guarantees the existence of the shadowing orbit. The 
“shadowing part” o f the proof o f the Shadowing Lemma does not require the set 
A to be invariant. We will prove the Shadowing Lemma for a pseudo-hyperbolic
2For an example of a generalization of Bowen's proof see [KT92]
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family of pseudo-orbits. With this generalization, our version o f  the Shadowing 
Lemma can then be applied to numerically verified “hyperbolic invariant sets” of 
a numerical simulation.
Roughly the statement o f our version o f the Shadowing Lemma is the following. 
Given a pseudo-hyperbolic invariant set 21, there exists a neighbourhood U  o f 21 
for which any appropriately chosen pseudo-orbit, 23, contained in U  is uniquely 
shadowed by a (weakly) hyperbolic invariant set, <£. The difference in the amount 
o f  hyperbolicity o f the pair of invariant sets 21 and <£ can be made arbitrarily small, 
and moreover the hyperbolic invariant set <E has Cr local stable and unstable 
manifolds.
In fact we prove more than this. The “Shadowing Lemma” which we have 
sketched above is what we call the Weak Shadowing Stable Manifold Theorem. 
This theorem is stated and proven in chapter 14. It is in turn a consequence of 
the four main theorems contained in chapters 10, 11, 12 and 13.
To state these four theorems we need to  introduce some new concepts. The 
main interest o f our theory is to obtain shadowing invariant sets for weakly hy­
perbolic pseudo-orbits. The main property o f  a weakly hyperbolic pseudo-orbit is 
its division into a countable collection o f (possibly non-/-invariant) subsets over 
which the hyperbolicity conditions are uniform. We call these subsets hyperbolic 
blocks. Corresponding to this division into a countable collection o f hyperbolic 
blocks it is natural to construct a paracompact manifold, M , which is the disjoint 
union o f a countable collection o f copies o f  M . Given any pseudo-orbit, 21, o f M  
we can “lift” it to a “pseudo-orbit” , 2L o f M .
Roughly the four theorems, which form the content o f the proof o f the Weak 
Shadowing Stable Manifold Theorem, state the following facts: 12
1. To any (appropriate) weakly hyperbolic pseudo-orbit, 21, we can associate a 
aC °° Riemannian metric o f M  with respect to which the lifted pseudo-orbit, 
2L is uniformly hyperbolic (Theorem 10.1 chapter 10).
2. To any (appropriate) uniformly pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit, o f M  
there exists a unique /-invariant splitting with respect to which the pseudo­
orbit, VL is hyperbolic (Lemma 11.1 chapter 11).
12
3. To any (appropriate) uniformly hyperbolic invariant set, 2 ,  o f  M  there 
exists an open neighbourhood, U , o f M  for which any pseudo-orbit, © ,  of M  
which is contained in the neighbourhood, U, is uniformly pseudo-hyperbolic 
(Lemma 12.1 chapter 12).
4. Any (appropriate) uniformly hyperbolic pseudo-orbit, 2L of M  is shadowed 
by a hyperbolic invariant set o f M  (Theorems 13.1 and 13.2, chapter 13).
Chapters 8 and 9 are devoted to making these rather vague concepts mathemat­
ically concrete as well as proving the lemmas required to pass back and forth 
between pseudo-orbits o f M  and pseudo-orbits of M .
These four main theorems in turn depend on the C^-section theorem and 
the Unstable Manifold theorem for vector bundles which are stated and proven 
in chapters 6 and 7 respectively. Finally, all of the above theory depends on 
a number o f facts and concepts, o f  a differential geometric nature, which are 
collected in chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.
T h e  stru ctu re  o f  this thesis In total, the contents o f this thesis falls, rather 
nicely, into four main groups which correspond to Parts I, II, III, and IV o f this 
thesis. Part I contains a collection o f  differential geometric facts. Part II contains 
the Cr3«r-section and Unstable Manifold theorem for vector bundles, both of 
which are primarily vector bundle theorems. Part III contains the definitions 
o f pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbits as well as the four main theorems which are 
together of most interest to dynamical systems. Part IV contains two examples of 
the use of the theory developed in Part III: the Weak Shadowing Stable Manifold 
theorem, and a strengthened version o f a  theorem by Katok [Kat80]. Our version 
o f Katok’s theorem (Corollary 14.3) states that if an /-invariant Borel measure 
has characteristic exponents which are strictly bounded away from 1, then the 
support of n is contained in the closure of the hyperbolic periodic orbits whose 
hyperbolicity is also similarly strictly bounded away from 1.
Relationship to previous results For anyone who is familiar with the proofs 
o f the uniformly hyperbolic Unstable Manifold Theorem (see [HP70. HPS77, 
ShuS7]), Anosov's Stability Lemma (see [Shu$7. KatSl. Ano70]. see also [Mat6S]),
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as well as the various proofs o f  Pesin's non-uniformly hyperbolic Stable Mani­
fold Theorem (see [Pes76, FHY83, PSS9]) little in this thesis will be altogether 
new. The contents of this thesis draws heavily on the ideas contained in the 
work mentioned above. We have, however, freely rearranged these ideas in or­
der to give primary emphasis to the concept of a pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit. 
While the idea o f a pseudo-orbit is manifestly present in Anosov’s stability lemma 
(see [Kat8 l]) it was not identified as a central concept.
The most important new idea which we have added to this circle o f ideas 
is that it is possible to convert a weakly hyperbolic pseudo-orbit on a compact 
manifold into a uniformly hyperbolic pseudo-orbit on a paracompact manifold. 
Since the “ Graph Transform’’ method o f proving the Unstable Manifold theorem 
only requires appropriate uniformities and not compactness o f the manifold, we 
can use it to replace the rather cruder fixed point argument in Anosov’s Stability 
Lemma to essentially obtain our Weak Shadowing Stable Manifold theorem.
Instead o f  directly reproving Anosov’s Stability Lemma we have chosen to 
break it down into a number o f individually interesting parts. These parts consist 
o f the definition o f a pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit, and the four main theorems 
referred to above (Theorem 10.1, Lemma 11.1, Lemma 12.1, and Theorems 13.1 
and 13.2). Indeed, the whole o f  Part III represents a reworking o f  Anosov’s 
Stability Lemma.
The C '-Section  theorem and the Unstable Manifold theorem as proven in 
Part II are essentially not new. The C '-Section theorem can be found in Pugh 
and Shub’s paper [PS89]. We have chosen to reprove this theorem in this the­
sis because parts of the arguments are similar to those used in Part III. While 
the proof o f  the Unstable Manifold theorem given in this thesis does not exist 
in the literature, much o f our proof relies heavily on the proofs given by Shub 
in [Shu87] and sketched in Pugh and Shub’s paper [PS89]. We give this reproof 
for two reasons. Firstly, we want to check that the old proof still applies to our 
new conditions; not surprisingly, it does. Secondly, we need to add the required 
estimates o f the hyperbolicity o f the intersection o f the stable and unstable man­
ifolds. While these latter estimates of hyperbolicity have never appeared in the 
literature before, this is only due to the fact that the perceived need for these
14
estimates only appears in our rendition o f Stability/Shadowing theory.
Finally, the Differential Geometric facts which we collect in Part I come from 
many diverse sources. Some o f these facts, such as the Lipschitz inverse function 
theorem can be (essentially) found in the literature (see [HP70, Shu87|). Some of 
these facts, such as the lemmas relating to the non-degeneracy o f  splittings and 
metrics for Grassmannian manifolds may or may not be new. We have chosen to 
prove what we felt was required to prove the main results in this thesis. Some of 
the facts, such as the definitions of normed bundles and their constructions can 
definitely be found elsewhere (see [Hir76, AMR83, Hus75]).
R e a d in g  th is thesis W hile we have placed the chapters and the major Parts 
in the order of logical dependency, this is not the best order in which to read 
the thesis. We have provided both an index and a table o f symbols in order to 
allow the reader to read the thesis from the back to the front. Read this way, the 
reader will be more able to understand why the previous definitions and lemmas 
have been included in this thesis. The best chapter to read first is chapter 14 of 
Part IV. Reading this chapter first will give the reader the flavour o f our theory 
and what can be proven with it. Having read Part IV, the reader should then 
read Part III in order. Parts I and II need only be read as and when the reader 
feels the need.
Results left out o f this thesis Finally, this thesis represents only part of 
the full thesis which we could have submitted. Most o f the results which can be 
found in uniformly hyperbolic stability theory (as defined by, for example. Shub’ s 
book [Shu87]) are now present in what we could call weakly hyperbolic stability 
theory (essentially this thesis). There are two notable exception . Firstly, proofs 
o f structural stability which can be conducted for uniformly hyperbolic dynamical 
systems are not presented here. Indeed it is likely that they can not be proven 
for weakly hyperbolic dynamical systems.
Secondly, as part o f uniformly hyperbolic stability theory, it is relatively easy 
to show that the /-invariant splittings with respect to which an orbit is uniformly 
hyperbolic are Holder continuous. We can “relatively” easily make similar weakly 
hyperbolic statements. Namely, there exists a pair o f sequences, (7„ )  and (A'*),
15
which are controllably decreasing and increasing respectively, for which the split­
ting over the nth hyperbolic block is continuous with respect to a 7„-Holder norm 
and, moreover, this 7„-Holder norm is A'n bounded over the nth hyperbolic block.
Unfortunately, to make this statement we require a “norm-like” metric in the 
tangent bundle, T M , o f M . For a Riemannian geometer the most obvious metric 
in the tangent bundle is the Sasaki metric (see [Sas58, Dom62]) unfortunately 
the induced metric in each fibre does not correspond to the norm induced metric 
in each fibre. This fact makes the Sasaki metric inappropriate for our use. The 
previous work in uniformly hyperbolic dynamical systems has used “admissible” 
metrics. These admissible metrics are essentially embeddings of the Riemannian 
manifold in a Euclidean space of some large dimension. Again these metrics 
are inappropriate for our use because we need not one but a countably infinite 
number of such embeddings. Since we have little control over these embeddings 
we have little control over the metric.
Fortunately, we have found a suitable “metric” o f T M  with which we can 
prove the required results. Unfortunately, this “metric” is only locally a metric. 
Since such objects are not well known, if at all, their definition and the proofs 
o f their basic properties are quite lengthy. This length would have considerably 
increased the length o f this, already long, thesis. Since it is not obvious that our 
particular “ metric” is indeed the most appropriate one, we have decided to leave 
this result out o f this thesis. We will to leave the statement and proof of these 
Holder results for the time, in the near future, when the need of these results is 
more directly obvious.
Part I
Bundles, bundle constructions, 
and the continuity of bundle 
maps.
16
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In Part II of this thesis we prove the perturbed Stable Manifold theorem for 
disc bundles. The central idea behind this proof is really very simple: recursively 
apply the contraction mapping principle uniformly in each fibre to an appropri­
ately constructed pair o f vector bundle morphism and normed (Finsler) vector 
Bundle. The technique is contained in constructing the correct vector bundle 
morphism, bundle pair at each step. The purpose o f this part o f the thesis is to 
collect, in one place, all of the vector bundle constructions which will be required 
in both Parts II and III.
The objective of applying the contraction mapping principle in each fibre, 
in a given vector bundle, is to show that there exists a unique section o f the 
vector bundle which is invariant under the action of the bundle morphism. This 
invariant section is then used to construct the next bundle morphism, bundle 
pair for the next step in the recursion.
In order to apply the contraction m apping principle at all, we require a consis­
tent notion of norm in the fibres o f the vector bundle. The most important part 
o f each bundle construction is to show that the system o f norms in the fibres of 
the constituent bundles induces a system o f  norms in the fibres o f the constructed 
bundle.
In the first chapter o f Part I, we define the concepts o f Metric and Normed 
vector bundles, the space o f sections o f  these bundles. In the second chapter of 
Part I, we collect all o f the bundle constructions which will be require in this 
thesis.
T he work in Part III will require a detailed understanding o f the continuity 
o f splittings of T.YI. The most natural ob ject in which to study this continuity 
is the Grassmannian bundle associated to  T M . The third chapter is devoted to 
a  discussion of this bundle.
We collect in the last chapter o f Part I, all o f the Lipschitz continuity results 
that we will need in the rest o f the thesis.
Chapter 2
Elementary Differential 
Geometry
Our primary interest in this chapter is to  briefly review the definitions and results 
from elementary Differential geometry which we will require throughout the rest 
o f  this thesis. Unless noted otherwise, all o f these definitions and results are taken 
from one or other o f the following texts: [AMR83, Hir76, Hus75] (for differential 
geometry), [Hel78, SGL90] (for Riemannian geometry) and [Run59, Bej90] (for 
Finsler geometry).
2.1 M etrics
It will be convenient, for the purposes o f  this thesis, to extend the definition of 
a metric in a number of different ways. Let Roc denote the extended real line, 
R U {± o o } ,  then a A'-metric o f a topological space .Y, is a function d : X  x  X  —* 
Roo for which for any x ,y ,x  €  X  we have
• Positive: d (x ,y ) > 0 ,
• Definiteness: d (x ,y )  =  0 iff x =  y ,
• Symmetry: d (x ,y )  =  d (y ,x ) ,  and
• r-local A'-triangle inequality: d (x ,z )  < K d (x .y )  +  K d (y ,z ) .
IS
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Note that a 1-metric corresponds to the normal definition o f a metric.
Note that with this definition of a metric, pairs o f points, in X ,  can be an 
infinite distance apart. This will be useful when we consider the metric o f a 
disjoint union o f metric spaces. In this case two points in disjoint components of 
the disjoint union will be defined to be an infinite distance apart. Having made 
this extended definition o f a metric, it will also be convenient, unless stated 
otherwise, to only consider arbitrary points x and y of a metric space X  which 
are a finite distance apart.
A pair o f metrics, d\ (■,•) and d2 (•, •), are C\-c2-topologically equivalent if for 
all x , y € X
dl <  d2 (x , y) <  Cjdj (x , y ).
Cl
In particular, d\ (x ,y ) =  oo iff d2 (x ,y ) =  oo. A pair of metrics are c-topologically 
equivalent if they are c-c-topologically related.
With these definitions, it is easy to show that, if a symmetric positive definite 
function, d (•,•), *s c-topologically equivalent to a A’-metric, d (■,■), then the 
symmetric positive definite function, d(-, •), is a c2 A-metric.
2.2 B undles
A bundle, 7r : E  —* B, is a pair o f  topological spaces , E, and B , called the total 
and base spaces respectively, together with a projection, ir. In this thesis, the 
base space of every bundle, will be a metric space. We call this metric the base 
metric o f the bundle E. In order to unify the discussion o f the C r properties of 
any given bundle, we explicitly consider a metric space to be a  C ° manifold.
A bundle map is map between a pair o f bundles which preserves the respective 
fibres. Associated to any bundle map, / ,  is a well defined base map, / ,  which 
makes the following diagram commute
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2.3 M e tr ic  bu n dles
A metric bundle is a triple, (.Y, jr, A), where X  and A  are complete metric spaces, 
and ir is a continuous projection, t : X  —» A, with respect to which the fibres of 
X , X a =  x~ l (a) C  X  for a € A, are complete m etric subspaces o f X .  Since X  is 
a metric space, there is a globally defined metric. T he metric in each fibre is the 
restriction to the fibre o f  the metric o f the total space, X .
A Metric bundle morphism, is any continuous map between Metric bundles 
which commutes with the respective projections. That is, a Metric bundle mor­
phism is any continuous map which preserves fibres
2.4 V e c to r  bundles
A C r vector bundle, t : E  —► B, is a locally trivial bundle whose typical fibre, E, 
is a ¿-dimensional vector space, whose base space B  is a C T manifold, and whose 
structure group is the general linear group, G L  (E ) ,  o f the vector space E.
The “local triviality” means that there exists an atlas o fC r local trivializations 
(charts), (Ui, <bi), where Ui C  B  and d>i : ir~x (Ui) —* £/, x E. Moreover, for any 
given pair o f overlapping trivializations, (Ui, 0<), and (Uj, <t>} ) for which UiftUj ^  
0, the overlap or transition maps,
0 .i  : UiC]Uj x  E  -  U iO U j  x  E,
d>ij =  <t>i
are C r.
The fact that the structure group of the vector bundle is G L  (E ), means that 
the tangent map. Tytij, to the overlap maps. 0 ,; , are when restricted to each fibre 
o f TE. elements o f the structure group. G L ( £ ) .
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A vector bundle map is map between a pair o f vector bundles which preserves 
the respective fibres and is a linear map when restricted to any one fibre.
2.5 O rth ogon a l v ector  bundles, and R iem an- 
n ian  m anifolds
A C T orthogonal bundle is a C T vector bundle whose structure group is the set of 
orthogonal (isometric) vector space morphisms, 0 ( k ,  R), of the vector space E. 
An orthogonal structure for a vector bundle, is a C T section o f the tensor bundle, 
T j  (E ), which defines an inner product, and hence a norm, in each fibre of E. 
Every orthogonal vector bundle is equipped with a unique orthogonal structure 
for which the chart maps restricted to each fibre, <j>iS =  <t>>j£  > are isometric with 
respect to the induced inner product. Conversely, every orthogonal structure on 
a vector bundle, induces a unique (complete) orthogonal atlas. See [Hir76][page 
95] or [Hus75] [Chapter 5 section 7].
Note that except for the requirement that the inner product or norm vary 
continuously ( C v) from fibre to fibre, this definition does not imply any consis­
tency in the action of the inner product or norm between fibres. In order to  stress 
this fact we will often denote which fibre a given norm is taken in by writing 
|e| =  k|*(e) for e €  E. We call these norms in the fibres the fibre norms.
A C°° Riemannian manifold is a C°° manifold whose tangent bundle is 
equipped with a  C°° orthogonal structure.
For our purposes, one of the most important properties o f a compact Rie­
mannian manifold is the existence o f a strictly positive constant, r, called the 
injectivity radius for which for any x €  M  the exponential map expr : TXM  —» M  
is a C°° diffeomorphism o f the ball o f radius r about the origin and moreover
M * =  ^ (x ,expx (v ))
for all v €  B r (0). We will use e x p j1 as a convenient way to locally lift the 
action o f a C 1 diffeomorphism, /  : XI —* A/, into a suitable disk subbundle of the 
tangent bundle. TXI.
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2.6 N orm ed  v ector  bu n dles, and Finsler man-
While every orthogonal vector bundle is equipped with a globally defined norm, 
not every vector bundle which is equipped with a globally defined norm is an 
orthogonal vector bundle. While it was probably not Riemann’s original intention 
to restrict his attention to norms defined by an orthogonal structure, it was Paul
normed vector bundles which are not induced by an orthogonal structure.
A C T normed vector bundle, E. is a C r vector bundle which is equipped with 
a globally defined function, L : E  —► R which is C r except on the zero section of 
E, and which, when restricted to any fibre o f E. is a vector space norm o f the 
fibre. The function, L , is often called the fundamental function, or norm, of the 
normed vector bundle E.
For x  €  B , let Ls denote the function Lx : E x —» R. A C r Finsler bundle, E, 
is a C r normed vector bundle which satisfies the additional regularity condition: 
the quadratic form D 2 (L\ (t>)) (t»,, t>3) is positive definite for all v, v ,, v? €  E x. 
Rund [Run59] shows that this additional condition implies that Lx satisfies the 
triangle inequality. Conversely he gives an example o f a norm for which the above 
quadratic form is not positive definite.
A  C r Finsler manifold is a C r manifold whose tangent bundle is a Finsler 
vector bundle. For a Finsler manifold the additional regularity condition, given 
above, is equivalent to a Legendre condition. This condition is required in order 
to ensure that the calculus o f variation line integral map
defined on the space of piecewise C  curves, c : [0, 1] —* M , has well defined, 
minimal, extremals. This in turn implies that there is a well defined distance 
metric defined by the infimum o f the lengths o f all piecewise C l curves joining a 
given pair o f points x and y in M . Rund's book [Run59] has a more complete 
discussion o f  this topic.
ifolds
Finsler, in 1918, who is credited as being the first person to systematically study
Though we will not proof this claim, we claim that the theory which we will
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develop in this thesis most naturally, resides in the category of Finsler manifolds. 
None o f the arguments contained in this thesis require the existence o f  an inner 
product in the fibres and so none o f the arguments require any bundle to  have an 
orthogonal structure. However since the exponential map o f a Finsler manifold 
is only C l on the zero section1 there is no convenient way to locally lift the C l 
diffeomorphism /  : M  —* M . While any collection of local diffeomorphisms from 
M  into the fibres o f T M  could be used to locally lift the action of /  into T M ,  the 
norm o f the lift would no longer be simply related to the distance m etric in the 
manifold. To simplify the arguments in this thesis we will consequently restrict 
our attention to the category o f Riemannian manifolds.
Finally, in order to complete our notation, consider a normed vector bundle, 
ic \ E  —* B , and a continuous function r : B  —* (0, oo). We define the varying 
disc bundle for E  to be A rE  =  { e  €  E  | <  r  (x (e ) ) } .
When dealing, as above, with a function defined on the base space, B , o f  any 
bundle, we will implicitly extend the definition to the whole o f the total space o f 
the bundle, ic : E  —* B , via the pull back by the projection, ic. That is for any 
function, r, defined on B , we will define, r =  ic’ r =  r o ic, on E.
2.7  Spaces o f  bu n d le  m aps
Given a pair o f vector bundles, E\ and E2, we denote the set of all vector  bun­
dle maps between them by \j (E x,E!?). If the E, are normed bundles this set, 
\j (E\,E i )' is a Banach space. For a vector bundle map, F  € L iE ^ E ? ) ,  the 
norm o f F , |/’|, is defined by the supremum over the base space o f E\ o f the 
operator norms of each linear fibre maps o f F . That is
|F|^ u8p, I H , - > i
Given a pair o f metric bundles E\ and Ei we denote the set o f  all metric 
bundle maps between them by C °(E \ ,E i). This set is a metric space where the 
metric is the sup metric defined by the fibre metrics of the bundle E i. If E i is
‘ See Rund's discussion o f normal coordinates for Finsler manifolds [Run59].
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a normed bundle, then C °(E \ ,E 2) is a Banach space with the sup norm defined 
by the fibre norms o f E?.
Since a normed trivial vector bundle, E, has a well defined metric on its 
total space which is, when restricted to a fibre, the metric induced by the norm 
in that fibre, the bundle E  is also a metric bundle whenever we choose to forget 
the vector space structure of each fibre. This means that any vector bundle map 
between normed vector bundles is also a metric bundle map between the same 
bundles when considered as metric bundles. Hence h (E \ ,E 2 ) C  C ° (E\,E2 ) as 
sets. However the Banach space o f vector bundle maps is not a subspace of the 
Banach space o f  metric bundle maps into E 2 because the respective norms are 
different.
2.8 T h e  G raph  tran sform  and co n v e rg e n ce  in 
the space o f  sections o f  a bu n d le
Given a bundle, x : E  —» B, we can consider the space o f  sections, T (E ), o f E. 
Recall that a section o f E  is defined to be a map <r : B  —* E  for which irou =  7ds . 
If E  is a Metric bundle, we use the sup metric,
d (<7 , cr) =  sup 0 (<r ( x ) , <7 (x )) , 
r€fl
to define a metric on T (E ). If E  is a normed vector bundle, we use the sup norm,
M  *  sup \<r (x)| , 
r€B
to define a metric on T (E ). In both cases, since the fibres o f  E  are assumed to 
be complete, the metric (norm) on T (£ )  ensure that T (E ) is itself a complete 
metric (Banach) space.
If the base space, B, o f a vector bundle, E, is a vector space then we can 
consider the Banach space of all linear sections o f E. We denote this space by 
the symbol IY  (E ). The norm in this case is the operator norm
M  ■ *«P k (* )l,-{«€011*1- 1}
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If the base space, B, is itself a vector bundle, over the space H, then we can 
consider the space of all sections of E  which are linear in each fibre o f the vector 
bundle B. In this case the Banach space norm is th e  sup norm o f the operator 
norms,
=  sup sup k ( 6)|t .
Now consider a pair o f bundles (metric or norm ed vector bundle), irE ■ E  —► 
B e and xp  : F  —► Bf  and an appropriate bundle m ap, f  : E  —* F , between E  and 
F  whose base map, / 0 : B e —* Bf , is a C r diffeomorphism (C ° homeomorphism). 
Such a bundle map induces a unique map, T / : T (JET) —► T (F*), between the spaces 
o f sections o f E  and F , defined by
1 /  (<t) « / o f f o / f 1.
This map, T /, on the space o f sections is as differentiable as the map, / ,  on the 
bundles, which is in turn no more differentiable then the base map, /o.
We note that Pugh and Shub, in their paper [PS89], use scaled fibre norms 
on disc bundles, A rE. For e €  A rE  they define a scaled  fibre norm,
This scaled fibre norm induces a correspondingly scaled norm for the space o f 
sections. They comment that C l convergence with respect to the scaled norm 
implies C 1 convergence with respect to the unsealed norm [PS89][page 16]. This 
implicitly assumes that convergence with respect to the scaled norm implies con­
vergence with respect to the unsealed norm. W hile the manifold M  which we 
consider is compact, we will typically consider subsets o f M  which are only <7- 
compact. In this case convergence with respect t o  the scaled norm does not 
imply convergence with respect to the unsealed norm . This fact, due to the non­
compactness o f the sets we consider is best seen by the following pair of simple 
counterexamples.
Consider the trivial bundle E  =  N x R.
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First consider the function r : N 
and for m 6  N let
*m (n) {o
R+ defined by r (n)
i f  n <  m 
otherwise,
then both a  and <rm are sections of A rE.
n, let <r(n) =  5,
|<rm (n) - » ( n ) |  =
if n <  m 
otherwise,
am —* <r with respect to the scaled norm but not with respect to the unsealed 
norm.
Now consider the function r : N —* R+ defined by r (n )  =  let <r(n) =  
and for m € N let
, . i A  if n <  m
Cm ( » )  =  <
I 0 otherwise,
then both <7 and <7m are again sections o f £\rE . Since
K . H  -<r(n)|  =
if n <  m 
otherwise,
—* a  with respect to the unsealed norm  but not with respect to the scaled
norm.
Chapter 3
Metric and normed vector 
bundle constructions
It is the purpose of this chapter to show that all o f  the bundle constructions 
required in Parts II and III are natural constructions in the category o f  Metric 
and normed vector bundles. In each construction, we will explicitly verify that 
the construction is natural in the category o f normed vector bundles, we leave 
the corresponding verification for the category of M etric bundles to the reader.
In addition, for all o f the constructions, given below, we state without proof, 
that if each o f the constituent bundles have a pair o f  fibre norms and a corre­
sponding pair o f base metrics which respectively satisfy c-topological equivalence 
relations of the type
j l  l. S  H. < c | - | . ,  and
<<(,-) < c d ( - , ) ,
then the constructed bundle has a  similar pair o f norms and base metrics also 
satisfy c-topological equivalence relations with the same constant c. Again, we 
leave without proof the similar statement for the category of Metric bundles.
3.1 D isjoin t u n ion s
Given a weakly hyperbolic invariant set. A, of the dilTeomorphism /  on a Rieman- 
nian Manifold \ l, we will construct a countable collection of norm structures on
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the manifold M , called the Pesin-Mather norms, with respect to which the action 
of /  on the invariant set A looks uniformly hyperbolic. The most convenient way 
to work with this countable collection o f Riemannian metrics is by considering it 
as a single norm defined on  the disjoint union o f  a countable collection of copies 
o f the manifold M . In this construction, each copy of M  is equipped with exactly 
one o f the Pesin-Mather norms and moreover every Pesin-Mather norm is carried 
on exactly one copy o f  M .
Let A  be an index set, and let x0 : Ea —* Ba be a collection o f C T normed 
vector bundles for each a  €  A. For simplicity we assume that all o f the constituent 
vector bundles have the same typical fibre E. Let B  =  Uo€^ Ba, E  =  \jEa, and 
let x  =  LJt 0.
We claim that x : E  —► B  is a C r normed vector bundle. We define the 
fibre norms on E  as well as the base metric on B  to be the disjoint unions of the 
respective metrics and norms o f Ba and Ea. In particular, we define the base 
metric distance between tw o disjoint components of B  to be infinite, that is
where e, e  €  E, x ,y  €  B , x  =  x  ( e ) , x  €  B&, and |e|jx is the norm o f e in Eg,.
Similar arguments easily verify that the disjoint union o f  metric bundles is 
itself a metric bundle. Since a metric space is a trivial bundle over the one point 
space, {* } ,  the disjoint sum o f a collection o f metric spaces, is a metric bundle 
over the index space A taken with some given metric. This is exactly how the 
metric bundle, which we consider in this thesis, is constructed.
Given an /-invariant subset U o f the manifold M , we can consider the pull back of 
T M  via the canonical inclusion i : U —* M . A uniformly hyperbolic /-invariant 
set A is by definition a  subset of the manifold M  for which the action o f T f  
on the pull back o f T M  is (uniformly) hyperbolic. It is a generalization of this
da (* « ¡0  3a  6 A  for which x, y  €  Ha , 
ao otherwise.
3.2 P u ll b a ck s
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construction which is at the heart o f our proof of the Weakly Shadowing Stable 
Manifold theorem given in Part III.
Let x  : E  —► B  be a normed vector bundle, and let i be a C r embedding 
of a set B  into B. We will consider the embedding, i, to be a Cr embedding 
even if  the map t is only continuous, so long as there exists a (specific) extension 
of i which is C r. Consider the t-pull back vector bundle, x  =  **x : Ë  —* B, 
which is pulled back via the embedding i from the vector bundle E. Recall that 
Ë  =  {(x, e) | t (x) =  x (e )} , and that x  (ë) =  x  (x, e) =  x  where è  =  (x, e) € E. 
The em bedding i can be extended to embed the total space o f E  into E  via the 
formula * (c )  =  x(x,e) =  e where again è =  (x, e) € E. Clearly the typical fibre, 
E, o f E, is also the typical fibre o f È.
Consider x ,ÿ  €  B, and ë €  È i. We define the pull back base metric, d (•,•)* 
the pull back fibre norm, |-| , as
J ( x , y )  =  d ( i ( x ) , i ( i / ) ) ,  and
1*1* =  l*'(*)l,W .
In each case, the pull back base metric, or fibre norm, will be as differentiable 
as either t or its specific extension.
Again, similar arguments show that ifE  is a Metric bundle and i is continuous, 
then the pull back of E  via t, E  =  i ’ E , is also a Metric bundle.
3.3 W h itn e y  sum
Both the section theorems and the perturbed Stable manifold theorem, proved in 
Part II, depend crucially on constructions involving the Whitney sums o f metric 
and normed vector bundles. In particular the objects, which in the bundle 
versions o f these theorems, correspond to the stable and unstable manifolds and 
their higher derivatives are sections o f the bundle Xj, described below, for some 
appropriately chosen Whitney sum o f bundles.
Consider the following diagram o f metric and or normed vector bundles:
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E\ © a  Ei
Let jt,- : E, —* B, for i =  1,2 be two different C r normed vector bundles which 
share the same base space B  and base metric d Let E i © a  Ei denote the
W hitney sum of the two vector bundles E\ and Ei- Denote a typical element of 
E i © a  E i  by ej +  ei where e* €  Ei and jti (e i) =  jt2 (e i ). Define the projection 
* 1 2  ■ E i  © b Ei —► B  by letting icn (ei +  e i )  =  JTi(ei) =  t 2 (e2). Define the 
projections : Ei © s  E i  —► Ei by letting (ei +  e2) =  e<. The set Ei © b  E i 
can then be viewed as a normed vector bundle in three different ways, over the 
three different base spaces B, E i and E 2.
Consider Ei ©a E i  as a vector bundle over B. Since the E, share the same 
base space and base m etric, we can take the base metric o f E i © s  E 2 to be the 
base m etric o f either Ei or E 2. We take the fibre norm of E x © a  Ei to be the box 
norm  constructed out o f the fibre norms o f the Ei. That is we define
lel* =  ” 'ax{|eil(,J l ,|e,|(, J|} ,
for e €  E i © s  Ei, e =  ex +  e2, x  =  t 12 (e ) and where, and lea l^ )» are
the respective fibre norms o f E i and
T he set Ei © b E i can also be viewed as a normed vector bundle over either 
E i  or E i. Consider E i. In this case, the base metric is the total metric o f Ei, 
and the fibre norm is essentially the fibre norm o f E i. That is we define
K ,  =  ■
for e €  Ei © s  E i , e =  ej +  ei, and x  =  itu (e).
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Similar arguments show that E x ® s  E 2 is a  C r normed vector bundle over 
E2. With these definitions E\ ® b E2 is then a normed vector bundle over the 
spaces Ei which are in turn normed vector bundles over B.
If either or both of the constituent vector bundles, E x or E2, are replaced by 
Metric bundles, similar arguments can be used to show that E x ® s  E 2 is itself a 
Metric bundle. If at least one o f  the E , is a normed vector bundle then E x® b E2 
is a normed vector bundle over the other constituent bundle.
In the previous chapter we defined the concept o f a varying disc bundle. 
Consider the pair of continuous functions rx, r 2 : B  —* (0, oo). We can construct 
the Whitney sum of the two varying disc bundles A rE x, & rE 2 which we will 
denote by A r,£^i ® b A rj£T2 and will be called a doubly varying disc bundle. This 
doubly varying disc bundle is a f, varying disc bundle relative to the bundle ir,- 
where r,- (e.) =  r,- (x, (e,)) for e< €  A riEi. We can, in a similar fashion, construct 
n-varying disc bundles out o f n different singly varying disc bundles.
3.3.1 T h e  structure o f  sections and bundle m aps o f  the 
W h itn ey  sum
A metric bundle map, F , from any metric or vector bundle, E , into the bundle 
x x2 is a  map o f the form F  (e) =  Fx (e) +  F2 (e ) for which Fi is a metric bundle 
map from E  into Conversely any pair o f metric bundle maps (F X,F 2) from E  
into the respective bundles E x and E 2 can be used to define a metric bundle map 
from E  into irx2 o f the above form. This fact is mearly a reflection o f the fact 
that the Whitney sum o f vector bundles is the universal product in the category 
o f metric and or vector bundles.
Recall that the sets of metric bundle maps from E  into respectively x l2, and 
the J£, are denoted by C ° (E , xi2) , and C °  (E ,E i) .  The previous discussion implies 
thatC® (E , t u )  is isomorphic to the product o fC °  ( ¿ ,  E x 'j and C ° (E ,E 2'). If both 
Ei are vector bundles then C ° (E , t » )  as well as theC 0 (E ,E ^  are Banach spaces 
with the appropriate sup norm. Moreover, since the sup norm o f C ° (E , Xu )  is 
derived from the box norm o f xl2, C ° (E , x12) is isometrically isomorphic to the 
product o f  C ° (E .E X) and C ° (E .E 2).
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Recall that if the E  and the E, are normed bundles then the set of vector
If F  is a metric bundle map from Ti to  itself, then since it commutes with the 
projection it\, the component, F\ of F , is a metric bundle map from E\ to itself. 
Similarly, the component, Ft o f F , is a metric bundle map from  Xi to E2. We 
call this latter component, Ft, the fibre component o f F .
A  section, <r, o f the bundle £1 is itself a metric bundle map from E\ into t 13 
which makes the following diagram com m ute
Since Ti o 0  — Ids,, the section must have the form <r(ei) =  e\ +  s (e i)  2; 
(e i ,s  (e i )) .  The bundle map. s : E\ —* E t,  is called the fibre component o f  0 .
Denote the set o f metric bundle maps from E\ to E t whose base maps are 
the identity, Ida, by C% ¡¿(E \ ,E t), then this set is isomorphic to the space o f 
sections o f  the bundle jrlt T (»•*). Again more than this is true. Recall that the 
fibre norm o f the bundle, Ti, is essentially the fibre norm o f the normed vector 
bundle Et- This implies that both r ( x i )  and C g jd(E\,Et) are Banach spaces 
which are isometrically isomorphic with norm
bundle maps from E  into respectively Xu , and the E, are Banach spaces de­
noted Again the previous discussion, applied to
vector bundles and vector bundle maps, implies that the Banach space L (E , T u ) 
is isometrically isomorphic to the product o f the Banach spaces L (E ,E X) and
L  (E ,E t) .
Id
C
Ex ■E\ ® s  E t A
B Id B Id B
k l  -  «»p  \s ( d  ) ! , ,( . ,) .
Note that the set o f  sections, r(T| ), o f  the bundle is by definition a subset 
o f the set of metric bundle maps from E\ into T|j, Cfi*(E\, Ktt )  and as such it
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carries two distinctly different Banach structures. As the subspace of the set of 
metric bundle maps, C ° (E\, t 12), the norm is the sup norm formed from the box 
norms o f each fibre o f t i2. As the Banach space of sections o f iri the norm is 
the sup norm formed, as above, from the norms o f the fibres o f jrt which are 
essentially the norms o f the fibres o f t3.
As above, if the E, are normed bundles, we can consider the Banach spaces 
of linear sections which we will denote Again the space is isometrically
isomorphic to  the Banach space o f  vector bundle maps from E x to £3 whose base 
maps are the identity. We denote this latter space by \jb.u  (E\,E3). In this case 
the norm is the sup norm of the operator norms,
w - a R f « r
3.4 B u n d les o f  v e cto r  bu n d le  m aps, L (E,F)
Consider a pair o f normed vector bundles, jTg : E  —* Be and irF : F  —* Bf , with 
typical fibres E  and F , for which there exists a diffeomorphism (homeomorphism) 
h between B e  and B f - We can construct the vector bundle, ic : L a (E ,F ) —► B e , 
whose fibres consist o f the space o f  linear maps between the respective fibres of 
the constituent bundles. That is for x  €  B e , we have T _l (x ) =  L 
This construction is used in two distinct ways in this thesis. In the first use, this 
construction, with B e =  Ba and h =  Id  forms the essential step in the proof, in 
part II, that the Stable manifolds are C T whenever /  is C T. In its second use, this 
construction, with B e  =  Bf  =  A/ and /  a given difFeomorphism of the manifold 
M , is used to  prove Holder inequalities involving the derivative, D f,  o f / .  In 
particular, D f  is a section of the bundle, L / (T M ,T M ).
We claim  that, L a {E ,F ) is a  normed vector bundle. Since the base space 
of L/ (E ,F ) is defined to be Be , we similarly define the base metric o f L a (E ,F )  
to be the base metric o f E. We take the fibre norm o f L (E ,F )  to be the usual 
operator norm o f the appropriate space o f linear maps, L (E x,F k(x>)•
This allows us to conclude that L a (E ,F ) is a normed vector bundle. Unfortu­
nately, since the fibre norm is defined via the supremum, the fibre norm will not. 
in general, be C r. This in turn means that L a (E .F ) need not be a C r normed
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vector bundle even if both E  and F  are C T normed vector bundles. The bundle 
L/, (E ,F ) will, however, always be a continuous normed vector bundle.
3.5 B undles o f  b i-linear v e c to r  bu n d le  m aps,
L  ( E , E \ * )
The Riemannian tensor, (•,•)., is a section of the bundle, T % (T M ). This bundle 
is, in our case, more easily understood as the bundle o f ¿¿-linear maps from 
T M  <&m  T M  into the reals, that is as the bundle, L (T A /, T M ;R ). In order to 
view L  (T M , T M ;R ) as a normed bundle, it is m ost natural to view R as the 
product vector bundle, v : M  x R  —► M , where r  (x , r ) =  x  for all (x ,r )  €  M  x R. 
W hen viewed this way, the vector bundle, R, is trivially a normed bundle, where 
the norm is the standard norm and the function, r ,  is trivially the identity.
More generally we could consider the bundle, L/, (E ,F ;G ), o f bi-linear bundle 
maps from E  ® s  F  to G  over the base transformation, h. Similar arguments to 
the ones used in the previous section would show that this bundle, L* (E ,F ;G ), 
is a normed vector bundle so long as E, F, and G  are each normed bundles.
Since we will only need this construction for the specific case, L  (T  M , T M ; R), 
we will not deal with the more general case in this thesis. Moreover, since the 
arguments are really very similar to those used in the last section, we will only 
state the main definitions and inequalities.
Given a normed vector bundle structure on T M  as well as the trivial normed 
vector bundle structure on R, we define the normed vector bundle structure on 
L (T M ,T M ;R )  as follows. For each x €  M , the fibre is L (T t M , TxM ;R x). In 
each such fibre we define the fibre norm to be the standard bi-linear operator 
norm
\L\X =  sup L (v ,w ) ,
we define the base metric to be the Riemannian distance metric o f M .
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3.6 P ro je c te d  Su bbu ndles
When studying uniform hyperbolicity o f an invariant set, A, one of our main 
assumptions is that there exists a splitting T\M  =  E u 0 a E , o f the tangent 
bundle of A. Implicit in the definition o f uniform hyperbolicity is the statement 
that there exists a pair o f globally defined projections, pu : T\M  —* Eu, and 
p, : T\M  —» E. for which the norms ||p»||r and ||p,||r are uniformly bounded over 
the set A. This uniform boundedness ensures that, in each fibre, the subspaces 
(Eu)s and (E$)x are not too “close” in the i-fiber of the Grassmannian bundle 
formed o f the tangent bundle of and invariant set A (i.e. G (T \M )X).
If a subbundle Eo o f a normed vector bundle E  is equipped with a globally 
defined projection, po, then the subbundle, Eo, can be given a normed vector 
bundle structure which is naturally inherited from the normed vector bundle 
structure of E  and the projection po- We can do this by defining the fibre norm 
of the subbundle, M/o-)’  by
1*01(0,*) =  l«ol* »
for all x ,y  €  B, and eo €  E0.
Chapter 4
Grassmannian manifolds and 
splittings of T M
The fibre bundle version o f the perturbed Stable Manifold theorem proven in Part 
II depends on the existence o f a global splitting o f the bundle which is invariant 
under the action of a “hyperbolic” vector bundle morphism. In Part III, in order 
to show the existence o f such a C 0 invariant splitting we will consider “ pseudo- 
orbits” o f C °  splittings, and their C 1 approximations. The most natural way in 
which to consider these splittings is as a CT map defined on a given Riemannian 
manifold M , which maps into the Grassmannian manifold, G M , o f M .
Recall that the Grassmannian manifold of an n-dimensional manifold M  is 
the set o f 0 <  k <  n dimensional planes contained in the typical fibre o f  T M . In 
order to discuss the C °  continuity properties of a given splitting we will need to 
make the Grassmannian into a metric space. In our case, the most natural metric 
to give the Grassmannian is one which depends on the norms in the fibres o f TM . 
Since, for a Riemannian manifold, this norm varies from fibre to fibre, the most 
natural structure in which to discuss these splittings is as a bundle over M  in 
which each fibre is the Grassmannian manifold formed from the corresponding 
fibre o f T M . Since this bundle is our primary ob ject, we will denote it by the 
symbol, G M  and call it the Grassmannian bundle o f  M .
It is important to note that this object is not what is usually called the 
“Grassmannian bundle” . Hirsch. in his book [Hir76], defines the “Grassmannian 
bundle” to  be the "universal bundle over the Grassmannian manifold o f  .V/. VVe
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will not make any use o f this ‘‘ universal bundle" and so no confusion should result 
from our terminology. See Hirsch's book [Hir76] for a description o f  this universal 
bundle.
In fact, the most natural object with which to study these splittings is what 
we will call the double Grassmannian bundle. This double Grassmannian bundle 
is the subbundle o f the cross product o f G M  with itself whose fibres consist of 
the cross products o f the set o f k and n — k planes o f the fibres o f T M . A splitting 
of T M  is then a special global section of this double Grassmannian bundle.
4.1 G rassm annian  m anifolds
We begin by defining the Grassmannian manifold for a vector space. While we are 
only interested in the Grassmannian manifolds o f finite dimensional vector spaces, 
it will be useful for later work, to give a definition o f the Grassmannian manifold 
for any Banach space. See [AMR83] for the general (infinite dimensional) Banach 
case or [Hir76] for the finite dimensional case. Our definition has been taken 
from [AMR83].
Fix a Banach space, E, and recall that a subspace F  o f E  splits if it is closed 
and if there exists another closed subspace G  o f E  for which E  =  F  ® G . The 
Grassmannian manifold o f  E , is the set G  (E ) o f  all split subspaces o f^ ,  together 
with the following C °° atlas.
For F  €  G (E )  let G  denote one of its complements, that is G  is a closed 
subspace o f  E  for which E  =  F  tyG . Define the G-neighbourhood o f  F  in G  (E ) 
to be
Ua  =  {U  €  G (E )  | E  =  B & G ) .
Let pp : E  —* F  and p c  ■ E  —* G  denote the canonical projections o f E  onto F  
and G  along G  and F  respectively. Define the chart map, <Pf c , to be
4>f o  Uq  L (F ,G ) , defined by,
<t>FG — Pa a  °  Pnj?' 
where pn a  =  pa\n  and p a r  =  Pf \u -
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Using Banach's isomorphism theorem, it is easy to show that B  £ Uq  iff 
<t>HF '■ U  —► F  is an isomorphism, and hence 4>f g  is well defined. In fact, it is 
similarly easy to show that B  6 Ug  iff there is a continuous linear map from F  
into G  whose graph in F  x G  F<$G  is H . This implies that 4>f g  is a bijection.
To show that the set o f  all such (Ug , <Pf g ) charts forms a C °° atlas, consider 
two points F  and F  in G  (F ) for which Ug C\Ug  ^  ®- Consider B  € Ug OUq - 
By definition we know that E  =  H  (&G  =  B  ©  G. This implies that G  and G  
and hence F  and F  are isomorphic. These isomorphisms define an isomorphism 
T  : E  —► E  for which T  (F ) =  F  and T  (G) =  G. It is then easy to show that the 
overlap map,
<!>f g  °  (or) =  a  o T  +  (T — Id) 
is a C°° diffeomorphism o f  L  (F ,G ) to L (F ,G ).
Let Gic (E ) denote the space o f all Ar-dimensional split subspaces o fF . Consider 
F  €  Gk (F ) and G  such that E  =  F ® G .  Let F  €  Gk (E ) \Ug ■ This implies that 
F  C G. Let G  be such that E  =  F ® G . Then ( Ug , 4>f g ) and {Uq , <t>F6) are a P4*1 
o f overlapping charts which together cover Gk (E ). This implies that the Gk (E) 
are connected components o f  G (E ) and so are themselves manifolds.
Our ultimate aim is to work with Grassmannian manifolds o f finite dimen­
sional vector spaces, so fix n and consider the vector space, R n, and fix a given 
norm, |-|. The general definition given above then applies to Rn and allows us to 
define the Grassmannian, G  (RB), of Rn.
In this finite dimensional case it is useful to explicitly add the zero dimensional 
“ manifolds” Go (Rn) and Gn (Rn) which correspond to the “splittings” E  =  0 © F  
and F  =  F ® 0  respectively. Both Go (Rn) and Gn (R ") are one point sets which 
are isomorphic to the “ zero dimensional vector space” consisting o f a single point.
For 0 <  k <  n, the ktl1 component, Gk (Rn), o f G (R B) is a compact connected 
k (n  — k) dimensional manifold.
We can use the given norm of RB to make G (R B) into a metric space by 
defining the following metric, for F ,F  €  G (R B)
d (F .F )
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oo if dim (.F) 76 dim (F )  ,
max < sup inf |e — e|, sup inf 
[ , e r \ eep  lk l» ie€F{
otherwise.
For each chart (Ua,<t>Fa) o f G ( R n) the canonical metric of L (F ,G )  is the 
operator norm. It will be useful to  show that the push forward o f the metric o f 
G ( R n), defined above, via the chart map Qf g  is topologically equivalent to the 
canonical metric of L (F ,G ). The following lemma does just this.
L em m a  4.1 Let Rn =  G  ®  Z7 be a splitting o f  Rn, let ( Uh ,<Pg ji) denote the 
chart o f G ( R ") associated to this splitting, let da (•,•) denote the push forward o f
the metric o f  G (R n), and let d ( - ,- )  denote the canonical metric o f  h (G ,H ) . I f  
F ,F e U H C G (R n), then
Consider e €  F  for which |e| =  1. Let e<j =  p o (e )  and e#  =  pjr(e) =  LpCG =  
Lf Pgc- Let e  =  (Id  +  L/?)pae. Then we know that |e — e| <  \L? — Lg,| |pu|. The
the equivalence has been proven.
Now consider the first half o f the equivalence. Again, consider e c  €  F  for 
which |e<j| =  1, let e =  (Id  +  Lp) e c ,  and e =  (Id  +  L p)ca . By definition, there 
exists e  6 F  for which |e — |e|e| <  da (F ,F )  |e|. Then (e — e) — (e  — |e|e) +  
(|e| e — e) and so we know that.
w here Lp — <Pgjt (F ), and Lp =  4>g j i  (f ) .
P ro o f : If dim (F ) 96 dim (f ) then the equivalence is trivial. Assume instead that 
dim (F ) =  dim ( F ) . We prove the second half o f the topological equivalence first.
same argument also works for e €  F  for which |e| =  1. Hence the second half of
0 =  pa (e -  ¿) =  pa (e -  |e| e) +  pa (|e| e -  e ) ,
and
I (L p  -  Lp) ec | =  |e -  e| =  |e -  |e| e| +  ||e| e  -  e|.
Since,
\\*\i-i\<\L r\  \K\dc (F . i )  |«|,
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and moreover, |e| <  1 +  \Lp\, we know that
\(Lr  -  L „)  <o| S  (1 +  \Lf \|W |) (1 +  |£,|) do (F .F )  .
4.2 G rassm annian  bu n dles
We now define the Grassmannian bundle, G M , o f M  to be the bundle whose 
fibres, GXM , are the Grassmannian manifolds of the finite dimensional tangent 
spaces, TXM , o f M  at a point x €  M . That is, we define G M  so that GXM  =  
G  ( TXM ). We again stress that what we have defined as the Grassmannian bundle 
is not what, in particular, Hirsch defines as the Grassmannian bundle in his 
book [Hir76]. Since we will not require the object that Hirsch defines as the 
Grassmannian bundle, this discrepancy should not be confusing for the contents 
o f this thesis.
Note that since M  is a Riemannian manifold, each fibre o f T M  is equipped 
with a specific norm which is C°° between the fibres. This norm induces a metric 
in each fibre o f G M  which is also C°° between the fibres o f G M .
Note that the only properties o f M  and T M  that we have used in defining 
the Grassmannian bundle G M , are those which T M  has because it is a normed 
vector bundle. This implies that we could define the Grassmannian bundle of any 
normed vector bundle. Given a general normed vector bun d led , we will denote 
the corresponding Grassmannian bundle by GE. The Grassmannian bundles we 
will use, will in fact be essentially the Grassmannian bundle corresponding to a 
normed vector bundle derived from T M . Alternatively, since G M  is a metric 
bundle and since all o f the normed vector bundle constructions apply equally 
well to metric bundles we can view the Grassmannian bundles we will use as 
metric bundles which have been constructed from G M .
4.3 T h e  d ou b le  G rassm annian
Our primary interest in using the Grassmannian is to topologize the space of all 
splittings o f a Banach space or normed vector bundle. To any point. F. in the
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Grassmannian manifold. G (E ), o f a Banach space E , there corresponds at least 
one splitting o f  E  itself. Unfortunately for us. there is usually more than one 
such splitting corresponding to each point, F , in G (E ). We are interested in an 
individual splitting itself, and in particular, for the work in Parts II and III, given 
a splitting, E  =  F  (&G, we want to distinguish between the splitting, F ® G  and 
the splitting G(& F . The most natural space in which to  study these splittings is 
the double Grassmannian, G2 (E ).
The double Grassmannian manifold, G2 (E), for an n-dimensional normed 
vector space E, is defined to be,
G " (K )=  [ j  G . (E ) x G . - .  ( E ) .
k=0
Clearly, G2 (E ) C  G  (E ) x G  (E ) and so G 2 (E) can be given the subspace metric 
induced from the product metric o f G (E ) x G (E ).
Since the constituent parts, Gk (E ), o f the double Grassmannian, G2 (E ), are 
all manifolds, the double Grassmannian is itself a manifold. In deed, we note that 
to  any splitting, E  =  F  ©  G, there corresponds a pair o f  complementary charts, 
( Ug , d>Fa) and (Uf , 4>g f )i ° f  the Grassmannian manifold G  (E ). Alternatively, we 
see that to any such splitting there corresponds the chart,
(Uf®o , <t>F®a) < where
Uf<$g  =  Ua x Up, and
<pF<iG = 4>f o  x 4>g f -
Now consider a normed vector bundle, ir : E  —» B  with an n-dimensional 
typical fibre, E. As above we can make a fibrewise extension of the above 
definition of the double to Grassmannian associated to an n-dimensional normed 
vector space to define the double Grassmannian, G2E , o f  a  normed vector bundle 
E. Let GE  denote the Grassmannian bundle associated to  E, and let GkE denote 
the Grassmannian subbundle of fc-planes o f E. Then the double Grassmannian 
manifold, G2E, is defined to be
G2B -  [J  G kE ^ B Gn. kE.
km 0
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Again, G*E  C G E  x G E  and so the total space o f  G2E  can be given the subspace 
metric induced from the total space product metric of the G E  x GE. Since the 
constituent parts, GkE , o f the double Grassmannian bundle, G*E, are all metric 
bundles, the double Grassmannian bundle is itself a metric bundle.
Note that to any C r splitting, E  =  F  ® s  G. o f  E , there corresponds a pair of 
global CT sections o f G E , x  ► F x and x  Gx . Corresponding to this splitting, is 
a complementary pair o f local trivializations o f G E  defined over the whole base 
space. The local trivializations are (Ua, 4>f c ) and (Uf , 0gj?), and are C T between 
and C°° within the fibres o f GE.
Alternatively, to any such C T splitting, there corresponds a global C T section 
o f G2E, x  *-► F x ® G X. Corresponding to this splitting, is a local trivialization of 
G2E  defined over the whole base space. In this case the local trivialization is
(Uf®bg , <t>F<$BG) . where 
Uf®bG — Ua x s  Uf , and
<i>FQbG =  <PFG X B <t>GF-
These “local” trivializations are of particular importance to the work in Part 
III. In chapter 11 we will show that to any pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit, 21, 
there exists o f a C °  splitting for which it is a hyperbolic pseudo-orbit. Then in 
chapter 12 we will show that any pseudo-orbit, 23, close to 21 (in the base space) 
has a hyperbolic splitting close to the C °  splitting o f  21. In both o f these instances 
we will be working in a local trivialization induced by an appropriate splitting.
4.4 Spaces o f  n on -degen era te  Splittings
The double Grassmannian topologizes the space of ail possible splittings for a 
given Banach space or normed vector bundle. However, for the Weak Shadowing 
Stable Manifold theorem proven in Part III, we need more than this. For the 
results in Part III, we are interested in asserting that a given splitting is not 
too degenerate. That is we want to know that the pair o f subspaces of E  are 
not in some sense too close to each other. For us the most natural space in
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which to study these non-degenerate splittings is the space o f A'-(nondegenerate)- 
splittings, Sk  (E ), which we will define in this section.
Given a Banach space, E, a positives, and a splitting, E  =  F ® G , the splitting 
is e-degenerate if
1. for every unit vector Vf o f F  there is a unit vector va o f G  for which 
|uf — vg| <  e , and
2. for every unit vector va o f G  there is a unit vector vp o f F  for which
I va -  v f| S  e -
A splitting is e -non-degenerate if it is not s-degenerate. However this definition is 
not the most useful definition for the work o f Part III. For our purposes the most 
useful definition of (non)-degeneracy involves the use of the projection operators 
induced by a given splitting.
Consider a Hilbert or Banach space, E. Associated with any splitting, E  =  
F ®  G, o f E, is a pair o f  projection operators which project the vectors o f E  onto 
one o f the two subspaces o f E  along the other. For a general splitting of a Banach 
space, the norms o f the projection operators are greater than or equal to one. For 
a Hilbert space the norms of the projections are equal to one iff the subspaces 
comprising the splitting are perpendicular. We will always assume that the norm 
o f any projection is greater than or equal to one.
Given a Banach space, E , a constant K  >  1, and a splitting, E  =  F ® G , let 
Pf  (p g ) denote the projection of E  onto the subspace F  (G) along the subspace 
G  (F ). The splitting is A'-degenerate if min {|p f | . |pc|} >  A'. The splitting is 
I\ -non-degenerate if it is not A'-degenerate, that is if max {|j>f |, |pc|} <  K .  We 
will use the symbol S*- (E ) to denote the subspace o f splittings, i.e.. o f the double 
Grassmannian, G2 (E ), which are all A'-non-degenerate. That is we define
S k (E ) =  { F ® G € G j (F )  | max{|pH,|pc|} <  A : } .
Given a A'-non-degenerate splitting E  — F ® G  and a pair o f subspaces, F  
and G, o f E  which are close to F  and G  respectively, we would like to estimate 
the non-degeneracv o f  the splitting E  =  F ® G . The splitting E  =  F ® G  provides
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natural charts, (Uo , 0 f.g ) and (CVi ^g.f )» o f the G  and ^-neighbourhoods o f  F  
and G  respectively. The naturality o f this pair of charts suggests that we make 
the above estimate in the space of linear maps for F  toG , L (F ,G ). The following 
lemma provides the estimate we need.
L em m a 4.2 Consider a K-non-degenerate splitting E  =  F ® G . Consider a pair 
o f  subspaces F  andG  which are o f the same dimension asF  andG respectively. Let 
Lf  and La denote the linear maps contained in L (F ,G ) and L  (G ,F ) respectively 
whose graphs are the subspaces F  and G.
//||£/r||, ||£.c|| <  6 and 2SK  <  1 then the subspaces. F  andò, form  a splitting 
E  =  F  ® 6  and m oreover this splitting is K  *non-degenerate.
P ro o f: While the above estimate seems a bit crude, it does work and so we 
provide its proof.
To show that the splitting E  =  F  ©  ò  is non-degenerate we have to  show 
that norms o f the projection operators, pp : E  —» F  and p$ : E  —* G  which 
project along ò  and F  respectively are both bounded. To see that the pair of 
subspaces, F  and G, form a splitting of E  and moreover to estimate the norm s of 
the appropriate projections, for each vector e £ E  we need to find a unique pair 
o f  vectors, ( / ,  g ) , in F  x G  for which e =  f  +  g.
To do this, for each vector e €  E, we use a contraction mapping argument. We 
work in the Banach space F x Ò  with the (sum) product norm, |(/.^)| =  \f +  S') 
for /  €  F  and g £  G . Given a vector e £  E, our contraction mapping is defined
by
To verify that is a contraction mapping, consider / i , / j  £ F  and , g i £  G. 
Since pf  +  PG =  fd , we have
I® ,  ( f i . i l )  -
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<  IL f Pf  +  L g Pg \ |/a +  02 -  f i  -  9i |
<  26K  |/ j +  g i  — f i  — 9\ | •
In order to interpret the significance o f the fixed points of $ e, we will need the
additional fact that the linear maps (Id  +  Lf ) : F  —* F  and (Id  +  Lg ) :G  —* G
are both invertible. Since these o f arguments are essentially the same we will 
only consider (Id  +  Lf )- T o  see that this linear map is invertible we only need 
to show that, for ail f  E F  for which |/| >  0 we have |(Id  +  L f ) f\ >  0. Since 
K  >  1, we know that 6 <  I. This means that
0 <  (1 -  6) |/| <  (1 -  \LF\) |/| <  |(Id  +  Lf ) f\
for all /  €  F  for which |/| >  0. Similar arguments can be used to  show that both 
linear maps are invertible.
Since $ e is a contraction mapping o f a Banach space, it has a  unique fixed 
point, ( /« ,£ * )»  for each t  €  B. By construction we have
0 =  (Id  +  Lf ) o pF o (e  -  / .  -  j . )  , and
0 =  (Id  +  Lg ) o p c o (e  — f ,  -  g .)  .
Since the maps (Id  +  Lp) : F  —» F  and (Id  +  L g ) : G  —► G  are b oth  invertible, 
and moreover pp +  Pg  =  Id  this pair of equations imply that e =  f ,  +  g ,. Since 
any other pair o f vectors ( / i ,t f i )  for which e =  f i  +§\ would also b e  a fixed point 
o f <&e, we see that ( / « ,5e) is the unique pair o f vectors for which e =  /«  +  g,. 
Since we can do this for any e €  E, this means that the pair o f  subspaces, F  and 
G, form a splitting E  =  F  ® G .
We are now interested in estimating the norms of f ,  and g , for any e €  E. 
We do this in two steps. Since <&e is a contraction mapping, we know that 
(0 ,0 ) is a Cauchy sequence whose limit is ( /« ,  g,'). In the first step we estimate 
!(/• ,§ e ) — (0» 0)| for any n. In the second step we directly estim ate the norms
o f / ,  and g,.
Fix e 6 E  and consider
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<  (0, 0 ) - ♦ ; (< > ,0 )|
<  ^2 (26K )‘ |#e (0, 0) — (0, 0)|
<  (26 K ) ' |I d  +  L f Pf  +  L g Pg I k l
Now we estimate the norm of /« .  To do this we let ( / " , £ " )  =  (0 ,0). Then
we have
| /r '|  <  | / r | + d + i ) a- | ( / . , j . ) - * : < o , o ) |
<
<  (2 SKY
This in turn implies that the norm o f the projection , pp, is bounded by
W e are now interested in the definition o f the “‘closeness’’ o f a pair o f splittings. 
W hile we could use the metric, defined above, for the double Grassmannian, 
G2 (E ), it is not the most convenient for our purposes. Since all o f the splittings 
which we will consider are K -non-degenerate for som e K  >  1, it will be more 
useful to use the following alternate ■‘metric" o f G7 (E )  which again uses the 
norms o f the canonical projection operators associated to the given splittings. 
G iven the pair of splittings, E =  F © G  =  F & G ,  we define,
d, (F rn G .F lS  6 )  =  max {Ip fP s I , Ipcppl, IppPol , Ip s Pf I} •
For F © G  and F © 6  in S k (E ), this is a A'-metric. T hat is it satisfies the following 
/C-triangle inequality
K  [ Simi lar arguments show that the norm o f  the projection, p$, is also 
bounded by K  This means that the splitting E  =  F ® 6  is K  '
non-degenerate as stated.
i ,  ( F ~ G . F ~ Ò )  <  K i ,  ( F ~ G . F ^ G )  +  K d ,  ( F ^ G . F ~ t ì )  .
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The following lemma shows that this A'-metric is topologically equivalent to the 
metric of the double Grassmannian, G2 (£T).
Lemma 4.3 Fix K  >  1, and consider a pair o f  splittings, F ® G ,  F ($ G  €  
Sk (E )C G 1 (E ). Then
1. dp (F ® G ,F ® G )  <  K 2d ( F © G ,F © G ) ,  and
2. if dp (F  ©  G ,F ©  6 )  <  6 <  1 then there exists a constant positive Cs which 
depends only on 6 fo r  which d [F  ® G ,F ®  G ) <  Csdp (F  ©  G, F  ©  G ) .
P ro o f: We will prove statement 1 first. We only need to show that IpfPc I <  
K 1d ( F 9 G , F ^ G ) ,  since the proofs of the sim ilar statements for the other pro­
jection operators are essentially the same.
Fix r  >  1 and consider e €  E  for which p<j (e ) /  0. Let e =  p<j (e). Since 
e €  G , there exists e €  G  for which
This implies that
lpn>a(e)l ”  Ip f (S)I =  \p f  (2) — p r  (l«l«)l
<  \pp\ H - H K I
<  rK d  ( F & G , P $ 0 )  |e|
< rh '1d ( F ^ G , F 9 6 )  |e|.
Since t >  1 was arbitrary we have
IP F P i M l  <  K 'd  (F  0  G, F  ®  6 )  |«|.
If P(j (e) =  0 then the last inequality is trivially satisfied, and so we have proven 
the statement 1.
We will now prove statement 2. Let Cs =  then, since is concave up 
over the interval [0,1), we know that <  C$x for all 0 <  x  <  6.
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We will again only show that for every e €  F  for which |e| =  1 there exists 
an e G F  for which
|e -e|  < IPGPf I
i  -  Ip c p /H
<  Cs \pcpp\.
This plus the similar statements for the other pairs of subspaces is enough to 
verify statement 2.
We begin by showing that the map, pp- F  =  pF is an isomorphism. Consider 
c €  F  for which |e| >  0. Since F  and F  are closed subspace of E, it is enough to 
show that |p f (c)| >  0. But
\i\ <  I PF (¿)| +  I PC (¿ )  | <  I PF (¿) I +  IPCPpI |«| ,
0 <  |«| (1 — Ipcppl) <  Ip f  (2)1 •
Now consider e 6  F  for which |e| =  1. Since pp F is tin isomorphism, there 
exists a unique e €  F  such that pF (e ) =  e. Then
1« — «1 =  IPc(e)| =  IpcPf («)I 
^  Ipcppl |e|
<  \paPt\ . .
-  1 — \papp\
<  Cs Ip g ppI .
Chapter 5
Continuity of bundle maps
In this chapter we collect the various continuity results which will be required 
throughout the rest o f the thesis. For general metric spaces we will define the 
concepts o f Lipschitz continuity. For general Banach spaces we consider the 
Lipschitz properties o f the inversion operator which maps the space o f  invertible 
linear maps into itself. Finally for bundle maps of metric or normed vector 
bundles, we define the fibre Lipschitz constant as well as proving a version o f the 
Lipschitz inverse function theorem for normed trivial vector bundles.
5.1 L ipsch itz con tin u ity
A map, /  : X  —* Y , between two metric spaces, X  and Y , is Lipschitz continuous 
with Lipschitz constant L ip ( f ) ,  if
d r  ( / ( * ) , / ( ■ * ) )  <  L ip ( f )d x ( x , i )
for all i ,  x  €  X  for which d\ ( x ,x )  <  oo.
5.2 L ipsch itz con tin u ity  for bu n dle  m aps
Now consider a pair of (m etric or normed) bundles, tte : E  —* B e and JTf  : F  —* 
Bf  and a bundle map, /  : B  —» F  between them. If the vector bundle is trivial, 
then there are two related natural definitions o f ''Lipschitz*' continuity which can 
be applied to the bundle map / .
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The first definition, is only defined for trivial bundles. For a metric or normed 
bundle which is trivial, we can define a total space metric by taking the box metric 
formed of the fibre and base metrics. Consider two points, e and e in a trivial 
bundle E  which are in different fibres, e €  Ez and e €  E x. Since the bundle 
is trivial, there is a unique e €  Ex which corresponds to e, similarly there is 
a unique ?  6 E x which corresponds to e. We can then define the total space 
distance between the points e and e as
0 (e, e) =  max {d (x, x ) , |e -  S\x , |e -  e|*} .
The first definition of Lipschitz continuity then corresponds to the normal defi­
nition of Lipschitz continuity with respect to the total space metrics, 0e  (*, •) and 
Dp (•,•), of the bundles E  and F. That is, a (metric or normed) trivial vector 
bundle map, / ,  is Lipschitz continuous if /  is Lipschitz with respect to the total 
metrics of E  and F . The related Lipschitz constant is denoted L ip ( f) .
The second definition o f “ Lipschitz” continuity, which is valid for any metric of 
normed bundle, corresponds to  the normal definition o f Lipschitz continuity o f the 
map, T ( / ) ,  between the spaces of sections, T (E ) and T (F ). A metric or vector 
bundle map, / ,  between normed vector bundles is fibre Lipschitz continuous 
(Lipschitz continuous in the fibres) if there exists a positive constant, L ip/ (f), 
for which
for all x € B e  and e, e €  Ex. In this case, the constant, L ipj ( / ) ,  is called the fibre 
Lipschitz constant (the Lipschitz constant in the fibres). The similar definition 
for a metric bundle map between metric bundles will be left to the reader.
I f  the base m ap, / 0, is a diffeomorphism (homeomorphism) then, /  is fibre 
Lipschitz continuous iff T ( / )  is Lipschitz continuous with respect to the appro­
priate sup metrics o f T (E ) and T (F ). If /  is a vector bundle map between the 
normed bundles, E , andF, then, since, V ( / ) ,  is a linear map between the Banach 
spaces T (E ) and T (F ), T ( / )  is Lipschitz continuous iff it is a bounded linear 
mapping of T (F )  into T (F ), and moreover the Lipschitz constant is then the 
operator norm o f  T ( / ) .
It is important for most the work in this thesis that, while a Lipschitz bundle
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map is obviously fibre Lipschitz, it's fibre Lipschitz constant can be, and often is, 
distinctly smellier than its Lipschitz constant. Most o f the bundle maps we will 
consider will be Lipschitz with a Lipschitz constant of at least 1 since the base 
map is usually expansive. However, we will usually construct the bundle map so 
that it contracts the fibres. That is we will construct the bundle map so that its 
fibre Lipschitz constant is strictly less than 1.
5.3 L ipsch itz  bu n d le  m aps o f  the W h itn ey  sum
Some care must be taken when considering the Lipschitz properties of a bundle 
map which involves the Whitney sum o f two bundles, E\ and Ei- Since the 
Whitney sum of a pair normed (or metric) bundles can be given any one of three 
different normed (or m etric) bundle structures, we must be careful when deeding 
with a bundle map o f x  which is also a bundle map o f either Xj or x2.
Since the fibres differ between the three bundle structures, Lipschitz continuity 
and the Lipschitz constants in the fibres may differ between the three bundle 
structures. When considering the map as a map o f the fibre bundle x then the 
appropriate fibre norm is the max norm, but when considering the same map as 
a map o f  the fibre bundle V\ or x2 then the appropriate fibre norm is essentially 
the fibre norm  oiE-i or E\ respectively. Hence, the Lipschitz constant in the fibres 
for a fibre bundle map “ o f” E\ 0 / /  £?2 depends crucially on the context.
5.4 T angent sections
Twice in Part II, once in the C r-Section theorem and once in the perturbed
Stable Manifold theorem, we will consider the Whitney sum o f a pair o f normed 
bundles, and we will need to show that a pair of local sections o f the bundle xj 
are tangent. We can do this if Given a bundle map, f  \E\ —* E i, between a pair 
o f normed bundles, let x  =  x j ( ¿ 1) and define the local fibre Lipschitz constant 
at ¿i to be
Lipj,ix ( / )  =  SUP
! / ( « ■ ) - / ( «  il l/.i i) 
l«i — «il*
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Again, the similar definitions for metric bundles will be left to the reader.
Recall that the fibre component, s, o f a local section, <r, o f the bundle T\ : 
0w  E j -*  E\ is a metric bundle map from E\ to £?2. For the point c\ €  E\, 
we define the slope o f  <r at ¿1 to be the local fibre Lipschitz constant o f the fibre 
component, s , at ¿j. Moreover, we say that the pair, 0  and &, o f (local) sections 
o f the bundle, f j ,  are tangent at ¿1 if the (local) section <r — <7 has a zero slope 
at i\. This means that ¿ip/,«, (s — i )  =  0.
Note that the slope of 0  is not defined by the local fibre Lipschitz constant 
o f <7, since this would depend on the Lipschitz continuity o f <7 between fibres of 
E\. In each o f  the cases in which the slope o f  a  will be used, for example in 
the C r-Section theorem in Part II, we will be unable to produce bounds on the 
Lipschitz properties of o  betxueen the fibres o f E \ . In particular, examples due to 
Anosov, show that o  need only be Holder continuous between the fibres of E\.
5.5 T h e  L ipsch itz p rop erties  o f  the inversion  
m a p , Inv
The proof o f the C r-Section theorem, in Part II, will require the following elemen­
tary Lipschitz properties o f the inversion map, Inv : G L  (E .E ) —► G L (J5 ,£ ). We 
will state these properties for a given Banach space E  and extend them fibrewise 
as they are needed.
Lemma 5.1 Let E  be a Banach space, and let Inv : GL (E .E )  —* GL (E ,E ) be 
defined as Inv (.4 ) =  A~l . Then Inv is smooth and
( P ‘ Inv)A ( f l „ . . . , B . )  =  ( - l ) '  Y . - (5.1)
P€S,
where S, is the symmetric group on s symbols and B\,. . . ,  B, are linear operators 
on E.
Let A (p )  =  {A  €  G L (E ,E ) \ |.<4~1| < ^ } -  Then D *Inv is both uniformly 
bounded and uniformly Lipschitz on A (p ).
Proof: We prove equation 5.1 via induction. To start with we have (Z H n v ^ f? ) =  
—.4“ IB.4_I (see Abraham et.al. [AMRS3]). Now assume that equation 5.1 is true
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for s  — 1. By the Leibnitz’ Rule we have
D (D 'ln v )A(B x........B .) =
■ ■ ■ B m A - '
< - » ) * £  + < - l  )A - 'B Mt,A - 'B M A - ' - - - B M. ,A - '
H------- 1- ( —1 ) A~l • ■ ■ Bp(t)A~l B i+ tA ’ 1
By collecting terms, this implies that equation 5.1 is valid for s.
To show that ZJ'Inv is uniformly bounded on the set A (n) we note that 
equation 5.1 implies that
KC'Inv),, (B i ■ ■ ■ B .)| <  a! |B,| ■ ■ ■ \B.\.
Hence the operator norm of
(0 'ln v )^  as an element of GL* (G L (£ , E ) ;G L (£ ,  E )) is | (0*Inv)J  <  
for all A €  A ( /i ) .
To show that D $Inv is uniformly Lipschitz on A(/x) we use a telescoping sum 
to note that
A ~lBp(i)A~l • • • B„(t)A~x — A ~lB^\)A~l ■ ■ • Bp(,)A ~ l 
=  { A - ' - A - ' ) B pil)A - ' - - B lt . )A - '
+  A~l BpW ( A - 1 -  A “ 1)  • ■ • Bp{t)A~l 
H--------1- A - ' B ^ A - '  • • • BP(,) (A ’ 1 — A -1 )  .
Using this result, and the estimate that
| /T ' -  / i - ‘ | =  |A - 'A A - '  -  A - 'A A - 'l  <  p 1 |,4 -  /i| 
we find that equation 5.1 implies that Lip ( D ‘ [nvj^ ^  <  (a +  l ) ! p ,+ i. ■
5.6 T h e  Lipschitz inverse fu nction  th eorem  for 
b u n d le  maps
The Lipschitz part of the Unstable Manifold Theorem will require the following 
two theorems about fibre Lipschitz bundle maps. The first theorem is a version 
of the Lipschitz inverse function theorem for normed trivial vector bundles.
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Given a normed bundle we can always forget the normed structure (the given 
norm on each fibre), as well as the vector space structure o f each fibre. By doing 
this we end up with a metric bundle.
A  vector bundle map is by definition a map from one vector bundle to-«mother 
which preserves fibres and is a vector space morphism (i.e. a linear map) on each 
fibre. If the bundle maps used in the next two lemmas were vector bundle maps 
the lemmas would be trivial. It is very important that the bundle maps we are 
using need not be vector bundle maps.
T h e o re m  5 .2  Consider the following diagram o f  metric bundle maps
where f  is a homeomorphism with Lipschitz inverse, h is a continuous Lipschitz 
map, U  is an open subset o f  the normed trivial vector bundle E , and V  =  f  (U) 
is an open subset o f the normed trivial vector bundle F . Both U and V  are given 
the Metric bundle structure induced by the normed bundle structures o f  E  and 
F  respectively. The base map, fo, o f  both f  and h, is a homeomorphism between 
the topological spaces Eo and Fo. Let g =  f  +  h.
I f  Lip/ (h ) L ipj ( / “ *) <  1, then g is a metric bundle homeomorphism o f  U 
onto an open subset o f  F , with Lipschitz inverse whose fibre Lipschitz constant 
satisfies
P ro o f : Since g is the sum o f two continuous metric bundle maps, it is itself 
continuous. Hence in order to show that g is a homeomorphism we must show 
that it is injective and that its inverse is continuous or equivalently that g  is open. 
T he proofs that g is injective and open are based on Shub’s Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 
respectively, see [ShuST].
Eo ------¿2— - Fo
1
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We begin by showing that g is injective. Since L ip j(h ) =  Lipj ( /  — g) <  
) we have for x  in * e  (U) ««id e ,e  e (/ x =  (x ) f\U
l # ( « ) - i ( i ) l ,  S  l / ( e ) ~  l ( S - / ) « -
5  ~ Lip' ( /  ~ J )] |e - g|.  >  ° if «■ 
Hence g  is injective in each fibre. Since the base map of g is f 0 which is itself 
injective, g  is injective as a map from U  to g  (U ). Moreover, the inverse o f g is 
fibre Lipschitz with a fibre Lipschitz constant, Lipj («7“ *), satisfying the condition 
stated above.
We must now show that g is open. Since / “ * is a homeomorphism it is 
enough to show that g f~ x = ( /  +  /») f ~ l =  Id  +  h f~ l is open. Let v =  A /-1 . By 
assumption we have
A =  L ipj (v) <  Lip/ (h) L ip j (/"*) <  1,
Moreover, since both h and / " *  are Lipschitz, v  is also Lipschitz. Let 
K  =  L ip(v) <  L ip (h ) Lip  ( / “ ' )  -
Since, for small enough r  >  0, the balls o f size r with respect to the total metric 
o f  F  form a basis o f the topology of F  it is enough to show that Id  +  v maps any 
such ball to an open set. Since both g and f ~ x are injective, it enough to show 
that the image via Id +  v o f any such ball contains another such ball. That is, it 
is enough to show that for any e €  V  and r >  0 for which Br (e ) C  V  we have
B . ( ( l d  +  v ) t ) C ( I d  +  v ) (B r (t ) )  
for some function, s, o f r.
Fix such an e and r. Let e =  (Id  +  v ) e  and s =  • We seek a
local bundle map which is an inverse to (Id  +  v) and whose base map is Id/?0. 
Equivalently, we seek a local bundle map, w : B,  (e) —* F, whose base map is 
7d/r0 and which satisfies
(Id  +  w ) ( B . ( e ) ) C  B r ( t ) ,  and ( /d  +  to )(/r f +  v) =  IdF.
Rearranging the last equation we see that we require w =  —v (I d  +  w). This 
suggests that we should look for w as the fixed point o f the operator ♦ (« ;)  =
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—v (Id  +  to) defined on the set, Z , o f all Lipschitz metric bundle maps from B , (e) 
into/* whose base map is Id/r0 and for which w (e) =  —v ( e ) , Lipj (u>) <  -A_, and 
Lip (to) <  Since the base map o f all o f the bundle maps in Z  is Idp0, any 
to €  Z  maps the fibres of F  identically into themselves. Hence Z  is a (complete) 
Banach space with the sup norm of the fibre norms of F , that is
Consider to €  Z. We begin by showing that $  maps Z  into itself. Firstly, 
since the base maps of w, v and Id are all 7<f/r0, the base map o f <t(tn) is Idp0 
also. Secondly, since w (e )  =  —t»(e), ( I d  +  t v ) e  =  e and moreover, $ (w )e  =  
—v ( I d  +  w) e =  — v (e ). Now, Consider the fibre Lipschitz constant of w. We 
have
|u»| =  sup
L ip/ (Q (w )) =  L i p f ( - v ( I d  +  w ))
<  Lipj (u) (Lip/ (Id ) +  Lip/ (u/))
Finally, consider the Lipschitz constant o f w. As above, we have
L ip (* (w ))  =  L i p ( - v ( I d + w ) )
<  L ip (v ) (L ip (Id ) +  L ip (tv ))
We claim that $  is Lipschitz with constant A in Z , we have
|—v ( I d +  to) +  v (I d  +  uj')| =  sup \—v (I d  +  w )e ' +  v (Id + to ')e '\ Wi
<  sup A | (/d + u ;)e ' -  (I d  +  to') e'\ (7
<  A |u; — u>'|.
Since A <  1 and Z  is complete we see that there exists a unique fixed point, in, 
of $  in Z. This implies that (7<f +  to) (Id  +  v) =  Id.
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Since w  is an element of Z , it is Lipschitz with constant Hence, Id  +  w
is Lipschitz with constant K  *  1 +  and so
Of ( ( Id  +  u>) e, (Id  +  w) e') <  A 'Of (e, e ' ) .
This implies that
( I d + w )  (B r / i ( « ) ) c s , ( e ) .
Since r/K  =  s , the local bundle map, Id +  xv is the local inverse to Id  + 1; which 
we required. Since e and r for which Br («) C  V  were arbitrary, this in turn 
implies that Id  +  v and hence g are open.
We have yet to show that g~l is Lipschitz. Since g f~ x =  Id  +  u, we have that 
fg ~ x =  (Id  +  v )“ 1 =  Id  +  w, that is g~l =  f ~ l (Id  +  u>). Since f ~ x, Id  and w 
are Lipschitz, so is g~l . ■
L em m a  5 .3  Let g be a homeomorphism from an open subset U o f  the Banach 
space E onto an open subset V  o f  the Banach space F . I f  g~x is Lipschitz with 
constant L ip (g~ x) <  X, then fo r  any e  €  E  and r >  0, fo r  which Br (e) C  U, we 
have
B h (g  (« ))  C g (B T ^ )) •
P ro o f: Consider e 6 E  and r >  0 for which Br (e )  C  U. Let $ (e ) =  v or 
equivalently, since g is a homeomorphism, let ^-1 (v ) =  e. Since L ip(g~x) <  A, 
we have
Is'1 (») -  S '1 (S)|E S A |o -  »1,.
Since g~x is continuous, we have
s " 1 ( £ {  ( " ) )  c  B. ( s ~1 (•"))■
Since g is a homeomorphism, by taking g o f both sets we have
B f  (s (* )) c s ( B T w ) .
C o ro lla ry  5 .4  Let g be a metric bundle homeomorphism from an open subset U 
o f  the normed bundle f f  : E  —» B e  onto an open subset V  o f  the normed bundle
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JTf : F  —* B f • Bo*A U  and V  have the m etric bundle structure induced by the 
normed structures o f  E  and F  respectively.
Consider x  €  Be  and e  €  Ux =  ir£* (x)C\(J. Let Br,x (e ) denote the ball in 
the fibre over x  o f radius r  about the vector e . Let go denote the base map o f  g.
I f  g~l is fibre Lipschitz with constant L ip j (5' 1) <  A, then fo r  any x  €  B e 
and any e 6 Ux, fo r  which B TiX (c ) C UXt we have
£}.»<•> ( » ( « ) )  c  9  (& •-.(«)) ■
P r o o f :  Consider x  €  B e - Then , is a homeomorphism from the open set Ux 
o f  the fibre E x to an open subset o f the fibre F g0(x). Since both of these fibres are 
Banach spaces, we can directly apply the previous lemma. ■
Part II
The C£-Section and Unstable 
Manifold Theorems for /«-slowly 
varying Fibre bundles
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The Weak Shadowing Stable manifold Theorem, to be proven in Part IV , is 
essentially an application o f the fibre bundle version of the Stable manifold the­
orem proved in this part. By using the Pesin-Mather metric, defined in Part III, 
we can pass back and forth between a weakly hyperbolic problem on a compact 
manifold, and a uniformly hyperbolic problem on a paracompact manifold. To 
be able to make use o f this technique, we must prove the fibre bundle version of 
the Stable Manifold Theorem for fibre bundles with paracompact base spaces.
In passing from the com pact to the paracompact setup, uniform bounds on 
the norms o f functions become * 2-slowly varying bounds on the corresponding 
functions o f the paracompact manifold. Hence we must prove the Stable Manifold 
Theorem for /c-slowly varying bounds. Fortunately, this is essentially what Pugh 
and Shub [PSS9] have done, for the same reasons, in their proof o f Pesin’s Stable 
Manifold Theorem.
The central idea behind Pugh and Shub’s Graph transform version o f the 
proof o f the Pesin’s Stable manifold theorem is really very simple: apply the 
contraction mapping principle uniformly in each fibre to an appropriately con­
structed pair of vector bundle morphism and normed vector bundle to conclude 
that an appropriately chosen space of sections o f the bundle is invariant under 
the action o f the bundle morphism. The resulting invariant section corresponds 
to the stable or unstable manifold back on the original manifold. The technique 
is mostly contained in constructing the correct vector bundle morphism, bundle 
pair.
To show that the stable and unstable manifolds are C r is only slightly more 
difficult. In this case we must make a recursive application o f the contraction 
mapping principle. Moreover at each step in the recursion the invariant section 
obtained in the previous step is used to construct the next bundle morphism, 
bundle pair for the current step in the recursion.
In both applications o f the contraction mapping principle, the bundle m or­
phism is a fibre contraction. Indeed any continuous fibre contraction has a con­
tinuous invariant section. We prove this fact in the first chapter o f this part of 
the thesis. The recursive proof that, under appropriate conditions, a given sec­
tion is C r is called the C '-Section  theorem. It is also stated and proven in the
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first chapter o f this part o f  the thesis. Not surprisingly, we can actually show 
that, again under the appropriate conditions, a given section is C r+'\ This fact 
is proven by the C '+<,-Section theorem. The interested reader can find the state­
ment and proof o f this theorem in Pugh and Shub’s paper [PS89]. Finally, the 
Stable manifold theorem itself is stated and proven in the last chapter of this 
part o f the thesis.
Chapter 6
Fibre contractions and the 
Section theorems
As part o f the statement o f the perturbed Stable manifold theorem, in chapter 7, 
we claim that the sections which represent the stable and unstable manifolds are 
C r+<?. It is the purpose of the C '-Section and C '+<J-Section theorems to provide 
the proofs o f these claims.
It is the purpose o f  this chapter to define the concepts o f  Fibre contractions, 
C ; and C*+a continuity required to state and prove Pugh and Shub’s Section 
Theorems. Our proofs will only slightly generalize those given by Pugh and Shub 
in section 6 o f [PS89].
6.1 F ibre  con tra ction s
Consider a pair o f bundles, E x and E2, over the same base space, H. Assume that 
the bundle E\ is either a metric or normed vector bundle and that the b u n d le d  
is a normed vector bundle. Recall that in chapter 3 we showed how to construct 
at least two different normed vector bundles out o f the W hitney sum, Ei 
o f such a pair o f bundles. For the definition of a fibre contraction, we consider 
Ei ® // E^ as the bundle, Ti : E\ E 2 —* E\.
Let i*i, rj : H  —* (0 , oo), and consider the doubly varying bundle A r,l?i 
A r,£ ] .  A fibre contraction o f A r,i?i A r^ E2 into E\ ® //  E2 over the fibre
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expansion o f A r,.£i in to^ i is a pair o f fibre bundle maps F  : A r,^ i ® «  A ,,£?2 —» 
Ei ® h E i, and b : A riEi —* E\ which makes the diagram
A  ,,E , ® «  A  „ B , ------£ ----- B , <s„ E ,
A  ,,B , B ,
H  ---------- -^--------- H
commute and satisfies
1. L ip, (F )  =  k <  1,
2. F  (A , ,^ i  ® w A rj£ , ) n ( A ri£ ,  ® h E 7) C A r,£ ,  ® w A ^ £ j ,
3. the bundle map 6 is invertible, and
4. A riEi C  b ( A riE i )C E x .
We call k the fibre constant o f F. We define the base constant o f F  to be 
a  =  • The fibre constant measures how sharply F  contracts the fibres of
Ei ®w E2 over E i, and the base constant measures how sharply b~l “contracts” 
the fibres o f the base bundle, E i, and hence how sharply b “expands” the fibres 
o f the base bundle, E x. Note that we do not require that a  >  1.
Given a fibre contraction F  we can define its related Graph Transform, T f  :
r o M - n ^ a s
r v  (<7) =  F  o <7 o b~x.
A section o f the bundle is F-invariant if I>(<7) =  <r. We then have the 
following all important lemma:
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L e m m a  6.1  I f F  is a fibre contraction, then Tf  has a unique F-invariant section 
op- Moreover, since k <  1 we know that
l " l  -  r r *
P ro o f: Consider a  €  T ( A r,F i © // A , ^ 2), since b~l (A r,F i)  C A r,F i, we know 
that <j  o 6_1 ( A r,£?i) is defined and is a subset of A riF i 0 / /  Moreover,
since F ( A r,F i 0 »  A r jfi j)  n ( A r,^ i 0 «  F 3) C  A r,F j 0 / /  A rjF 2, we know that 
T/r ((t) =  F o o o b ~ l €  T (A r,F i 0 «  ¿\T2E i ) and so Tf  maps T ( A r,l?i 0 h A ^ l^ )  
into itself. Since Lipj ( F ) =  t  <  1 we know that for <r, cr €  r ( A r,F i 0 / /  A rjJ?2) 
we have
|IV (<r) — T f (£)| =  sup If  o <7 o b~x (ex) — F  o a  o 6“ 1 (ej)|
<l€Ar,E, 1 1
<  k sup |<7 o 6-1 (e i) — a  o b~l ( c x) I
e,€AME, 1 1
<  k\o — <t\.
Hence, T f  contracts distances in
r ( A rrEi 0 H A rj^ j ) ,  and since T ( A r,F i  0 h A rrE2) is complete, this implies 
that there exists a unique fixed point, <j f , o f Tf  for which Tf  (<tf) =  &F-
This last inequality also implies that r j- ) is a Cauchy sequence in
r ( A r,-Ci 0 w  A rj£ri). This allows us to estimate
Wf \ =  Wf  ~  0|
< £|r>+1 (o) — r> (0)|
n=0
< f>"ir>«»-o|
nsO
<  lr ^ ( ° ) l
<  T— r  sup |F o 0 o 6-1 (ci)|
1 — «e ,6A ,,fi, 1 1
<  r ^ i ^ ( o ) i .
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6.2  Cr con tin u ity  o f  an F-invariant section
The Section theorems essentially state that smooth enough fibre contractions, 
F , have C T and CT+0 /•’-invariant sections. However, since our definitions o f 
“ smooth enough fibre contraction” do not include the condition that the base 
space H be a C T manifold we must first understand what the above statement 
means. For r >  0, the C r-Section theorem will require that the bundle, E\, be a 
normed vector bundle. That is, it will require that E\ be a vector bundle which 
in turn implies that each fibre o f  E\ is a finite dimensional Banach space (i.e. 
vector space). This means that we can meaningfully talk about th e C r properties 
o f  an /'’ -invariant section in each fibre o f E\.
The C r properties o f the /•’-invariant section will be proven by recursively 
building fibre contractions over the fibre expansion 6 for which the successive 
(continuous) invariant sections are the sections o f tangent planes to the previ­
ous section. Since at each step these invariant sections are continuous, the C r 
properties in each fibre o f  E\ vary continuously between the fibres o f E\.
In the course o f the proof o f the C ”-Section theorem, we will require a number 
o f  results for C T functions defined on a Banach space. In particular, we will need 
a  measure o f the C -s iz e  o f a function as well as bounds on this size obtained 
by application of the Higher Order Chain Rule (H OCR) and the Higher Order 
Leibnitz Rule (HOLR). We will also require the results of Lemma 5.1 given in 
Part I. We will apply these results to the fibre contraction, F , by extending them 
.Ei-fibrewise to the bundle A r,F i ® /f A , ,Ei-
The C r-size o f a function, / ,  o f a Banach space, E, is 
|/|c .  =  m ix f l / l c ,  where |/|,-. =  sup,6*|/(e)|  and \f\'c .  =
sup{||£>‘ /|| | 1 <  ■ <  r ) .
If /  and g are compossible C r functions o f a Banach space, E , the HOCR 
states
D- ( /  O » ) .  v .)  =  £  ( V s ) .  K )
where the multi-index 7 ranges over all partitions o f { 1 , . . . ,  r )  into nonempty sub­
sets 7 : 71 U • • • U7« ~  { l .  • • • . r } .  where vy denotes the set o f (vi, • • •, t/,) arranged 
into t blocks ( .  • • •. ) and where i\  is the collection o f vectors Vj with j  €  7i-
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The symbol W g  denotes the i-tuple of multilinear maps [ D ^ g , . . .  t D ^ g } .  
Since higher order derivatives are symmetric the ordering of the v, and D ^ g  in 
the vy, and ¿-tuple (above) do not matter. Since the sum has at most rr terms 
we have
1/ o g\Cr <  rT\f\cr \g\CT . (6.1)
If Qx and Rx are compossible linear operators with a C r dependence on z, 
then by the HOLR,
D r (<3, * . )  =  £  Q (D — Q .)  ■ ( D‘ R , )  .
Hence we have
10. • R .\ c  <  2 ' lO .lc- I « . lc -  ■ (6-2)
6.3 CrK con tin u ity
A function, g  : H  (0, oo) is a K-slowly varying function for «  >  1 if
i  <  3>> (P)
*  ~  s (p )
<  K
for all p  €  H . We reiterate, that we will often, implicitly, extend such a function, 
defined on H , to a similar function, with the same symbols, defined on E\ or 
even E\ 0 / /  E i. Recall that, in such a case, we define the extended function to 
be the pull back o f  the original function via the appropriate projection, 7rt or
» u  =  °  *r-
Let V ,  denote the set o f all strictly positive functions defined on H  which 
are «-slowly varying. Note that V ,  is closed under sums, positive multiples, 
convex combinations and pointwise convergence. If g\, €  V ,  then their product
belongs to V * =  V * j . The C'-Section theorem requires growth rates in V*<r) 
where p (r ) =  33r. The important property o f g (r )  is
(r +  4 +  r f(r ) )f (r )  <  e ( r +  1), (6.3)
for r >  0.
Recall that we can also consider Ar,£?i 0 / /  A , ,£2 as a bundle, x : A r,-£i 0 / /  
A r ,£ 2 —* H over the base space H. A fibre contraction. F . is C\ continuous if it
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is C r in the fibres o fF i and moreover its C r-size in the fibres o f  E\ is V„-bounded. 
That is, if there exists some B  €  V „  for which for all p €  H , F| . <  f? (p).
A section, o ,  o f Ti : A rj^2 —1► E \, is C ' continuous if its fibre component,
s, is C r in each fibre o f E\, and if there exists some B  €  V *  for which for all
p e H ' K , - J e . S i W '
Finally, for r >  0, the fibre contraction, F , is an r-fibre contraction , if it is C ',  
a fiber contraction over the fiber expansion 6 with fiber constant k =  Lipj ( F ) 
and base constant a  =  if <  1 for all 0 <  s <  r, and if the
varying disc bounds, rj and r2, are «-slowly varying functions o f  H.
6.4 T h e  C j-S ection  T h eorem
We can now state the C '-section theorem due to Pugh and Shub [PS89].
T h e o r e m  6 .2  (C '-S e c t io n  T h e o re m ) I f F  is a C ' r-fibre contraction then it 
has a unique F-invariant section of  which is C ^ r).
P ro o f : Throughout the proof we will simplify the notation by defining D  =  
A , t£?i ® /r A rjl ?2 and E  =  E\ E j. The proof is a simple induction argument. 
For the base step, we will show that, if F  is a CJ 0-fibre contraction then there 
is a unique F  invariant section of  of the t i bundle which is C^-0 > continuous.
It will be convenient to break the induction step into tw o parts. For a first 
part o f the induction step, consider r >  1, and let
k m Kr*lM r-l)sir-l)
We will then show that, if F  is a C ' r-fibre contraction whose unique F-invariant 
section, o f  is for all 0 <  t <  r  — 1, then there exists a C*“ 1 (r  — 1)-
fibre contraction, which we will denote, L F , whose unique LF-invariant section, 
denoted, rp  is the section o f tangent planes to the F-invariant section op-
Assume, for the moment that the base step as well as the first part o f  the 
induction step have both been proven. The base step, o f course, verifies the whole 
theorem for r *  0.
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Now to complete the induction step, consider r >  1 and assume that the 
whole theorem is true for all s-fibre contractions for all s <  r. Consider a C ' 
r-fibre contraction F . Since j ( s )  <  ^ (r ) for all 0 <  s  <  r, we note that, in 
particular, F  is a C* s-fibre contraction for all a <  r. T h e theorem then allows us 
to conclude that the unique F-invariant section, aF, is C '* . ,  for all s <  r. The 
first part o f the induction step then implies that there exists a C£~l (r  — l)-fibre 
contraction, L F , whose unique LF-invariant section, tf , is the section of tangent 
planes to <rF. Since L F  is a C£~l (r  — 1 )-fibre contraction, we can again apply 
the theorem to conclude that tf  is That is the C r - l -size of rF is
bounded. Inequality 6.3 implies that <  k^ tK T h is in turn implies that
the C r-size of a F is V*<r) bounded and hence the theorem is true for all r-fibre 
contractions.
We must now verify the base and first part of the induction step as stated 
above. We prove the base step first. We do this as a lem m a in its own right in 
order to stress that, in this case, E\ need only be a m etric bundle. We will make 
use o f  the metric bundle version of this lemma again in Part III.
L e m m a  6.3  (C jj-S ection  L em m a) If F  is C j, ¿/c <  1, the varying disc bounds 
r\ and r2 are n-slowly varying and E\ is a metric bundle, then the unique F~ 
invariant section, a F, is C^<0)»
I f  F  is a C® 0-fibre contraction then <jf  is C^„0> •
P r o o f :  We stress that E\ is a metric bundle which m ay or may not also be a 
normed vector bundle. If E\ is a normed vector bundle, then the metric bundle 
structure which we use is the metric structure inherited from  the normed vector 
bundle structure o f E\.
Since k <  1, the proof o f lemma 6.1 proves that IV  contracts the complete 
m etric space T (D ) into itself. Since F  and b~l are continuous, IV  maps the 
closed subset of continuous sections into itself. Hence the unique fixed point <rF 
o f IV  is continuous. Since D  has V«-bounded fibres, <tf  is of class CJ. Since 
r  =  0. ic«0' =  k3 >  k , and so <rF is also o f class C®*,,. ■
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We now proceed to prove the first part o f  the induction step. Consider r >  1 
and assume that F  is an r-fibre contraction whose unique F -invariant section, 
<rp, is C* for all s <  r. Furthermore, assume that E\ is a normed vector bundle. 
This part o f the induction step will itself consist o f three major steps. The first 
step will construct the associated fibre contraction L F . The second step will 
show that L F  is an (r  — l)-fibre contraction, and the final step will show that 
the unique L F  invariant section, Tp, is the section o f tangent planes to <jp•
S tep  1: C on stru ctin g  L F  We are interested in constructing a new normed 
vector bundle over the given bundle £?i along with an associated fibre contraction 
L F  over the given fibre expansion b. We begin by considering the action o f F  on 
the tangent planes to the image o f <tf■
A plane at the point e €  D  will be taken by D ,F  to a plane at F  (e). Let 
e =  ei +  e2 €  D , and p =  x (e )  =  Xj (e i) =  x2 («a). Let e =  F (e )  and p =  x  (e). 
Finally, let Ex =  x f 1 (p) =  (E x) „  E2 =  x f 1 (p ) =  (E2)p, Ex =  x f 1 (p) =  {Bx)fy 
and E2 =  x j  1 (p ) =  (E2)f .
Recall that op  is a section o f f j ,  and hence o f  the form, <tf (ex) =  ex + s p  (e i) 
where the fibre component, sp , o f op , is a m etric bundle map from E x to E 2. 
This implies that, when considering the action o f  the derivative o f F  at e, we are 
only interested in the planes which are the graphs of linear maps from E x into 
E2. We write the derivative o f F  at e as the matrix
where A . €  L ( £ , , £ , ) ,  B, e  L ( £ , , £ , ) ,  C . e  L  ( £ , , £ , ) .  end D . €  L ( £ , , £ , ) .  
Given a linear map P  €  h (E x,E 2) the action o f Dt F  on the graph of P  is
\ P  )  \ C .  +  D 'P  )
Since F  preserves the fibres o f X j, Be =  0. Since b is an embedding, A , is 
invertible. Hence the natural action o f F  on P  €  \j (E x,E 2) considered as a plane 
at the point e €  D  is P F, : P  —» (C.,  +  D ,P )  o  A “ *.
We can extend the fibrewise action o f P F e to  an affine bundle morphism of 
the following bundle
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D ® / /  L(E\,Et ) - E 0 «  L(Ei,Ei)
which moreover commutes. T he bundle map P F  is affine in each fibre since, at 
any e  €  D, the zero linear map o f  L  (E \ ,E i) is mapped by P F, to the linear map, 
C ,A ~ l €  L {^E\,E-ij. The bundle map P F  is C '“ 1 in the fibres of E\, and, since 
the minimum expansion o f A e is at least a  and |Z?e| <  k, it contracts the fibres 
o f L (E u E2) more sharply than ka~l <  1, that is Lip/ (P F ) <  ka~l <  1.
Unfortunately this is not yet the bundle that we require. Firstly the base 
map, F , is not a fibre expansion. More importantly in order to show that rp  is 
the section of tangent planes to  the section <rp, the new fibre contraction must 
act only on planes over points in the graph o f o f .
Since Ce is part of DeF  there exists a «-slowly varying function B  such that 
|C.| <  ¿ ? (r (e ) )  for all e €  D. Choose a constant c large enough to satisfy the 
condition « (1  -f ck )a ~ l <  c, and define
L F (e , +  P )  =  (6 (e ,)  +  PF(<rF (e ,) +  P ) ) ,  
and let L  =  A riEi 0 »  A cb L (E \ ,E z). The fibre contraction we seek is then
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L  ----- t i l —  El i „  L ( £ , .£ , )
A r,B , ---------- k--------- .  E,
H  ---------- *---------- H
S tep  2: L F  is an (r  — l ) - f ib r e  co n tra ctio n  We must first show that L F  is 
a fibre contraction, then we will show that it is an (r  — l)-fibre contraction. In 
order to show that L F  is indeed a fibre contraction we need only consider the 
first two conditions o f  being a fibre contraction. Firstly, since L F  is a restriction 
o f  P F  to the section a f , L ip j (L F ) <  Lipf  (P F ) <  ka~l <  1. Secondly by choice 
o f the constant c we have
| P f(< r r (« ,)  +  i> )U .,(„ ,  <  |C„, <«i) "b D „ (. X)P\\ | ^ r („)|
<  ( B ( d )  +  k c B (e i ) )a ~ l
<  « (1  +  cAr)a_ , f l (6 (e i ) )
<  c B (b (e t )) ,
for all e\ +  P  €  X. This implies that L F  (L) H ( $ h E j ) C L.
We are now interested in showing that L F  is in fact an (r  — l)-fibre contrac­
tion. Since k >  1, k <  k and so the fibres o f the disc bundle, L, are V * bounded. 
Since L F  has a fibre constant o f fca- '  <  1 and a base constant o f a , in order to 
show that L F  is a C*-1 (r  — l)-*-fibre contraction we must show
1. the C T~X size o f  L F  is V * bounded, and
2. ( * a - , )a - * » < r- ,) <  1 for all 0 <  s <  r -  I.
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The second condition is an easy consequence of the similar condition on F  and 
inequality 6.3. Proving the first condition is more difficult.
Since
L F  =  6 0  (P F  o ( <tf ©  .*»))) >
and 6 is o f class O ',  it is enough to find bounds on |PF o (o p  ©  Id)\Cr. Applying 
the inequality derived from the HOCR, inequality 6.1, we have
|PF o (<t f  ©  Id)\Ci <  t* |PF|C, |<t f  ©  Id|p,, for all 1 <  t <  r  — 1.
Using the inequality derived from the HOLR, inequality 6.2, we have
IPFIo. <  s»P  |PP .Ic S  ! “ P S“ P 2' + 'C .P )le . l / t . - L  •e€i> e€D />€A«*L(S, JBj) 1
Since F  is o f class C '  and P  €  A cb L ( £ i ,B j) is V *  bounded, we see that 
|(C. +  D,P)\c , is V *  bounded. The inequality derived from the H O CR applied 
to A~l =  Inv o  (e  —» A,)  give us
|-47‘ |c , <  t‘  |Inv|c . 1,4.1 ‘c . .
Since 11^ 7*11 <  a -1 , Lemma 5.1 assures us that the higher derivatives o f Inv are 
also uniformly bounded. Hence lA^'lc* *s bounded, and so |PF|C, is V j +‘  
bounded.
By the induction assumption o f , and hence (<tf ©  Id ), are o f class C**,, for 
0 <  t <  r — 1. Hence |LF|C, is bounded for 0 <  t <  r  — 1. Taking
t =  r — 1 we can conclude that L F  is a  C - “ * (r  — l)-«-fibre contraction and hence 
there exists a unique L F  invariant section rF which is o f class
Step 3: tf is the section of tangent planes to op  Finally, as the last step, 
we must show that rF is the section o f  tangent planes to  the F  invariant section
o r -
Let 3p and tf  denote the fibre components of of  and Tp respectively. Consider 
£ €  A r,^ i  and let p  =  jtj (£ ). Define
l(  : ( A b y
/<*(«) =  *f ( ( )  +  tF ( i)  (e)
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and let A^ denote the local section o f defined by A^  +  hj =  £  +  h +
lf (h )  for all h €  (A r,£i)p* By construction, /  ^ is the fibre component o f A^  in 
A riE i 0  A rL (E\,Ei). We will show that for all £ €  A r,l?i, the local sections <rp
Let rcfl (D ) denote the set o f sections of D  whose slope at any £ €  A r,^ i  is 
less than or equal to cB (t\ ). Since the slope o f a section at the point £ is, by
r c*  (D ) is a closed subset of T (D ). By the arguments used above, we know that 
D F  m aps any plane at the point e €  D  with slope less than or equal to cB (e )  
into a plane at the point F  (e) with slope less than or equal to cB  (F  (e)). This 
implies that F  itself maps Tce  {D) into itself. Hence the unique fixed point <rp of 
T f  is contained in r ca (/?).
Consider two local sections a  and cr o f D  which agree at the point fo €  A r,J?i 
both o f  which have slopes less than or equal to cB  Then IV  (<r) and IV  (5 ) 
are local sections of D  with slopes less than or equal to cB  (& (£ )) and which 
agree at the point £i =  b (£0)  • Let po =  JTj ( f t )  and p\ =  » . ( i i )  =  * (* )■  
Let s  and J denote the fibre components o f a  and <7 respectively. Let /  denote 
the fibre component o f F . Let A^# =  A ^  (a, a )  =  Lip^  (s — 5), and finally let 
A ^  =  A ^  (IV  (<r), T/t (o'))- Recall that Be,Pi ( f t )  denotes the ball in the fibre 
(A r,£?i)Pl of size £ about the point ft . Then
where f t  =  6 (ft).
For p  €  H , let A  (p) =  sup { A j- (A ^ o*-) I £ €  ( A riJ5\)p} Since rp is V ,  
bounded, the slope o f A{- is V «  bounded. This and the fact that the slope o f ap 
is V ,  bounded implies that A  (p) is a V* bounded function.
Since the slope of a local section is by definition the local fibre Lipschitz 
constant o f  the fibre component of the section, we are really considering the local
and A^  are tangent at ft
definition, the local fibre Lipschitz constant of the section’s fibre component at ft
I f r b - ' i M - f â b - '  (ft)| „
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Lipschitz constant (slope) o f a map between two Banach spaces. This means 
that for any given, £0 €  A r,2?i, we can use Taylor’s theorem about the point 
i i  =  b (to ) to approximate
f > K )  ( ( . + * )
=  r>  (X f.) (£ ,)  +  D( J ,  ( a6 ) (A) +  O  (|A|3)
=  { { .  +  F  o , F o 6 -  ( £ , ) }  +  ( 0 „ (& )F  o D U XU o D(xb~'') (A) +  0  (|A|J) 
=  r F (o r )  { ( , )  +  h F (r p )  ( ( , )  (A) +  O  (|A|J)
-  *f, ( { ,  +  A) +  O  (|Af) .
This implies that A ^  ( r f  (A ^ ) , Tp (o f ))  =  A ^  , a p ) , and hence A  (h (p)) <  
fcar_1A (p ). If there exists a p €  H  for which A  (p) 0, then A (A -n (p)) >
(fca-1 )“ nA  (p). Since this quantity grows too fast for A (p )  to be V* bounded, 
we have that A  (p) =  0, and hence Tp is the section o f tangent planes to up as 
required. ■
Chapter 7
The Unstable Manifold Theorem 
for vector bundles
The (general) unstable Manifold theorem for an invariant set, A, o f a uniformly 
hyperbolic map, / ,  o f a Riemannian manifold, M , depends on the special form 
o f the unstable manifold theorem for the fixed point o f a map, F , o f a, possibly 
infinite dimensional, Banach space. The uniform hyperbolicity o f the map /  
allows us to create a related map F  o f this Banach space to itself whose fixed 
point corresponds to  the invariant set A o f the original map / .  In order to 
generalize this proof to a non-uniformly hyperbolic map / ,  the weak shadowing 
unstable manifold theorem constructs a related Fibre bundle map F  o f a Fibre 
bundle to itself whose /-invariant sections correspond to the stable and unstable 
manifolds we seek.
T he special unstable manifold theorem for a fixed point, depends on the map 
F  being Lipschitz close to an invertible hyperbolic linear operator T  o f the Banach 
space to  itself which preserves a given splitting o f the Banach space E  =  E *& E 1. 
That is, there exists a number A < 1 such that
K . l < * -  M J < * -
T he natural generalization o f this invertible hyperbolic linear operator T, is 
an invertible fibre contraction T (T ~x) over a fibre expansion Tu (T~l) for the 
following diagram o f Banach bundles
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More precisely, if we denote the zero section o f the bundle FT1 as Os**, then T  is a 
fibre contraction over the fibre expansion Tu =  =  r ,  o T  o Ob* with a fibre
contraction constant k =  A <  1 and a base constant a =  1/A >  1. Similarly T ~ l 
is a fibre contraction over the fibre expansion T ~l =  =  kt oT ~ l oO®» where
the fibre contraction constant k is again equal to A and the base constant a  is 
equal to 1/A. We call T  a (uniformly) hyperbolic linear (double) fibre contraction 
with hyperbolicity constant A.
Recall from the C '-Section  theorem, that the function, ? ( r ) ,  is defined to 
be p (r )  =  33' .  Define the positive function, £*(r), by firstly defining g([r]) =  
n l lo iK * )  and then defining g (r )  =  ff ([r ])^ (r ) . Then the Unstable Manifold 
Theorem for a normed vector bundle states that for any r  >  1, any small enough 
k >  1, and any hyperbolic linear fibre contraction T, as above, then any C '* 0 
map o f  some /c-slowly varying disc bundle tt : A rE? © «  A rE^ —* H  which is 
sufficiently Lipschitz close to T  is sufficiently close to being an r-fibre contraction 
to have a pair of unique /-invariant sections o f and respectively
which intersect at a unique invariant section o f v.
The key to the proof o f the Unstable Manifold Theorem for a normed vector 
bundle is to see everything as a fibre contraction map. The stable and unstable 
manifolds to be found by the Unstable Manifold Theorem will be invariant sec­
tions o f appropriate fibre bundles rru and for appropriate fibre contraction maps 
related to the given “almost” fibre contraction map / .  The map /  is “almost" 
a fibre contraction because it is Lipschitz close to an invertible linear hyperbolic 
fibre map T. That is both T  and its inverse T ~ l are fibre contractions and both 
/  and its inverse / -1 are Lipschitz close to T  and T~l respectively.
The stable and unstable manifolds will be continuous sections of the varying
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disc bundles tu : A rE* ® «  ArE!* —► A rE“ and x , : A TP  0 / /  A ,E U —► A rF* 
which have certain additional Lipschitz properties. Recall that since E* 0 //£T* is 
a  direct sum o f the two Banach bundles E* and E ", a section a  o f the bundle xu 
is expressed as
where s €  C (jd (EJu ,E*) is called the fibre component o f a. We define the set 
Lipu (A) to be the set of all unstable sections whose fibre component s, has a fibre 
Lipschitz constant less than A. We define Lip* (A) similarly.
7.1 T h e U nstable M an ifo ld  T h eorem
Theorem 7.1 (The Unstable Manifold Theorem for normed vector bundles) 
Let E* and E* be a pair o f  normed vector bundles over a common base space,
H  fo r  which the splitting £ *  ® /f El“ is ho-non-degenerate fo r  ho >  1. Consider a 
hyperbolic linear fibre contraction T  o f  the fibre rhombus E* ® // £ "  with hyper- 
bolicity constant 0 <  A <  1. I f k >  l ,  and 0 <  A/c <  A <  1 <  ho <  ho then there 
exist positive constants e , and 6, depending only on X, k , and A, fo r  which the 
following is true.
Let R : H  —► (0, oo) be a n-slowly varying function. Let f  be a metric
bundle map o f  the n-slowly varying disc bundle A rE* 0 / /  A/j^T* to ET ® h El“ 
as bundles over H . Denote the zero section o f  the bundle x  by 0h and assume 
that the two sections, f  (Oh ) and f ~ l (Oh ), o f  E? ® // E* are also sections o f  
A rE* ® // A rE* . Furthermore, assume that
<7 (e„) =  e„ +  s (e «)
Choose p such that | <  p <  1. and let r (p )  =  pR (p).
v
L i p ( f - T ) < c ,  L ip {D f  — T ) < £ ,  
L i p ( f - ' - T - ' )  < £ .  Lip [ D f ' -  T - ' )  < e
then the following three f  invariant sections exist
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1. g u : A rE*  —» A rE* 0 / /  A rE “ ,
2. g* : A  rE* —* A  rE* 0 «  A  rET1 ,
S. x  : H  —  A rET © „  A r£ \
and satisfy the following conditions
1. g* €  £*p* ( a)  , gu €  £*>“ ( a) ,
S. gM and g - are C'^/i.n.
3. f  contracts g*, and expands gu, that is, /  o j tt (A r£ * ) D g u ( A rfi" )  and
the infinite intersection o f  the forward (inverse) iterates o f  A rE* 0 / /  A rE  
by f  is the graph o f  gu (g*), that is
f - I A J - )  «  H / " ( A . i " ® »  «id
n=0
j ‘ (A ,£ " )  -  f|  / - " ( A r E - e n  A ,£ * ) ,
n=0
5. i/»e sections g‘  and gu intersect at x  which is the only f  invariant section 
o f  A rE* 0 / /  A rE  over H ,
6. gM and gu are the stable and unstable manifolds o f  x  in A rE!* 0 / j A rE ,  
that is, i f  p  €  H , eu €  ( A rE ) p and e ,  €  (A r^ *)p then
i ( r « j - ( . . ] , r « ' W )  - 0. and D ( r ° i ' ( « . ) , . r ° * ( j > ) ) - o
«5 n —* 00,
7. i/iere exists an f  -invariant splitting, E" 0 / /  E  =  E? 0 / /  S  , 0/  f/»e tangent 
space o f  the section x  which is ho-non-degenerate. Moreover, f  is hyperbolic 
at x  with expansion and contraction constant A with respect to this splitting.
The definition of p given above might have made more sense as
r i / (O jf (p ) ) iMrt \ r l ( o „ ( P))\k. llp)\
*  m*K l «(Me)) • fl(A-'lP)) / '
Since R  is a x-slowly varying function we know that A <  <  k , and so the
difference is slight. The form we have used will be more convenient in the body 
o f the proof.
P ro o f: We will essentially follow Shub’s proof o f the unstable manifold theorem 
for a fixed point. Indeed this proof can be seen as essentially an implementation 
of the proof sketched by Pugh and Shub in [PS89]. Note however, that in their 
proof they assumed that there was no perturbation of the zero section of ic. That 
is they assumed that p  =  0. It is very important for the proof of the Weakly 
Shadowing Stable manifold theorem, proven in Part III, that we allow the metric 
bundle map, / ,  to perturb this zero section, and hence this proof allows for the 
possibility that p >  0.
Since /  is Lipschitz close to T  and since T  is a fibre contraction of xu, we 
could hope to create a fibre contraction out o f /  itself. In fact there are many 
ways to do this, one way for each unstable section o  in L*pu ( a) .
Define / ,  =  ir, o /  and f u =  ku o f .  Given an unstable section a  € Lipu (A) 
we can construct an unstable base expansion via the following diagram
A rB - -------2-------A r£ - ® h A „ £ - -------L----- --------------------------*»---------
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That is we define
b„ =  K,„ =  / „  o a  =  jr„ o /  o <7.
We can then construct the following unstable fibre contraction out of /  and this 
base expansion, 6U,„ , by defining
F# (e . +  e , ) »  /'• „„ (e . +  e .) -  6«., (e „ ) +  / .  (e* +  « . ) ,
o /  o <T (e„) +  t ,  o /  (e„ +  e , ) .
Finally, given that Fu^  is a fibre contraction, we can, as in the last two chapters, 
define the unstable u-Graph Transform associated to Fu_. as
T f  ( * )  =  r aJr (or) =  r u.F,  (dr) =  F Ul<r OffO 6"^
for any o  €  Lipu (A).
While this is the proper form of a “Graph Transform” , it is not quite enough to 
show the existence o f the (unique) /-invariant unstable section gu. This is because 
the section op . need not be invariant under its otim «y^-Graph Transform.
The following unstable Graph Transform is the correct Graph Transform to 
associate to / .  It is defined as
f /(») = r .,,(*) = r.,F. (a) = F„o«ol^
for any o  €  Lipu ( A). The unstable section, gu, which is the fixed point of T/ 
determines the most natural fibre contraction to associate to / ,  since it is invariant 
under its own y “ -Graph Transform. The Lipschitz part o f this proof shows that 
there is only one natural way to make a fibre contraction out o f /  since there 
is only one unstable section which is invariant under its own Graph Transform. 
More importantly this unstable section is /-invariant. We will use the unstable 
Graph Transform to do this.
Since the conditions in this lemma are symmetric in time reversal, we obtain 
g* via the stable Graph Transform in a similar fashion. Define f ~ l =  t ,  o / " * ,  
and f ~ l =  o f ~ l . Given a stable section o  €  L ift  (A) we can construct a stable 
base expansion by defining
6* =  b =  / “ * o <7 =  x , o f ~ l o o.
We can then construct the following stable fibre contraction out of /  and this 
base expansion, bt.„, by defining
F ,  (e , +  e„) =  F ,s  (e , +  e„) =  bt,„ (e .)  +  f~ l (e , +  e „ ) .
Again, given that F,.0 is a fibre contraction, we can, as in the last section, define 
the stable o-Graph Transform associated to F,_„ as
T f (^) =  r , j r (a )  =  T..F. (<*) =
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for any a  €  Lip’  (A). The stable Graph Transform is
r/ (»)-r,./ (<7) = r,.F.(»)
for any a  €  Lip3 (A).
We will assume the following defining conditions on e, and 6 and the auxiliary 
variable, i  >  0.
A <  l (7.1a)
i - A - c  (7.1b)
j  -  «  -  2c (7.1c)
1 (7.1d)
bo (7.1e)
It is very important, for a complete understanding of both the statment and 
proof o f  this theorem, to note that the function, r  : H  —* (0, oo), is defined by 
r  (p) =  pR  (p) for an arbitrarily fixed constant p for which f  <  p  <  1.
7.2 S tep  1: E x isten ce  d u e  to  L ipsch itz esti­
m ates
7.2.1 Existence o f  g u
Our aim in this section o f  the proof is to  show that for each a  €  Lip“ ( a)  the 
metric bundle map Fu,a is a fibre contraction. We begin by showing that the 
metric bundle map bUt„  is a fibre expansion.
L em m a  7 .2  For all<r inLipu ( a) ,  the m etric bundle mapbu<a is a fibre expansion 
o f  ArE* into E . M oreover the fibre constant a u,„ o f bu%„  satisfies
(A +  2 £ )k <  
0 <  6 <
0 < 6  <  
2s ho
1 -  A -  2c <
m r  <h0
P ro o f: In order to show that b„ =  6U,„ is a fibre expansion we need to show 
that it is a Lipschitz perturbation o f  Tu =  =  r ,  o T o  Og-. Recall that
b„ =  / »  o <r =  o /  o <7, that T  commutes with *■„, and that ¿rtt o a  =  Idg*0. 
Hence we can write b„ — Tu =  tu o ( /  — T) o a. This then implies that
L ip (k . -  T .) <  L ip (K ) L i p ( f  -  T ) Lip (a ) =  L ip ( f  -  T ) <  e,
where ttu, ( /  — T ), and <t are interpreted as metric bundle maps as in the following 
diagram
A « p  — 2— L z J L ^ e r q ,HE - ---------1»------- - t r
In particular, since a  6  Lip“ (Â) and Â <  1, we know that Lip(tr) =  1 as a m etric 
bundle map from E? to ir.
Since e  <  y <  L ipj , the Lipschitz inverse function theorem for fibre
bundles 5.2 allows us to conclude that b„ is a metric bundle homeomorphism of 
A r fi“ into E “ , and moreover that b~l is a Lipschitz metric bundle map with fibre 
Lipschitz constant
¡■•pi ( * ; ' )  s
This implies that the base constant q u,„ o f b„ is
To finish showing that b„ is a fibre expansion we must show that A r fi“  C 
6«, (Ar.fi“ ). Since Lip/(b~l) <  t/x _ e, we know that, for every p in H , 
ft, ( f ir(p),p (fi“ )) contains the ball o f radius r (p) /\ — e  about b„ (0) =  f u o <r (0), 
and hence it contains the ball o f radius £ (p) =  r (p) (1/A — f )  — |5» (0)|p. Let s 
denote the fibre component of a , then b„ (0) =  f u (0 +  s  (0)). Since T  is a bundle
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map o f the bundle iru, we have
l/.(0  +  » (0))|w„
<  I / .  (0)lw„  + 1/ .  (0 +  3 (0)) -  / .  (0)| „„
<  I / .  (0)U ,„ + 1( / .  -  t . )  (o +  i(o )>  -  ( A  -  r . )  (0)|M„
+  \T„ (0 +  a (0))|Mrt +  |r„ (0)|„
<  l / ( 0)lw, | + i r ( , ) + 0  +  0.
This implies that
i  (P) =  -  2cr (p ) - \f (0)|M,) •
Condition 7.1c and the inequality p <  pS then imply that r (h (p ) )  <  { (p ). Since 
p  in H  was arbitrary we have shown that 6„ is a fibre expansion of A rE^. m
W e now want to show that Fu,„ is itself a fibre contraction.
Lem m a 7.3 For all a in Lipu ( a) ,  the metric bundle map Fu,„ is a fibre con­
traction over the fibre expansion 6Ui„ . Moreover the fibre constant k^%a o f  Fu,a 
satisfies
< A +  e
P ro o f : Recall that we have defined the fibre contraction F„ =  Fu,a to  be,
F„ (e„ +  e .)  =  b, (e„) +  / ,  (e„ +  e . ) .
T o  begin showing that Fa is a fibre contraction over b„ we must show that
F# ( A r £ *  0 «  C  A J 5 -  ® „  A rET.
Since b„ is a fibre expansion it is enough to show that for the fibre component 
o f Fa and for every p  €  H, f ,  (-5r(p)iP (£* 0 «  £T*)) C ¿?r(/>(p)),/i(p) (& )  where the 
ball, 2?r(p),p (.E* 0 w  E*), is taken relative to the box fibre norm of the bundle it. 
To do this we note that
|/.(e „  +  e.)|Mp,
<  I / .  (e. +  e.) -  T . (e* +  +  |r ,  (e. +  e.)|Mrt
<  |</. -  T .) ( e „ +  « . ) ! * „ +  A r ( ,)
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<  I( / .  -  T.) (e„ +  e .)  -  ( / .  -  T.) (0 +  0)|w  
+  l ( / . - r . ) ( 0  +  0)|fc(, ) +  Ar(p)
<  l/(0 )| MF) +  (A +  f f )r (p ) .
The final |/(0)|fc(p) is, since Lip(iru) =  1 taken relative to the box fibre norm 
o f the bundle x. Recall that |/(0)|k(>>) <  pR (p ) <  Sr(p). Condition 7.1b then 
implies that \ft (e . +  e.)U (F) <  r (h (p )).
Finally we want to estimate the fibre constant o f F„. That is we want to 
estimate the fibre Lipschitz constant of F„ in the fibres of the bundle xtt. To do 
this consider the following inequality
|F„ (e . +  « . )  -  F . (e .  +
=  l / . ( « . +
<  I( / .  -  T .) (e . +  « .)  -  ( / .  -  T .) (e. +  e,)|M„
+  IT .  (e.  +  e.) -  T . (« .  +  e .)lw,|
<  (A +  i )  |(e. +  e.) -  ( « .  +  i,)\w
<  (A +  e )  |e, — e,|F
m
We have now shown that for any a  in Lipu ( a)  the fibre bundle map FUi„ is a 
fibre bundle contraction. We can now conclude that there is a unique section <7f, 
which is invariant under the action o f the “cr-Graph Transform” . Unfortunately 
this unique section is not usually the one we want because it is not usually 
invariant under its ‘‘own” “Graph Transform” . The next lemma shows that there 
is a unique section in Lipu ( a )  which is invariant under its own Graph Transform. 
We will call this section g u.
L em m a  7 .4  The unstable Graph Transform Tu,/ maps Lipu ( a)  into itself, and, 
moreover it contracts distances in Lip“ ( a)  by a factor o f  at least (A +  2 i) . This 
implies that Tu,/ has a unique fixed point gu.
P ro o f: We start by showing that T / =  T«./ maps Lipu ( a)  into itself. It is 
important to note thatLip“ (A ) is a subset of the space o f all sections o f  the bundle
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i u : A rE* ($h A rE u Ar-ET*. Consider a  € Lipu (A ). This means that the fibre
Lipschitz constant o f the fibre component, a, o f <r, is less than A. From the body of 
the proofs o f lemmas 7.2 and 7.3, we know that T/  (<7) ( A r£ “ ) C A r£ , © f lA r£ " . 
Hence to show that T/  maps Ltpu (A) into itself we only need to show that the 
fibre Lipschitz constant of the fibre component o f Tj (<7) is also less than A.
Recall that
Tj  (<7) =  F„ o <7 o b~l =  Id +  f t o <7 o b~l , 
and hence that the fibre component o f T / (<7) is / ,  o <7 o b~x. Since Lipj (s ) <  A, 
we know that Lip(<r) <  1. By arguments similar to those used in lemma 7.2, this 
implies that L ip ( f ,  o <7 — T, o <7) <  L ip ( f  — T ) < s ,  and hence Lip/ ( f ,  o a ) <  
A + £ . Lemma 7.2 and conditions 7.1a and 7.1c, then imply that
U p , ( f . o r ,  (<r)) < Lip, ( /. o 17) U p , (6 ;')
<  A.
We now want to show that T/  contracts distances in L ip u ( A ) . Recall that the 
distance metric defined on the space o f sections o f iru : A rE* © // A rF 1 —♦ A rE 1 
is the sup norm o f the E* fibre norm o f the fibre component of the section. We 
show that T/  contracts this distance metric in two steps.
In the first step we show that, by working in the fibre f “ 1 (eu), the iru fibre 
distance between an arbitrary point eu +  e, and the point <7(e„) =  eu +  s(e*) 
decreases by a factor o f at least (A +  2s) under the action o f Fa — FUi<r. That 
is, for all a  in u * ‘  « •  p in H, e , in (A rE*)p, and eu in (A rE u)p for which 
fu (e* +  e ,) lies in ( A rE“ )h(P), the following inequality holds
I/. («. +  «.) -  » .o r,  (5) o /. («.+«. )lw,1 <  (A +  2i)|i. -a(e.)|,.
To obtain this inequality, recall that Lipj ( / , )  <  (A +  e ) , L ip (fu — Tu) <  e , 
and that T  commutes with ir*. Recall, also, that the fibre component of T / (<7) 
is i t  o T / (<7) =  / ,  o <7 o b~l . This allows us to note that
/ , ( e u +  s(e,,)) =  ° b * ( e u)
o Tj (0 ) o f u (eu +  s (eu))
More importantly, we have shown, above that the fibre Lipschitz constant o f the 
fibre component of T / (<r) is less than one. Finally, let p =  ir (e„ +  e,) =  t .  (e „) =  
7t, (e , ). W ith these considerations, we then have
I/ . ( « .  +  « .) -  * .  °  r ,  ( it ) o / „  (e .  + c ,)|k(F)
<  l/ . (e .  +  £ . ) - / . ( « .  +  £ ( '• ) ) !» („
+  I/.  (c . +  a («.)) (e. +  e.)lk(,|
< (\+c)\c. -£ (c .)l,
+  |i, o T / (<r) ( / .  (e .  +  j  ( e . ) ) )  -  o T , ( it)  ( / ,  ( « ,  +  «.))|Mf|
<  (•»+£) | i ,  -  £ (e -ll, +  | / .  (e. +  «,) -  / .  (e. +  £ (e .))lw,>
<  (A + £ )| e , - * ( e . ) | ,
+  l ( / .  -  T .)  ( « ,  +  £ .) -  ( / .  -  T .)  (£ . +  £ ( « . ) ) ! „ „
+  |T. (£» +  £,) -  T , (e .  +  £ (£.))|v , ,
<  (A +  £) |£, -  £ (£ .)| , +  £ 1«. -  £ ( e . ) l ,  +  I*, o T  (£ . -  £ ( e . ) ) !^ ,
<  (A +  2£)|£,-£(£„)|f +  0.
Now to finish showing that Tj (o )  contracts distances in Lipu (A j by a factor 
o f at least (A +  2c), let it and a  be two sections in Lip“ (A j . Let £ and j  denote 
their respective fibre components, and let z be a point in ( A .£ “ )F. By applying 
the previous inequality to T at the point e , +  e , =  (it o 6~1) ( r ), we have the 
following inequality
I*, o r ,  ( it)  ( £ ) - i . t r ,  ( i )  (r)lji(pi < (A + 2c) \s (k;\zj) -  £ (»;■(£)) |p.
By taking the supremum over all z  in A rE?  we get the required result.
We have now shown that Tj is a contraction mapping o f Lipu ( a)  into itself. 
Since Lipu ( a) is a closed subspace of the space of sections o f : A rE* © // 
Ar£T* —» A rE“ , and since this space of sections is complete, the contraction 
mapping principle allows us to conclude that T/  has a unique fixed point which 
we denote g u. ■
Since the zero section, o f t„ : A rE* A rE* —* A rE* is contained
in Lip'1 (A ), the previous lemma also allows us to conclude that (0^ ,^») is a
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Cauchy sequence in Lipu ( a)  and that
9 *  = n*!iS>r u./ ( °A .S - )-
Corollary 7.5 |^ “ (e«)| <  p R (o u) fo r  all e„ €  A rE * .
Proof: Let s* denote the fibre component o f g*. Then it is enough to show that, 
\su (e«)|, <  r (p), for all p  €  H  and all ett €  ( A rE*)p.
Let gn =  1 ^ ( 0 ^ )  and let sn denote the fibre component o f gn. S ince 
limn_ 00s'n =  g*, it is in fact enough to show that, |an(««)|p <  r (p ) for all 
p €  H, eu €  ( A rE u)p, and all n >  0.
We prove this latter statement by induction. It is certainly true for g0 =  
0 ArB*- N ow  consider n >  0 and assume that the statement is true for n — 1. 
Using the definition o f the unstable Graph Transform, we know that 
gn =  T ( p „ - i )  =  Ids* +  / , o j n. ,  o 6 ^ ,
and so, sn =  f ,  o p„_i o Since g0 €  Lip* ( a ) ,  we have gm €  Lip* (A ) for
all m >  0. In particular, gn- i  €  Lip* ( a) .  Hence we know from lemma 7.2 that 
A rE*  C bujn-i (A ,f i* ). The body of lemma 7.3 showed that g* is a section o f 
xu : A r P  ©w A rE* —► A rE* and hence g* ( A rE *) C  A TE* © «  A rE ?. W e can 
conclude the proof, by noticing that the body o f the proof o f lemma 7.3 also 
showed that f ,  (A r£* © // A rE *) C  A r£* • ■
7.2.2 E xistence o f  g*
The previous three lemmas have all dealt with showing the existence of the g * 
through the use o f the unstable Graph Transform Fu,/.  Since the conditions o f  the 
main lemma are symmetric with respect to time reversal, the arguments showing 
the existence o f the g‘  through the use o f the T ,,/ are similar. For convenience 
in later use we will summarize the dual results in the next few lemmas.
Lem m a 7.0 For all <j in Lip* ( a )  the metric bundle map b o f  the bundle ira, 
is a fibre expansion o f  A rE* into £*. Moreover the base constant a,,* o f  b 
satisfies
L em m a 7.7  For all <r in Lip1 ( a) ,  the metric bundle map F,,„ is a fibre con­
traction over the fibre expansion b,,„. Moreover the fibre constant ka<tr o f  Fa,„ 
satisfies
k „  <  A +  c.
L em m a 7.8  The stable Graph Transform Y ,j  maps Lipf ( a)  into itself, and, 
moreover T , j  contracts distance in Lip3 ( a)  by a factor o f  at least (A +  2 e ) .  This 
implies that Ttj  has a unique fixed point g*.
Again since the zero section, 0 ^ ,«», o f  the bundle k, : ¿\TP  0 / /  A rET1 —► A rE* 
is contained in Lip* ( a ) ,  the previous lemma also allows us to conclude that 
r j j  (OA,e*) is a Cauchy sequence in Lip3 ( a)  and that
g‘  =  Jirn (0^rg . ) .
C oro llary  7 .9  1 '^ (e,)| <  p R (e t ) fo r  all e, €  A rF*.
7.2.3 g a and g u are stable and unstable m anifolds
We are now interested in showing that the sections, gu and g*, are the unstable 
and stable manifolds.
L em m a 7 .1 0 /  expands gu and contracts g‘ . That is f  o g u (A r£T*) D g u (A rF “ ) 
and g• (A r P )  C  / “ * o g* ( A r£*).
P roo f: Since bu,gu is a fibre expansion, zo €  A tE 1 implies that z\ =  b~}g* (z0) € 
A rE1 ■ By using the fact that gu is a fixed point o f r „ , /  we have
s“Uo) =  /  O gu o bz±. (z0)
-  / ° J * ( l . )
The statement involving g* follows similarly. ■
L em m a 7.11 The infinite intersection o f the forward ( inverse)  iterates of 
A r£ * .© w  Ar-fiT* by the metric bundle map, f ,  is the graph o f  gu 
(g‘ ). That is gu(^ r P ‘ ) =» n r .o  / "  ( 0 «  A r£ “ ) and g* ( A r£ *) =  
n r - o / 'M A .F *  0 «  A ^ * )
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P ro o f: Fix n and consider a point e„ +  e , €  A riS" ®w A,£r* for which 
/ "  (e„ +  e ,)  =  e , +  e .  €  A , F  ® «  A r£ “ . Let p =  x (e„ +  e . ) , p =  t  (e„ +  e ,), 
and finally let su denote the fibre component of the section g u. Since gu is the 
fixed point o f  T «,/, the body o f the proof of lemma 7.4 im plies that
Since p =  hn (p), and r is a /c-slowly varying sequence we know 
|e, -  a"(e»)|, <  [(A +  2s) « ]"  r (p) .
Condition 7.1a then implies that if e„ +  e, €  A r£* ® //  A rE" is a point for 
which f~ n (e„ +  e,) €  A rE* ® // A rE? for all positive n then e , =  s“ (e„). Hence 
pu(A ri5") contains the above infinite intersection. Since g u (A ,£r*) C  A ,.£" ® // 
A rE?  and gu (AriT*) C /  °  5“ ( A r£ “ ) the other direction follows. The dual 
statement is similar. ■
L em m a  7 .12  I f e and e are contained in the same fibre o f  A ^ *  then 
d (f~ n 0 9U (e) , / ” * o gu (e)) -*  0 as n -♦ 00. Dually, if  e and e are contained in 
the same fibre o f  A  rE* then d ( / "  o g* ( c ) , f *  o g* (e)) —* 0 os n —► 00.
P ro o f: We will, again, only prove the unstable case since the stable case is similar. 
Consider p €  H  and e, e  €  (A  Since g u is the fixed point o f T*./, we know
that f~ n o gu =  gu o Working in the projection onto E ?  we have
hence the right hand side o f both inequalities converge to  zero as n goes to 0 0 .
!« . -  <  (A +  2 « n e . - s - ( 5 . ) | #
<  (A +  2 i ) " r (p )
Similarly working in the projection onto E * we have
Since g u €  “ / { * ) •  Lip/(s*) <  A <  1. Condition 7.1c implies that <  1,
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Since/  is a jt bundle map ofP & r P <  the appropriate distance metric to use in the 
fibres o( P ® hP  is the box norm o f the fibre norms o i P  andJ5* respectively. The 
two inequalities proven above, then imply that d  ( / “ "  o gu ( e ) , f~ n o gu (e)) •-* 0 
a sm -*  oc. ■
7.2.4 Existence o f  x
We are now interested in showing that the pair o f sections, gu and g ', intersect at 
a unique section, x , o f  t  : A rP  0 / /  A TP  —* H , and moreover that this section is 
/-invariant. In order to do this, we define, for the pair of sections, <7U € Lipu ( a) 
and o '  €  Lip* ( a) ,  to be the section o f  sets o f intersection points o f o u
and <7* in the fibres o f A rP  0 / /  A TP .
L em m a  7 .13 The section o f  sets, o u# o ' , is a section o f  single points. Moreover, 
this section, x  =  gu# g ' , is an f  -invariant section o f  the fibre bundle x  : A rP  
A rP  -  H.
P ro o f: Let su and s ' denote the fibre com ponents o f gu and g* respectively. 
Consider p €  H. The sections gu and g' are defined over the whole of ( A rP ) ,  
and (A ft£*)p respectively. For p <  1, Corollaries 7.5 and 7.9 imply that over 
the proper subsets ( A rE u)p C ( A rE', )p, and ( A r£J")p C  ( A rE ')p, the graphs 
o f gu and g* must lie in the box (A r£* 0 / /  A rETt)p. This implies that there 
must be at least one transversal intersection o f  g u and g ‘  inside the closure of 
{ A r P  0 «  A rP ) , .
Now chose any point, x, in this intersection, and place a pair of transversal 
cones based at x with slopes of A in the stable and unstable directions respectively. 
Since A <  1, these cones do not intersect except at the point x. Since y “ €  Lipu ( a)  
and g* €  Lip' ( a)  and since, moreover they intersect at x, the sections g* and gu 
must lie in the stable and unstable cones based at x. This implies that the point 
x  is the only point o f intersection of gu and g*.
Since p €  H  was arbitrary, there exists exactly one point o f intersection 
o f gu and g ' in each fibre of A rP  0 w A rP  which is moreover contained in 
A rP  0 / /  A rP -  Together these intersection points form a section of the bundle 
A rP  0 w A rP . Let x denote this section.
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In the body o f lemma 7.4 we showed that Lipj ( / ,  o <7) <  A +  A for all <7 € 
Lipu (A ). This means that the fibre Lipschitz constant o f the fibre component 
of /  o gu, is at most A. Lemma 7.10 shows that f o g * (A /j£ * ) C g* ( A rE*) and 
hence the fibre Lipschitz constant o f the fibre component of fo g * ,  is also at most 
A. Hence by placing stable and unstable cones based at f  (gu# g ‘ ) =  f  og u#  f o g * 
with slopes A, we can again show that the sections, f o g * and /  o gu intersect at 
exactly one point, namely f ( g u# g ‘ ).
Again By lemma 7.10 we know that /  (gu# g*) is contained in g* ( A rE 1). 
Since / ( gu ( A /?£“ )) D gu ( A /jjE"), we see that the unique intersection gu# g * of 
the sections gu and g* is equal to the unique intersection f  (gu#g*) o f the sections 
f  o gu and /  o g*. That is /  (gu# g t ) =  yu#<7*. This means that the section, 
x  =  gu#g*  is /-invariant. ■
While the following lemma is not strictly required for the main theorems 
in this thesis, it does provide a useful characterization o f the section x  as a 
Cauchy sequence of the zero section o f  E? ET1. T o  simplify the notation, let 
5“ =  T" /  (Oa „s - )  and g\ =  r*y (Oa „k *). and finally, let s“ and s* denote the 
fibre components o f <7“ and g\ respectively.
Lemma 7.14 Let 0 <  then gnu#9m, ** a section o f  the bundle x :
A r£* ® // A rE? —* H. Moreover, fo r  all 0 <  m „ m „  j i , ,# ? « , ,  is a Cauchy se­
quence with respect tom u, with respect to m ,, and jointly with respect to
P roo f: We begin by showing that for fixed mu, >s a Cauchy sequence
with respect to mt. Consider m „  m , >  0. Fix p €  H . To simplify the following 
discussion we will work in the fibre ( A rE* ® // A rE u)p. As in figure 7.1, define
" (p )  =  (p) * « •  +  « ! *  *m, ( « . )  +
V (p) = V, + V, = a*. (U.) + U„
«"(P) =  9m„#9‘m, *  +  W>~
Since 6 L ip u (A ), we know that \to, — u,|p <  A |u>„ — u„|p. Similarly, since 
g^' €  L ip * (A ), we know that |u>„ — u»|p <  A |u>, -  u,|p. Let r* =  -  u„. Since
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Figure 7.1: Diagram used to prove that for fixed mu, *8 a Cauchy
sequence with respect to  m ,.
9 3
g* is a Cauchy sequence we can make \zu\p arbitrarily small by choosing m „  m , 
large enough. Combining the previous two inequalities we have
Hence in the box  norm in the fibre ( A rF  ® «  A rE u)p the distance between 
9mu#9m. and 9mu#9A , can be made arbitrarily small by choosing |zu|p small, 
and this can be done by choosing m , and m , large enough.
In fact since g* is a Cauchy sequence in the space o f  sections o f the bundle if,, 
the norm o f zu can be made arbitrarily small independently o f the specific, fixed, 
g^H ■ In particular this means that for all e  >  0, there exists an M  >  0 such that 
for all mu >  0, and all m ,,m , >  M
Similar arguments can be used to show that g^m is a Cauchy sequence with 
respect to m u for all m , >  0.
Now, to show that s£,„#<7m, *s a Cauchy sequence for both m u, and m , jointly, 
consider £ >  0. Choose M , >  0 for which for all mu >  0, and all m „  m , >  M ,
Similarly choose M u >  0 for which for all mu,m „ >  A/«, and all m , >  0,
Hence, since A <  1, we have
Let M  be the maximum o f M u and M , and consider m u,m u,m ,,r h , >  M. Then 
we have
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7.3 Step 2: C l continu ity  o f  gu and g3
Having shown the existence o f gu €  Lipu ( a)  and g* €  L ijf  ( a)  we would like to 
show that g u and g* are as differentiable as / .  Since Fu,g• is a fibre contraction 
over the fibre expansion we could hope that Pugh and Shub’s C '-Section 
theorem might apply. Unfortunately, since 6u,a« is only as continuous as gu we 
can not show that Fu,g• is even a 1-fibre contraction. We must deduce the higher 
differentiablity of gu from a different fibre contraction.
Define L “ ( a)  to be the set of linear sections o f the normed vector bundle xu 
for which the fibre Lipschitz constant o f the fibre component is less than or equal 
to A. Via restriction, any linear section o f the normed vector bundle xu can be 
viewed as a linear section o f any varying disc bundle formed from the bundle x„. 
Clearly L “ ( a)  C  Lipu ( a )  where L“ (A) and Lip* ( a)  are sets of sections o f any 
arbitrary disc bundle formed from the bundle x„.
Let U, =  { 5  €  L (£ *  ^ H F r ,£ r  0 W ET) \ \\S -  T|| <  e ) .  Consider S  €  U,. 
Since 5  is a linear map o f  the bundle x, if a  €  L u ( a)  is a linear section o f the 
bundle irtt, then S o o  is also a linear section o f the bundle x „ and hence r*,s is well 
defined and maps L“ ( a )  into itself. Lemma 7.4 then implies that the Lipschitz 
constant o f r„,s is less than or equal to (A +  2c) k . Moreover, since composition 
and inversion are continuous on the space o f linear maps, T : Ut x L u ( a)  —► 
L - ( A )  is a continuous map.
Recall that A jL  (E " , E*) is the normed vju-ying disc bundle of linear mappings 
from the fibres of E* to the fibres o f fi* for which the supremum of the operator 
norm ||L|| is less than or equal to A. To show that gu is C 1, we construct a  fibre 
contraction map o f the W hitney sum bundle Eu 0  L (EU,E $) to itself. The hope 
is that the invariant section o f this fibre contraction will be the derivative o f gu. 
Since L “ ( a)  is isometrically isomorphic to A * L  (!?“ ,£ * ) we can use the Graph 
Transform T to define the required continuous fibre contraction F  as follows
F u : A rE* 0  A jL  (EU,E .)  -  0  L (EU,E .)
F* (e% +  L) =  bu,g.  +  r Dt.('n)J (L ) .
Fix p ^ H  and e„ € (A rE*)p. If we write Dt.[,u)f  with respect to the
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splittings B ’j, ®  and as follows
where
^ » “(•«)/ —
A ,n fl«. 
C*eu Deu
/ ! . .  6 L  (£ • „£ • „„)
a . f L f w , , )
c..gL
O -  €  L ( * > .« ? ( „ )
Moreover, if -  r|  < c and | | — T -1 |j <  £ then we know that
I X .I I .  | f - ‘ | <  A +  £ and
14 .1 . IIC..II <  S
With this notation we can write the fibre contraction, F u, as
r -  (e . +  £ ) =  6. , , .  +  [£ . .  +  A ..L ] [£>,. +  C . . ] * ' .
Written this way, it is easy to see that
| i~ (O n ,»-)l -  »up | F * ( e .+ 0)| =  »up 
e„e ArB*
If ||D,/ — I ’ l l , \ \ D ,fl - T - 11| <  e for all e €  A rF* ® w A rE “ , then 
|F"(0Ars «)| <  £•
This discussion proves
L em m a 7 .1 5  I f  ||i?,/ — T|| <  e  fo r  all e  €  A r&  ® w A rE* then F u is a 
continuous fibre contraction o/ A rE“ 0  A \ L (E u,E ,)  over the fibre expansion b^*  
o f  A rE u with a fibre constant o f  (A +  2e). Hence r u,f«  has a unique continuous 
F u-invariant section rUtp* , and moreover, |rtt,f«| <  ■
Having proven that F u is well defined and has an F “ -invariant section r “ , we 
must now show, in the following lemma, that r u is the section o f  tangent planes 
to the section g u.
L em m a  7 .1 6  The section r u is the section o f  tangent planes to the section gu.
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P ro o f : Recall that in step 3 of the C '-Section Theorem (Theorem 6.2) we had 
to prove essentially the same thing. While this proof is essentially the same, we 
have a slight additional difficulty to worry about. In step 3 of theorem 6.2, the 
Graph Transform, and in particular the fibre expansion, 6, did not depend on the 
section being transformed. In the present case this is not true. In the present 
Graph Transforms, Tf  and T o /, the base expansion, 6„.<r, depends on the section, 
<7, which is being transformed.
As in step 3 o f theorem 6.2, let s  and t denote the fibre components o f g u and 
tu respectively. Consider {  €  ArlST* and let p =  (£ ). Define
recall that T^(ArE u)p ~  (A rE u)p, and let A{- denote the local section of
(A  ,£• 9 h  g., defined by A{- ( {  +  U) =  i + h + l ^ h )  for a ll*  €  (A ,£ * ) , .
By construction, is the fibre component o f A{- in A rE u ®  A ,L  (EU,E*).
The section r u o f  the normed vector bundle xu : Eu ®  L  (Eu, E , ) —* E “ is the
local sections gu and A{- are tangent at £ iff for all p  €  H  and £ €  (£ “ )p the slope
we know that 6U.„ (£0) =  K.» (£<>)• Let t i  =  6U.„ (ft,)- This implies in turn, that 
T / (<r) and T / (¿r) agree at the point t i -  Let s and s denote the fibre components 
o f a  and a  respectively. Let A j0 =  A ^  (<r, &) =  Lip^ (s  — s), and finally let
/1F : (ArE*)p -  (A,£T)P 
(<(«> = - ( { > . ( < » •
section o f  tangent planes to the section gu iff for all p €  H  and £ €  (Eu)p the two
o f the local section gu — A{- at £ is zero.
Consider two local sections a  and a  in Lipu ( a)  which agree at the point 
£0 €  A rE l. Since the local sections are contained in Lipu ( a) , they both have 
slopes less than or equal to A. Lemma 7.4 then implies that T/  (a ) and T/  (a ) 
are local sections o f A rE* 0 «  A rE u contained in Lipu ( a) .  Since a  (£o) =  <y(£o)>
A ^  =  A j-j (T / (<r), T / (¿r)). Let po =  jfu (£o), and px =  ku ( t i ) ,  then lemmas 7.2
and 7.4 and condition 7.1c imply that
sup (\  +  2e)
K'-f-L
¿ - H .  K » - ï
<  (A +  2 c )A *f
where ( i  =  b„ (£<>)•
We are now interested in showing that the unstable Graph Transform, T/, act 
naturally on the set of A(-. In the following arguments, it is important to note that 
since the local section, A ,^ is defined only in a single fibre o f t u : A r£ * 0 // A rE u —► 
E “ , we are really only working with maps of Banach spaces. Consider €  A rE“ 
and let to =  b~* ( i i ) -  We want to show that
L'Pi, ( r /  ( Ae .) )  -  '■'Pi. (-V .) •
From the definition o f A^ we know that gu ( f 0)  =  A^ (io ) • This implies 
that bgu =  bXio (to ) hence we know that 6^  ( f i )  =  to- It is then an easy 
calculation to show that T/  (A ^ ) ( t i )  =  T / (gu) ( t i ) -
While we do not yet know that gu is C 1, we do know that, by construction, A^ 
is C 1. So we can consider bx^ . Since r u is a section o f A rE* 0  A^L (EU,E ,)
we know that ||/^ | <  A <  1 and so A^ is invertible. Since L ip (D f  — T ) < e ,  
lemma 7.2 implies that &u,d{-oa{-o >s invertible. Hence we can apply the inverse 
function theorem to show that
Di , K  -  [*• °  0
We can now use Taylor’s theorem about the point to approximate
r ,  ( a« ,)  ( « .  +  k)
=  r /  M  (<■) +  D<Si M  ( * ) + °  ( i * t )
=  r ,  (»* ) ( { . )  +  Dixf  o \u  o 6^  (A) +  O  ( l O
=  r ,  ( , - )  (<0  +  [ f l , . « - . ) /  O DU o D g # l ]  (A) +  0  (| * {.)
-  f / (*“) (£.) + [C..(i.)/ « o (A) + 0 (|A|^ )
= T, (,*) ({,) + To, (r*) ({'.) (A) + 0 (|A|^ )
-  * < , ( ( . + * ) + 0 ( 1* 1» )
Now to conclude the proof, for p € H , let
A  (p) =  sup {  A {- (Ae-,gu)  | (
9 7
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The naturality of the action o f T / on A^ - implies that A ^  ( r /  (Aj0)  , Tj  (pu))  =  
A 4i (Aj- ,,5“ ) ,  and hence that A (h (p ) )  <  (A +  2 s )A (p ) .  Since r u is uniformly 
bounded, the slope of A^  is uniformly bounded. This and the fact that the slope 
o f gu is uniformly bounded implies that A  (p) is a bounded function. If there 
exists a p €  H  for which A  (p) ^  0, then A  ( h~n (p )) >  (A +  2e)~n A  (p ). Since 
this quantity grows too fast for A  (p) to be bounded, we have that A  (p) =  0, 
and hence r u is the section o f tangent planes to gu as required. ■
Since F u is a continuous bundle map, we know that r "  is a continuous section. 
Since r u is the section o f  tangent planes to the section gu, we see that g u is C 1 
in the fibres o f £ “ .
7.4 H y p e rb o lic ity  o f  x
We now consider the hyperbolicity o f /  at the section x. Since /  isC*, the required 
splitting comes from the tangent planes of gu and g ' at x. The contraction and 
expansion essentially comes from the contraction o f g* and expansion o f g u by 
the action o f  / .
L em m a  7 .1 7  There exists an h^-non-degenerate splitting, E" © / /£ “ =  E* (Sh E  , 
with respect to which f  is hyperbolic at x  with a hyperbolicity constant o f  A.
P ro o f: To show that /  is hyperbolic at x we must produce, for each p €  / f ,  a 
splitting o f the tangent space o f x (p) which is preserved by D xf .
Let /“ denote the fibre component o f r u, and consider p €  H. For £ €  ( A r^ “ )p, 
define A| (e„) =  eu +  /u (£ ) (eu). The map, A| is then a linear section o f the bundle 
jf„ : (E? E “ )p (£ “ )P- Recall that the last section showed that D^gu =  A|.
Note that the definitions o f A| in this section and the definition o f  A  ^ in the 
previous section, differ slightly. For £ €  A rE* define A*- in an analogous fashion.
Let xu =  ifu o x, and x ,  =  v t o x . Consider p €  H, and define E “ =  
{ AS.(P) («*) I €  CE“ )p} -  Similarly, define =  {A*t(p) (e .) | e , €  CE*)p}- 
Since / “ €  L u ( a)  , /• €  L* ( a ) ,  and A <  1, we know that for all p €  H , the tan­
gent space at x (p) of the fibre (E* is, r r<P)(£* 0 «  £T*)P ~  (E* 0 / /E “ )p 2s
(EU 0 H^*)p-
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We want to show that
( < * V ' ( , > )  -  < * V  (7.2)
Consider p €  H  and e„ €  ( £ “ )„. Recall that 6/« (x  (p)) =  x  uD xip)f  o /* (x„ (p)) : 
( * “ )» — (E ") ,. Let » .  =  i " ( x . ( p ) ) ( e . ) ,  and S„ =  ( /“  o V  ( * ( * " ' ( ? ) ) ) }  («.)• 
Then
v . =  i“ ( x . ( p ) ) ( e . )
= ro /(H (x .(p ))(e .)
=  £ *» - '(,» / • !"»  4,'-' (* ( * " ' (P))) («)
=  D m -w i fv u -
Since 6/« (x  (p)) is a linear isomorphism, equality 7.2 follows. A similar argument 
shows that Dx{h-x{p))f  ( (# * )* - .w )  »  (& *),.
Lemma 7.15 and its dual together im ply that |AjJ, |A*J <  Con­
ditions 7.Id, and 7.1e along with lemma 4.2 then imply that the splitting, 
E? E* =  &  © // E u is h0-non-degenerate.
To see that /  is hyperbolic at x we note that the above argument shows that 
Dx(h-l(p))f (vu) =  vu. Hence vu =  Dx(p)f ~ l (v „). Since /* €  L* (A ), we know 
that |w„|*-,(F) =  |»p, (* (p ))(e )| ik. , w  and =  |e«|,. Since Lip  (*£* (x (p )) )  <  
<  A, we know that |Ar(P) / -1 (v„)|fc(  ^ <  A |v„|p. The dual statment is proven 
similarly. ■
7.5 Step 4: C* con tin u ity  o f  gu and g’
The last step in proving Theorem 7.1 is to show that g u and g* are Recall
that lemma 7.15 showed that F u is a 0-fibre contraction with a fibre constant 
of (A +  2c) and a base constant o f 1/A. Since (A +  2c) A*/c^r_1+/,) <  1 for all 
positive s , we see that F u is an (r  — 1 +  /?)-fibre contraction iff F u is C*~l+0. 
Since F u is constructed from the derivative o f /  and the section g u, the fibre 
contraction F u is C '~ 1+0 iff gu is C l~ 1+0.
We have shown in step 2, that gu is C*. This means that F u is a C l 1-fibre 
contraction. Hence r u is C and so gu is C**,,. This, in turn, means that F "
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is a C ^ , j  2-fibre contraction. Hence r tt is C**», and so g u is C And so on. 
Continuing this argument we see that gu is ■
Part III
Pseudo-hyperbolic Pseudo-orbits 
and Shadowing
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The theory which we will develop in this part of the thesis is a weakly hyper­
bolic version o f Anosov’s Stability lemma [Ano70, Kat81, Shu87].
The central idea o f Anosov’s Stability lemma, as stated by Katok [Kat81] or 
Shub [Shu87], is that if we are given an action of a homeomorphism, A, on an 
topological space, A ,  and we are given an injection, i o f X  into the manifold M  
for which the set t (A -) is contained in a neighbourhood o f a uniformly hyperbolic 
set, and moreover for which the injection makes the action o f A on A  and the 
action o f /  on i ( A )  “almost” commute, then there is an injection, j  which is close 
to i which makes the action of A on A  commute with the action o f /  on j  (A ).
This idea is best represented by the pair o f diagrams
which “almost” and actually commute respectively. The fact that the first dia­
gram “ almost” commutes means that the point /  o t (x ) and the point i o A (x) 
need not be equal but they must be close with respect to some uniform distance. 
This is the essentially the idea behind a family o f pseudo-orbits. The topological 
space A  acts as an index space which replaces the more common indexing by 
the integers used in the definition o f a single pseudo-orbit. The action of A on 
the space A  acts as the index function which replaces the more common “ next 
integer” function.
The central idea in Anosov’s Stability lemma is then that any family of pseudo­
orbits which lie in a neighbourhood o f a uniformly hyperbolic invariant set is
1 0 3
shadowed by another invariant set whose dynamics is defined by the indexing 
function h. Note that the original uniformly hyperbolic invariant set forms the 
support for the pseudo-orbit to ensure that the pseudo-orbit can be shadowed. 
In order to distinguish between them we will generally call this pair o f invariant 
sets the supporting and shadowing invariant sets respectively.
We need to  extend this idea in two ways. Firstly, we would like to apply this 
lemma to weakly hyperbolic invariant sets. Secondly, we would like to obtain an 
estimate o f the hyperbolicity o f  the resulting shadowing invariant set.
The lack o f  a hyperbolicity estimate in Anosov’s Stability lemma is merely an 
oversight. In Anosov’s original setting, that o f Anosov diffeomorphisms, and in 
the standard Axiom -A setting, we know by other arguments, that the shadowing 
invariant set is as hyperbolic as the supporting invariant set. In the case o f  an 
Anosov diffeomorphism, all o f the points in the manifold are uniformly hyperbolic 
with the same bounds. In the case o f an Axiom -A diffeomorphism, any invariant 
set is uniformly hyperbolic with the same bounds.
We can extend Anosov’s Stability lemma to encompass weakly hyperbolic 
invariants sets for two reasons. Firstly, it is essentially a local result. The pseudo­
orbit is “close”  to the supporting invariant set and the shadowing invariant set is 
“close” to the pseudo-orbit which is as a consequence “close" to the supporting 
invariant set. Secondly, by using a “metric” similar to the one Pesin used to 
prove his Stable manifold theorem for weakly hyperbolic invariant sets, we can 
similarly change the weak hyperbolicity into a uniform hyperbolicity.
Unfortunately, the “metric” which we use is really a countable family o f m et­
rics, or alternatively is a single metric on the disjoint union, M , o f a countable 
family o f copies of the original manifold, M . This means that with respect to 
this “metric”  our invariant sets and pseudo-orbits tend to “hop” between copies 
o f the original manifold in M . Fortunately, since Anosov’s Stability lemma is 
essentially a local result, we can best view this “hopping” more properly as the 
action o f a fibre bundle map on T M  which is related to the original map / .
This suggests that the most natural way of making our extensions to Anosov’s 
stability lemma is by explicitly formulating the concept o f a (family o f) pseudo- 
orbit(s). Since an invariant set is a special case o f a pseudo-orbit it is then most
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natural to formulate the concept of a hyperbolic (or even pseudo-hyperbolic) 
pseudo-orbit. Note that our formulation o f a hyperbolic pseudo-orbit encompasses 
precisely the fibre bundle structure with which it is most natural to  state and 
prove our extension of Anosov’s Stability lemma.
Having explicitly formulated the concept o f a pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit, 
it is then most natural to break Anosov’s rather monolithic stability lemma into a 
number o f separate sublemmas each o f which formulates an intuitively interesting 
aspect o f the “theory o f pseudo-orbits” . In particular our theory states that
• given any weakly pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit o f M , we can find a 
pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit o f M  and a metric o f M  with respect 
to which the new pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit is uniformly pseudo- 
hyperbolic,
• given any uniformly pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit o f M  there exists a 
unique splitting with respect to which the pseudo-orbit is hyperbolic,
• any uniformly hyperbolic invariant set has a neighbourhood, in A t, for which 
any other pseudo-orbit o f M  which is contained in this neighbourhood is a 
uniformly pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit,
• any uniformly hyperbolic pseudo-orbit is shadowed by a uniformly hyper­
bolic invariant set.
There are six chapters in this part of the thesis. The first two chapters define 
and explore the elementary properties of pseudo-orbits and pseudo-hyperbolic 
pseudo-orbits respectively. The final four chapters contain the proofs o f  the above 
four main parts of our theory o f pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbits. T he statement 
and proof o f our extension o f Anosov’s Stability lemma, which we choose to call 
the Weak Shadowing Stable Manifold theorem, can be found in the only chapter 
o f Part IV.
Chapter 8
Pseudo-Orbits and the 
Classifying manifold, M
The Weak Shadowing Stable Manifold theorem is stated in terms o f (weakly) 
pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbits. The next two chapters are devoted to the def­
inition of exactly what these objects are. This chapter will deal with the defini­
tion and properties of pseudo-orbits. The next chapter will cover the definition 
o f (pseudo) hyperbolicity of pseudo-orbit.
While it is not at first sight obvious, the Section theorems and the Stable 
Manifold theorem proven in Part II, are very powerful theorems. The power of 
these theorems is actually largely contained in the fact that they place very mild 
conditions on the structure o f  the base space H. In fact, they only require that 
the base space be paracompact. Essentially, the concept of a pseudo-hyperbolic 
pseudo-orbit is a bundle version o f the concept of a hyperbolic invariant set and 
is precisely what is required to make use of these m ild conditions.
Our aim in this chapter is to define factored pseudo-orbits o f the classifying 
manifold, M.
The (pseudo)-hyperbolic pseudo-orbits used in the rest of this thesis, are 
generally internally “classified” according to the “weakness” of their “immediate” 
hyperbolicity, i.e. by which “ hyperbolic block” contains the given point of the 
given pseudo-orbit. Since there is, in general, one hyperbolic block associated to 
each non-negative integer, it is convenient to consider a manifold. Af. which is
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formed o f a countably infinite number of disjoint copies of the original manifold 
M . We call the manifold M  the classifying manifold.
While the actual object which is o f interest in our theory is a pseudo-orbit 
of the original manifold, the techniques which we apply to prove our shadowing 
results only apply to pseudo-orbits o f the classifying manifold. Fortunately, it is 
very easy to associate a pseudo-orbit o f M  to any (pseudo)-hyperbolic pseudo­
orbit o f M . However, since the real object o f interest is the pseudo-orbit o f M  and 
its shadow, we need to ensure that associated to  any pseudo-orbit o f M  there is a 
corresponding pseudo-orbit of M . This is precisely what a factored pseudo-orbit 
does. A factored pseudo-orbit o f M  consists o f  an (unfactored) pseudo-orbit of 
M  which factors over a pseudo-orbit o f M .
It is important that the (unfactored) pseudo-orbit o f M  factors over the 
pseudo-orbit o f A/. There can be, and in general is, more than one point of 
the pseudo-orbit o f M  which corresponds to any given point o f the pseudo-orbit 
o f M . Indeed the maximally shifted closure o f  a pseudo-orbit, to be defined 
below, is in a sense the largest possible cover o f  any given pseudo-orbit of M.
Since the concept o f a factored pseudo-orbit o f M  consists o f many layers, 
this chapter will consist o f a sequence o f simple definitions and related properties 
which together build to the final definition o f a  factored pseudo-orbit.
For the rest o f this chapter we will assume that we are given a single, fixed, 
compact Riemannian manifold, M , together with a single, fixed, C’r+'r diffeomor- 
phism, / ,  which maps M  to itself.
8.1 U n iform  (unclassified ) p seu do-orb its
Recall that a subset, A, o f M  is an f-invariant set if f~ x (A ) =  A =  /  (A ). The 
simplest invariant set is a single orbit, { / "  ( x ) } ! ^  for some x  €  M .
The usual definition o f a pseudo-orbit is a generalization o f a single orbit. 
It will actually be more convenient for our purposes to work with families o f 
pseudo-orbits. A a-pseudo orbit, 21, for the manifold M  and the diffeomorphism 
/ ,  is a triple 2l ( X ,h , i ) ,  where .Y is a set, h is a bijection of .Y, and i is an 
injection o f .Y into M  for which the diagram
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X  ------- i-------  M
h f
X  ------- --------  M
Q-commutes, that is d (* o h (x ) , / o i  (x ) )  <  a  for all x €  X .  We call X ,  i, and h 
the index set, injection, and bijection respectively. A C ° a-pseudo orbit, is an 
a-pseudo orbit for which A- is a metric space and the functions h and i are C°. 
For 1 <  r, a C T pseudo-orbit is a C °  pseudo-orbit 21 (,Y, h, i) for which there exists 
a Cr manifold X , C T diffeomorphism, h : X  —* X ,  and a C r map i : X  —* M  
for which X  C  X ,  h =  /»|^, and i =  t|^. A closed pseudo-orbit o f M  and /  is a 
pseudo-orbit o f  M  and /  for which the set i (-Y) is a closed subset o f M .
This definition o f a pseudo-orbit o f  M  and /  is inherently asymmetrical. 
Given a pseudo-orbit, 21 (X , h ,i) ,  o f M  and / ,  define the inverse pseudo-orbit 
o f M  and f ~ l associated to 21 by 2l-1 (JY,h ~ l , i ) .  The inherent asymmetry of 
the above definition o f a pseudo-orbit is most easily seen by the fact that the 
inverse pseudo-orbit, 21_1, o f an a-pseudo orbit, 21, need not be an a-pseudo 
orbit. However, if we let K  denote the Lipschitz constant o f f ~ l then 2l-1 will 
be a A'a-pseudo orbit whenever 21 is an a-pseudo orbit.
In the next chapter we will define a constant, tm , which is related to the 
injectivity radius o f the original Riemannian metric of \1. A ll pseudo-orbits in 
this thesis will be ^W-pseudo orbits with respect to the original metric where 
K  =  max {1 , L ip ( f~ 1)} .
Given two pseudo-orbits. 21 (.Y ,h ,i )  and 23 (.Y, A , o f  M  and / ,  23 is a 
sub-pseudo-orbit o f 21, if .Y C -Y, h =  /»|^ ., and i =  i|^ -. Note that since 23 is 
itself a pseudo-orbit, the set X  is /»-invariant.
More generally, the pseudo-orbit 23 is embedded in the pseudo-orbit 21 if there 
exists an injective function k, : X  —* X  which makes the following diagram
commute
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X - ± -
ifc, k
Dually, the pseudo-orbit ©  is a factor o f the pseudo-orbit 21 if there exists an 
surjective function kj : X  —* X  which makes the following diagram commute
The pseudo-orbits, 21 and © . are conjugate if kj is a homeomorphism. If 21 and 
©  are C °  (C r) pseudo-orbits then we assume that ke and kj are continuous (C T).
For a given pseudo-orbit 21, one o f its most important properties is its perturba­
tion constant which we will denote by p (21). We define the perturbation constant 
as p (21) =  supr€jf d (* o h (x )  , / o i  (x)). A pseudo-orbit with a zero perturbation 
constant is an invariant set. T he important relationship between a pseudo-orbit 
and an invariant set is that o f  shadowing. An invariant set ©  ( X , h ,t j 0-shadows 
a pseudo-orbit 21 (X , h, i) if d ( i  ( x ) , t (x )) <  0  for all x €  X .
There are essentially two canonical examples o f a (family of) pseudo-orbit(s). 
The first corresponds to the m ore usual definition o f a “pseudo-orbit", namely the 
index space, X ,  is taken to be the integers together with the discrete topology, 
and h (n ) =  n + 1 . Since X  has the discrete topology, any injection from X  into M  
is continuous. The constraint that the homeomorphism h and the diffeomorphism 
/  must a-commute via the injection i, is just the requirement that t (X )  must be 
an a-pseudo orbit for /  in the usual sense.
The other canonical exam ple of a pseudo-orbit, which is this time a family of 
pseudo-orbits, is that of a closed /-invariant set A relative to a diffeomorphism 
g  which is C° close to / .  In this case we take the index set, ,Y, to be the set 
A together with the natural subspace topology o f A as a subspace of \I. The
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indexing bijection, h, is then the restriction o f /  to A, and the indexing injection, i, 
is just the canonical injection o f A into M . If /  and g are both C r diffeomorphisms 
and M  is com pact, then the a-commuting condition is equivalent to the condition 
that d { f  (z )  ,g  (x ) )  <  a  for all x €  A. In this case, since X  can be considered as 
a subspace o f the manifold M  and both h and i are restrictions of C r functions, 
we note that the pseudo-orbit is a CT pseudo-orbit.
8.2 C lassified  pseudo-orb its
In the previous section, the definitions o f pseudo-orbits, perturbation constants 
and shadowing were all defined uniformly relative to the original manifold M .  We 
are now interested in defining non-uniform pseudo-orbits. To do this we require 
a few additional definitions.
A classification o f  X  is a function \ : X  —* Z+. We can use this classification 
function o f X  to define a partition and a gradation of X  as follows, fo r  each 
0 <  n,
• define the nth partition, X n, as X n =  \~l (n),
• define the ntk gradation, Pn, as Pn =  U"»o -Xn =  X~* ( {0 , . . . ,  n }) .
Note that for 0 <  n <  m , X n H X m =  0, and Pn C Pm ■ From this definition we 
know that X  =  U « o  -^n =  U£Lo Pn- Given a sequence (Rn), and a classification 
of X , then we can define a function R : X  —* R by R (x )  =  Rx(x)-
A pseudo-orbit, Ql (X , h, i), together with a classification, of A- is a classified 
pseudo-orbit, denoted QL (A', h, i ,\ )  if the classification and the indexing m ap, h, 
satisfy the slowly varying condition
x( *) “ l<X°A(x)<x(*)  + l
for all x  €  X .  Given a positive sequence, (a n), an (a n)-classified pseudo-orbit 
or simply an (a n)-pseudo orbit is a classified pseudo-orbit o f M  and /  fo r  which 
for all x  6  X ,  we have d (i o h ( x ) , /  o i (x )) <  a (h (x ) )  =  a x0^ r). A  classified 
pseudo-orbit is closed if each of the sets i (P n) is a closed subset of M . A C ° 
(C r) (o„)-pseudo orbit o f M  is an (o„)-pseudo orbit of \I which is C °  (C T).
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The inverse classified pseudo-orbit o f XI and f ~ l associated to 21 ( X i s
2! - > ( * ,  A -» ,* ,* )
We can use the minimal classification of X  to define weaker classes of con­
tinuity. A  classified pseudo-orbit, 21 (X , h, i, x ), is C?  if for a  given metric o f X  
and for each 0 <  n the functions h\p and ijp are C°. For 1 <  k and 1 <  r, a 
pseudo-orbit, 21, is C* if 21 is a C? pseudo-orbit for which there exists a C r man­
ifold X , a collection o f open subsets, Pn C X ,  a C T diffeomorphism h : X  —► X , 
and a C r map * : X  —► M  for which X  C X ,  Pn C Pn, h =  , * =  »|x> and
moreover, there exists a positive constant K  for which for each 0 <  n the C T 
norms o f  and i|  ^ are bounded by A'/cn.
Given a pair of classified pseudo-orbits, 21 (X , h, i , x )  and 23 (X ,A ,», x ) ,  the 
pseudo-orbit ©  is monotonically embedded in 21 if 23 is embedded in 21 and 
X o ke (x )  <  x  (z )  for all x  € X .  Similarly, the pseudo-orbit 23 is a monotonic 
fa ctor  o f  21 if 23 is a factor of 21 and x o  k/ (x ) <  x  (* ) for all x  €  X .
Given a a classified pseudo-orbit 21 o f M  and /  and a positive sequence (A „), 
we define the (Rn)-perturbation constant o f2l to be p(n„) (21) =  supl€X •
For a  classified pseudo-orbit 21 (X , / i ,», x ) o f  M  and /  and a sequence (/?„), 
the pseudo-orbit is (0n)-shadowed by a particular invariant set 23 (X ,A ,t ,x )»  if 
d (i ( x ) , * (x ))  <  & (x ) =  0X{X) for all x  €  X .
8.3 T h e  C lassifying m anifold , M
For uniformly hyperbolic invariant sets, the proof of the Stable manifold theorem 
is greatly simplified by working in a adapted metric. T his adapted metric is 
chosen so that the eventual contraction conditions o f uniform  hyperbolicity are 
changed into immediate contraction.
Similarly, for weakly hyperbolic invariant sets, the p roof o f  the Stable manifold 
theorem is also simplified by working in an adapted m etric with similar properties 
(see Theorem 10.1 below). Unfortunately, for a weakly hyperbolic invariant set, 
the “adapted metric" which is required is actually a countable family o f adapted 
C°° Riemannian metrics of XI. In order to form one m etric out of this family 
o f metrics, it will be convenient to work with a disjoint union of a countable
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collection of copies o f XI. We call the resulting Riemannian manifold, M , the 
classifying manifold o f XI.
More importantly, the conditions o f weak hyperbolicity, to be discussed in 
the next chapter, rather naturally suggest the the division o f a weakly hyperbolic 
invariant set into a countable collection o f (non-invariant) “hyperbolicity classes” 
or “hyperbolic blocks” . While, for instance, the stable and unstable manifolds of 
a weakly hyperbolic invariant set are not continuous over the whole invariant set, 
they are continuous over each “hyperbolic block” .
Not surprisingly, exactly one adapted metric in the countable collection of 
adapted metrics is associated to each hyperbolic block. All of the constructions 
in the remainder o f this thesis will ensure that each hyperbolic block is naturally 
associated with exactly one copy of M  in the classifying manifold M .
We define the classifying manifold o f M ,  denoted by the symbol M , to be 
M  =  |_JJ5° M  (disjoint union). Furthermore, let Af„ denote the nth copy o f M  
in M . Note that M  is isomorphic to Z+ x  M . This means that there is a pair 
of projections projecting onto the first, tt<,, and second, t m , components of the 
cartesian product. Note that both r/, and ttm make M  into bundles over Z+ and 
AI  respectively.
Since M  is a compact Riemannian manifold, M  is <r-compact and hence is a 
paracompact Riemannian manifold. Since all of the disjoint copies of M  in M  
are really the same manifold, we can, trivially, identify any two copies, A1n and 
Mm. We will often need to make such an identification explicit. For 0 <  n, m, 
we use the symbols /d (m,n) to denote this standard identification o f A1n with A/m,
i.e. Id(m,n) is the identification map /d (m.n) : Mn —* A/m. We use the symbols 
and /</(„,.) to denote the standard identifications 7d(.,n) : A /„ —* M  and 
/d (n,.) : M  - »  M n-
There are essentially two different C °° Riemannian metrics which we might 
place on M . The first is the adapted metric noted above. We will often use the 
symbol M .  to denote M  together with an adapted metric. We can also consider 
the Riemannian metric of M  induced by using the original metric on all o f the 
copies o f M  in M . We will often use the sym bol M 0 to  denote this metric.
The classifying manifold. Af, together with a specific metric on M . is (A *)-
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(B n)-topologically equivalent to Af«,, if for each 0 <  n, the manifold Afn with 
the given metric is An-B n-topologically equivalent to the manifold Af„ with the 
original metric o f M .
In analogy with our previous definitions o f «-slowly varying functions, we can 
define a sequence, (B n), to be K-slowly varying if
I  <  2 % ±  < « .
«  B n
A K-slowly increasing (decreasing) sequence is a /c-slowly varying sequence which 
monotonically increases (decreases) as n —» oo. Am ong other facts, Theorem 10.1 
proves that there exists a «2 slowly varying sequence, (/?« ), for which A f. is ^~- 
(B„)-topologically equivalent to Af0.
8.4 P seu do-orb its  a n d  the C lassify ing  m anifold
Having defined the classifying m anifold A f, it is natural to consider pseudo-orbits 
olM . In order to distinguish between pseudo-orbits of Af and Af, we will generally 
use capital Gothic characters 21, or 23 to denote pseudo-orbits of Af, and bold 
Gothic characters®, o r®  to denote pseudo-orbits ofA f. In the following discussion 
of pseudo-orbits of A f we are intentionally vague about which metric we place on 
Af. We will make use o f pseudo-orbits o f any o f A f., and Af0 at various times in 
the rest of this thesis.
As we noted in the introduction to  this chapter we are primarily interested in 
the definition of a factored pseudo-orbit of Af. Before we can make this particular 
definition we must first define the concept of an unfactored pseudo-orbit o f Af. 
An (unfactored classified) (a n)-pseudo orbit, 2L for the manifold Af and the 
diffeomorphism / ,  is a quintuple21 (A f,A ,«,x,/)<  where
1. Af is the disjoint union of a countable collection o f sets Afn,
2. x  '8 ^ e  classifying map from Af to Z+ defined by x ( x ) =  n f°r all *  €  Afn,
3. A is a bijection o f Af which, for all x €  Af, satisfies the slowly varying 
condition.
X ( * ) ~  1 < X o k ( x )  < X (* )  +  1
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4. « is a map from X  into M  which respects the classifying map, x> that is 
n o  i =  x ,
5. f  is the function from i  (X ) to M  for which if we denote x €  X n by (n, x) 
then /  is defined by
/ ( •  ( j ,  * ) )  =  ( X ° *  0\ * )  , f*m* O', * ) )  ,
and moreover X , h, *, and /  make the first and second squares o f the following 
diagram (a«)-com m ute and commute respectively.
X  -------!-------i ( X ) - I U —  r „ ( i ( X ) )
h f  f
X  -------!----- - M  ----- I * -----  M
The fact that the first square (a n)-commutes means that for all x €  X n, we have 
that dn ( i o h (x )  , / o * ( i ) )  <  q „  where dn (•, •) denotes the distance metric of Afn. 
As above, we call X , i, and h the index space, map, and bijection respectively. 
Note that while the m ap i for a pseudo-orbit o f M  and /  is required to be injective, 
the map * for a pseudo-orbit o f M  and /  need not be 1-1. Again, an unfactored 
pseudo-orbit is closed if each o f the sets, i ( P n), is a closed subset of M .
We ca llx  the classifying map. We call the collection, {X „ }£ ° , the partition of 
X .  Again, as above we can define the gradation o f X  to be the collection of sets, 
{ P „ }~ ,  defined by P n =  LC-c*™- Note that for 0 <  n <  m , X n f\ X m =  0, and 
P n C  P m- From this definition we know that X  =  Given a sequence
(Rn), and this classification o f X ,  then we can define a function R : X  —► R by 
* ( x )  =  J W
A classified pseudo-orbit, 91 (X , h ,» ,x ) ,  o f A / and / ,  is a (monotonic) factor 
o f an unfactored classified (a n)-pseudo orbit, V i (X ,k ,i ,x ,f ) ,  o f M  and / ,  if there 
exists a surjective map k from X  to X  for which for all x 6  X ,  x  °  * (* )  — x ( x ), 
and for which the following diagram commutes
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The surjective maps, k and r « ,  make X  and M  into a bundles over X  and M  
respectively. W ith  this interpretation, the above diagram states that the maps, 
h and s, are bundle maps between the appropriate bundles.
A (factored) (classified) (an)-pseudo orbit o f  M  and f  is a classified pseudo- 
orbit, 21 (X , h, *, x)» o f A/ and / ,  which is a monotonic factor of an unfactored 
classified ( o n)-pseudo orbit, Q L (X ,k ,i ,x ,f), o f M  and / ,  which is, moreover, 
factored by the monotonic factor map, k : X  —» X .  We denote such a factored 
(a n)-pseudo orbit o f M  and /  by the symbol A  (21, k ,X ,h ,i ,x ,f ) -  A factored 
classified pseudo-orbit is closed if both the factor pseudo-orbit (o f M  and / )  as 
well as the unfactored pseudo-orbit (o f M  and / )  are both closed. Note that to 
specify a (factored) pseudo-orbit o f  A f and /  we need only specify a classified 
pseudo-orbit o f  M  and /  as well as the monotonic factor map, k , the classified 
index space X  and the classified bijection h.
The factored pseudo-orbit, 2L o f  M  and /  is called a lift o f the classified 
pseudo-orbit, 21, o f  M  and / .  The pseudo-orbit 21 is a minimal factored pseudo­
orbit if x  o k =  x- The pseudo-orbit 21 is a minimal lift o f the pseudo-orbit 21 if 21 
is a minimal factored pseudo-orbit and k is a bijection of X  and X .
Just as for pseudo-orbits of M  and / ,  we can define the inverse factored 
pseudo-orbit, 2I—1 ( 2l - 1, k ,X ,h ~ l ,i ,X i f~ l)i  an<f inverse unfactored pseudo­
orbit, 2I~* (X ,h ~ l , i ,x . / -1 )-  which respectively correspond to any factored. 
7 l(Q l,k ,X ,h ,i ,x ,f ) ,  or unfactored, 9 L (X ,h ,i,x ,f)  pseudo-orbit of Af and / .
Unless stated otherwise, all o f  the pseudo-orbits of M  and /  which 
will be used in this thesis will be factored (an)-pseudo orbits of A# and 
/  for some sequence (a„).
For any (factored) pseudo-orbit, the following cubic diagram ((o n) —) com ­
mutes
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*( X )--------L------- ..vf
That is, all o f the squares com m ute in the diagram above except for the top and 
bottom  squares which both (a „  )-commute.
N ote that tiny unfactored invariant set o f  hi and /  is automatically a factored 
invariant set o f M  and f .  T o  see this, corresponding to any unfactored invariant 
set, 21 (X ,k ,i ,x , f ) ,  of hi and / ,  we must construct a classified invariant set, 
21 (X , h, i, x ). o f M  and /  and a monotonic factor map k : X  —* X .  Let k =  
o«\ X  =  k (X ) ,  h =  f\x  , i =  IdM\x , and x ( x ) =  ¡nfv€fc-‘ (*) (x (y ) } -  Since 
91 is an invariant set o f h i  and /  it is easy to  see that 21 (X , h ,i)  is an invariant 
set o f  M  and / .  Moreover, i f  x  >s a classifying map for 21, then it is also easy to 
see that, by construction, k is a monotonic factor map from 91 to 21. The only 
im portant thing to show is then that x  indeed a classifying map for 21. Since 
X can only take on integral values we know that for every x  in X ,  there exists a 
y in k -1 (x ) for which x ( x ) =  X(y)- Given x  in X  and let y in k~l (x ) be such 
that x  (®) =  x (y ) .  then we know that
x ( * ) - l  < x ( y ) -  1 <X°*(y) - x o h o k ( y ) .
A sim ilar argument shows that x °  M x ) <  \ (x ) +  1- This pair o f inequalities 
then proves that x a classifying map for 21 and hence that 91(21, k ,X ,  
is a  factored  invariant set for M  and / .
Since h i  is not compact we must also be more careful about the continuity 
properties o f pseudo-orbits o f  hi. In particular we will not assume that the 
functions, h and », are continuous on the whole o f X .  In order to discuss the 
continuity properties o f a pseudo-orbit we define
X n. x . n * - 1
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x „  =. x ,  n * _i < * .> .
x , .  =.
* t - "  =  - i n f l U X . - . ) ,  
it" - i.fl*(i.), and 
it" = i.f|*(i«.l).
A C® (a n)-pseudo orbit o f  M , is an (a n)-pseudo orbit of M  for which the factor 
pseudo-orbit, 91, is a C® pseudo-orbit o f M  and / ,  the set X  is a topological space 
and for all 0 <  n the indexing map, s, is continuous on each X n, the indexing 
map, h, is continuous on  the sets J f„_ , X nm, and A"B+, and the indexing map, h~l, 
is continuous on the sets X*,"1*, X 1 ’ , and
Given two pseudo-orbits, 21(91, k ,X , h,i, x ,f)  and ®  (21, k ,X , h, * , x , / ) , o f M  
and / ,  23 is a sub-pseudo-orbit o f 2^ if 93 is a sub-pseudo orbit of 21, and if 
X  C  X , k =  , h =  ¿|^, and s =  Note that since ®  is itself a  pseudo-orbit,
the set X  is ¿-invariant.
Again, more generally, the pseudo-orbit ®  is embedded in the pseudo-orbit 21 
if 93 is embedded in 21 via the injective function ke : X  —* X  and if there exists 
an injective function ke : X  —* X  which makes the following diagrams commute
-Y .Y
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The pseudo-orbit ®  is monotonically embedded in 21 if ®  is embedded in 3, ®  is 
monotonically embedded in 3 ,  and x ° t «  (x ) <  x (x )  for all x €  X .
Dually, the pseudo-orbit ®  is a factor  o f the pseudo-orbit 3  if ©  is a factor 
o f 3  via the surjective function kj : X  —* X  and if there exists an surjective 
function k/ : X  —* X  which makes the following diagrams commute
The pseudo-orbits, 3  and ® , are conjugate if kf is a homeomorphism. The 
pseudo-orbit ®  is a monotonic factor o f 3  if ®  is a factor o f 3, ®  is a monotonic 
factor of 3 ,  and x ° k j  (x ) <  x (x )  for all x €  X .
Just as for pseudo-orbits of M , the perturbation constant and the concept of 
shadowing are important for pseudo-orbits o fM . SinceX  has the natural minimal 
classification, x> we can define the (J2n)-perturbation constant and the concept of 
(/?«)-shadowing to be analogous to the non-uniform definitions given above. More 
precisely, for a sequence ( R*), we define the ( R^)-perturbation constant, p(A„) (3), 
o f  a pseudo-orbit, 3, o f M  to be pf/i*) (3) =  supr6jr Similarly, for a
sequence, (/?„), an invariant set ®  of M  (0n)-shadows a pseudo-orbit
3 (J r ,* ,« , / )  o f M  if for all x  €  X , d (• (* ) ,» (x ) )  <  0 (x ) .
Any a-pseudo orbit o f M  can be trivially identified with an a-pseudo orbit 
o f M  by identifying \ i with .V/„, for some n. Conversely any pseudo-orbit 
o f  M  for which t'(JC) is contained in M n for some n can be similarly trivially
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identified with an unclassified pseudo-orbit of Af. We can, by making use of 
these identifications, extend the concept o f factors between pairs o f pseudo-orbits 
o f Af to factors between a uniform pseudo-orbit o f A f and a pseudo-orbit of Af.
An n-strong  pseudo-orbit o f Af is a pseudo-orbit o f  Af for which «(AT) is 
contained in U?*o Af<. A strong pseudo-orbit of Af is a pseudo-orbit of Af which is 
n-strong for some 0 <  n. An n-superstrong pseudo-orbit o f  Af is a pseudo-orbit o f 
Af for which*(AT) is contained in A/n. From above, an n-superstrong pseudo-orbit 
of Af can be trivially identified with a uniform pseudo-orbit o f A f.
Recall that an (a n)-pseudo orbit, 21 (Af, h ,i ,\ )  A f and /  is a classified 
pseudo-orbit o f Af for which the indexing set X  has an associated minimal 
classification, We can trivially identify the (a n)-pseudo orbit 21 (X ,h ,i ,\ )  o f 
A f and /  with the (a„)-pseudo orbit, 21(21, k ,X ,h ,i ,x , / )  o f  Af0 and /  where
x = u x n,
k ( j , x )  -  x ,
x C /.* )  =  x ( * ) .
» (> .* )  -  (x  ° k ( x ) ,  A ( i ) ) ,
•0 , * )  *  ( x ( * ) . •(*))■
Note that this 3 ,  that we have just constructed, is the minimal lift of 21. Con­
versely, any factored (a n)-pseudo orbit of Afi can be trivially identified with an 
(a n)-pseudo orbit o f M  and / .
Given a pseudo-orbit, 2L and a point x €  X  the orbit (x )}  ^  is m axim ally  
weak with base x  if x  €  X n implies that km (x ) €  Afn+|m| for all m € Z. For a given 
pseudo-orbit, 7L, the orbit {A* (y )|  is an n-sh ift  o f the orbit |A‘ (x)| ^  if for 
all i € Z, A* (x ) €  X j  implies that A' (y) €  X J+n  and if * o A' (y ) =  /d(x(*)«(*)+•») o 
*o  A' (x ). A  pseudo-orbit o f Af and /  is m axim ally sh ifted  if
1. for every x  €  X  there exists an n €  Z for which the orbit | A '(x )}_  is 
maximally weak with base A* (x),
2. fo r  e v e r y  x  €  X  a n d  e v e r y  0  < n  t h e  th e re  e x is ts  a  y €  X  fo r w h ic h  t h e  
o r b i t  { A '  ( y ) }  is a n  n -s h if t  o f th e  o r b it  ^  ( x ) |
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Given a pseudo-orbit, a(2l, fc,X ,h , i .x , f ) ,  we can construct the maximally 
shifted closure ofH, which we denote by the sym bol2  (2 ,  Jc, X ,  R, «, X, 7 ) > as follows. 
Let X  =  Z x Z+ x X ,  where =  {n }  x Z+ x X .  For (m ,n ,x ) in X  define
In particular, note that, since x  is a classifying function for a  we know that 
XO*m (x ) < X  (m , n, x) for all (m , n, x )  in X .  We will also need to define the maps
5. for every 1  €  X  there exists an x  €  X  and an 0 <  n for which the orbit 
IK”  (1 )}°°^  *s an n-shift o f the orbit {R”1 o Rx  (x ) }
6. 3  is a monotonic factor o f 3  via the monotonic factor map £ /,
7. 3  is a monotonic factor of 3  via the m onotonic factor map k o £ /, and
8. a  is an invariant set iff a  is an invariant set.
If a  is C ° then we can use the metric o f X  to  define the following metric o f 
X .  For (m ,n , x ) and (m , n , x ) in X  we define
R(m ,n,x) =  (m +  l,n , A (x ) ) ,
X (m ,n ,x )  =  x (x ) +  |m | +  n ,
s(m ,n,x) =  /d(«m 1n.*)lXov»(*)) os'o hm(x ), and
R(m, n,x) =  fc(x).
1 s x ' X —* X ,  and T c / :X —* X  by 
Rx  (x ) =  (0, 0, x ) , and R /(m ,n , x ) = x .
W ith these definitions, it is easy to see that
1 .3  is a pseudo-orbit o f M  and / ,
2 .3  is a maximally shifted pseudo-orbit,
3. X ° * x  - X ,
4. for every x €  X ,  the orbit {An o Rx  (x ) } _ ^  is maximally weak with base
oo if m m or n /  n,
d (x .x )  if m =  m and n =  h.
d ( (m .n ,x )  , (m , n ,x ))
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Note that this implies that the sequence, {(m,-, n,,Xi)}£°, converges iff the se­
quence {xi}£° converges and there exists 0 <  / ,  M  €  Z, and 0 <  N  such that for 
all /  <  t, m, =  M , and n< =  N . W ith this metric on X  it is then easy to see 
that 9  is C? and moreover, that Tex is Lipschitz. To see that 9  is C ?, note that 
X n.,  X n+, and X ,^” 1* are all em pty and that X „_  =  Xj,” l) =  X n.
Chapter 9
Pseudo-Hyperbolicity of 
Pseudo-Orbits
Recall that the Weak Shadowing Stable Manifold theorem is stated in terms of 
(weakly) pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbits. The previous chapter dealt with the 
definition and properties o f pseudo-orbits. The current chapter will cover the 
definition o f (pseudo) hyperbolicity o f a  pseudo-orbit.
9.1 H y p e rb o lic ity  o f  invariant sets
Uniformly hyperbolic and weakly hyperbolic invariant sets are examples of 
pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbits which are, moreover, well "‘ understood” by dy­
namical systems theory. As such, we quickly review the definitions o f these sim­
pler objects in order that the reader can more easily understand the definitions 
o f the more complex instances.
For the rest o f this chapter we again assume that we are given a single, fixed, 
compact Riemannian manifold. A/, together with a single, fixed, C'r+'r diffeomor- 
phism, / ,  which maps M  to itself. Recall that a subset, A, o f M  is an /-invariant 
set if there exists a 0-pseudo orbit, A ( X , /»,*), for which i (X )  =  A. Since i is 
injective this essentially corresponds to the “classical”  definition o f  an invariant 
set: / - » ( A ) - A - / ( A ) .
For a given invariant set A (X ,h ,i ) ,  as part o f the definition o f  the hyper­
bolicity o f the set A, we require that there exists a T/-invariant splitting of the
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tangent space T\M  o f the set A. in the manifold M . More specifically we ask 
that there exist two subbundles E\ and E\ o f T\M, such that T\M  =  E\ © a E\. 
This sum is the Whitney direct sum of vector bundles over A. In particular this 
means that the fibres o f T\M  are the direct sums of the fibres o f  E\ and E%, that 
is TXM  =  F x ® F X for all x  €  A.
Associated with the splitting in each fibre is a pair o f projection operators 
which project vectors of the fibre onto one o f the two subspaces of the fibre 
along cosets o f the other. We will denote the projection onto the stable, F x, and 
unstable E£, subspaces by the symbols p*x and p“ respectively.
We can then define an invariant set, A(.Y, h ,i) ,  to be weakly X-hyperbolic for 
0 <  A <  1 if there exists an T /-invariant splitting T\M  =  E\ ©  a E*, and a 
function C\ : X  —* [ l ,o o ) for which
\ D r  (v.)\Kn{x) <  C\ (* )  A" |v,|x (9.1a)
S  <?»<*> A* W .  (9“ >)
<  C x (x )  (9.1c)
for all x €  X , v, €  vu €  £^(*) positive n. The last condition states
that the splitting of the fibre over the point * , is C\ (z)-nondegenerate. It is very 
important to note that the function C\ is in general not continuous, indeed it 
might not even be measurable.
9.1.1 U niform  hyp erbolicity
A C-uniformly X-hyperbolic invariant set \ ( X ,h , i )  is an invariant set for which 
there exists a constant C  and a function C\ : X  —* [ l ,o o )  such that C * (x ) <  C  
for all x  €  X  and moreover, the set A is weakly A-hyperbolic with respect to the 
function C\. Note that we can, and often do, take C \ (x )  =  C . We normally 
reserve the symbol Ac,.\ for a uniformly hyperbolic invariant set.
For a uniformly hyperbolic invariant set, the splitting is continuous and can 
always be continuously extended to a unique splitting defined on the closure of 
the invariant set [HP70, Shu87]. The continuity of the splitting means that the 
maps F : \  —  G\M , ET : A -*  G kM . and ( F  © A £ " )  : A —  Sc  (T\M ) into the 
appropriate Grassmannian bundles are all continuous sections.
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This continuity of the splitting implies that the maps x ► p j, and x >—► p“ 
are also continuous. Since M  is compact, we can, by considering the closure of 
an invariant set A, see that this implies that the norms o f p*r and p“ are uniformly 
bounded. This means that condition 9.1c is redundant for uniformly hyperbolic 
invariant sets.
9.1.2 W eak hyperbolicity
Recall that in section 6.3, as part o f the definition o f  C'  continuity o f a fibre 
bundle map, F, o f  a normed bundle, tt : E  —► H, to itself, we defined the concept 
o f a «-slowly varying function g : H —* (0, oo). where H is the base space o f 
the bundle. In this definition the function g was slowly varying relative to the 
action of the base map, A, o f F . This definition works because the base space is 
an “ invariant” set for the base map h.
Given any /-invariant set A(.Y, A, i) , we can make an analogous definition of 
“slowly varying” relative to  the action of the map, /  on the set A. That is, any 
function g  : A —► (0, oo) is K -slow ly varying  if
i  „ ? ( > ( * ) )  .. .
*  j (i )
for all x €  A.
Given a constant 1 <  Ao and a /c-slowly varying function, C«,a, o f an invariant, 
A (x ,A , i), define An =  hoKn and A_i =  0. Then, for each positive n, we define 
Xn =  { *  €  X  | An. ,  <  (* )  <  An}.
An invariant set, A (.Y, A, i), is K-X-hyperbolic with ho-hyperbolic blocks, if there 
exists a «-slowly varying function, CH,\ : X  —► [1, oo) for which the set A is weakly 
A-hyperbolic with respect to  the function C«,a, and moreover X  =  U ^ o  Xn where 
the X n are defined as above for Ao and «. We will normally reserve the symbol 
Ajm.n.A to denote a «-slowly varying hyperbolic invariant set with A0-hyperbolic 
blocks. In general when referring to a hyperbolic set we will mean an invariant set 
which is «-A-hyperbolic with A0-hyperbolic blocks for some 0 < A < j < l < A o -  
Note that a 1- A-hyperbolic invariant set with Ao-hyperbolic blocks is an ho- 
uniformly A-hyperbolic set.
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For any /c-A-hyperbolic invariant set with h0-hyperbolic blocks, we call each 
X n an /»„-hyperbolic block. This system of hyperbolic blocks allows us to discuss 
“degrees” of hyperbolicity among the points o f a  /c-A-hyperbolic set. The points o f 
*n+ l satisfy “weaker” hyperbolicity conditions than do the points of .Y„. One o f 
the most important consequences o f this definition is that, since the function C„,a 
is /c-slowly varying, then x  €  X n and /» (x ) €  X m implies that n — 1 <  m <  n +  1.
The system o f /»„-hyperbolic blocks for is a partition o f X . This par­
tition gives rise to a classification function, \  (z ) — n whenever x €  X n, and 
associated gradation, { /* « }“ . where P„ =  U ?«o^n- Since this classification func­
tion trivially satisfies the slowly varying condition, we can identify the 0-pseudo 
orbit A„,a o f M  and /  with a unique classified 0-pseudo orbit A„,a o f M  and / ,  and 
hence a unique 0-pseudo orbit A*,a o f M  and / .  We will often, interchangeably, 
refer to the elements o f either the partition, {X „ }£ ° , or  the gradation, {P n }~ , 
as /»0-hyperbolic blocks. Note that since X n =  {x  €  X  | /»„_t <  C„,a (x ) <  hn}, 
these partitions, gradations, and classification functions are minimal with respect 
to the function C„,a
The other important, though slightly less obvious, consequence o f the defi­
nition o f a system o f  hyperbolic blocks is that the splitting associated with the 
hyperbolicity o f \ho.K,x ¡s unique and continuous when restricted to any one 
hyperbolic block, Pn. More precisely, Pesin [Pes76] showed that, the sections 
P  : A - »  G\M , P A  — G kM , and P  ® A P  : A — ( TKM ) are all con­
tinuous when restricted to any Pn. We will essentially use Pesin’s proof to show 
essentially the same thing in a slightly more general context in lemma 9.3 below.
9.1.3 Pesin theory
A single orbit is an invariant set and so we can ask whether or not it is k- 
A-hyperbolic. Any orbit which is Lyapunov regular has a unique spectrum of 
Lyapunov (characteristic) exponents. See [0se6S] or [Pes77] for the relevant def­
initions. Pesin [Pes76] proved that any regular orbit whose Lyapunov exponents 
lie outside the interval (— In (A ), In (A)] is «-A-hyperbolic with /»0-hyperbolic blocks 
for all 0 <  A <  1 <  1 <  fco.
In general the function C«.a which Pesin constructed (see [Pes76] Theorem
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1.1.1) depends crucially on the values of * and A chosen. Fix a regular point 
x  and let {x « } i<r> denote the spectrum of Lyapunov exponents for x  with re­
spect to  / .  Since x  is regular, the spectrum o f Lyapunov exponents for x  with 
respect to / “ * is { —X(r(«)-*>1) } 1<*)- L«1 X± =  max { ± x .  | ± \ i  <  0 } ,  and let 
A =  exp (m ax { x +, X~})- Then, in general, for fixed regular points x , Pesin's 
function C*.a approaches oo as either A approaches A or it approaches 1.
Let Aho.K.x denote the set o f all points in the manifold whose orbit is *-A- 
hyperbolic with /io-hyperbolic blocks for some /c-slowly varying function C«, 
Let
A* =  n  Aho.K.x, and 
0<A<1<1<A0
A . =  U  A a.
0<A<1
Note that for fixed A <  1 we know that Aa C  A a« ,* , a C A j^ ax for all A <  i  <  
- <  l  <  ho <  ho. Moreover, it is easy to see that, f o r A < A < A < l < A o < A o  
we have that A a,,*,a C Aj^ ^ .  This implies that, for A <  A <  1, we know that 
A a C  A j . We will call the set A . the (weakly) hyperbolic Pesin set.
By far the most important consequences o f these definitions is that the set 
o f  regular points with nonzero Lyapunov exponents is contained in the weakly 
hyperbolic Pesin set, A .. Oseledec [Ose6S] proved that the set o f regular points 
has full measure with respect to any /-invariant measure. In particular this 
means that A . has full measure with respect to any /-invariant measure which 
has nonzero Lyapunov exponents, and hence there exists at least one Aao,«,a with 
nonzero measure for some A <  A <  1 <  ho. If the /-invariant measure, ft, 
is ergodic and its spectrum o f Lyapunov exponents lies outside of the interval 
[—In (A ) ,ln  ( a)]  for some A <  1, then Oseledec’s theorem implies that the set 
Aao.«.a has full ^-measure for any choice o f A <  A <  A < 1 <  h0.
9.2 G eneralizations o f  h y p e rb o lic ity  to  
p seu do-orb its
In order to define hyperbolicity for an invariant set A, we associated to the 
invariant set A a natural fibre bundle T\.\f which is related to the tangent bundle
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o f  Xf. In order to define hyperbolicity for a pseudo-orbit, we must find a similarly 
“natural” vector bundle o f .Y. The natural bundle to associate to  the index space 
X  of a pseudo-orbit 21 is the pull back via the injection i o f the tangent bundle 
o f  M , i.e. i’ Tnx)M - Since this bundle serves the purpose o f a “ tangent" bundle, 
we will call this pull back via t the tangent bundle o f  the pseudo-orbit 21 and 
denote it by T2L We note that, in general, any C r Riemannian metric o f M , 
pulls back to a continuous Riemannian metric on T2L If i is C r then the pullback 
Riemannian metric is also C r.
For an invariant set A, the statement that it is hyperbolic is roughly the 
statement that
1. its tangent bundle, T\M , has a splitting into “stable” and “ unstable” sub­
bundles,
2. T f  asymptotically contracts sections of the “stable” subbundle, and
3. T f~ l asymptotically contracts sections of the “ unstable” subbundle.
Hence, in order to generalize the concept o f hyperbolicity to  pseudo-orbits, we 
must identify a suitable linear bundle morphism o f the tangent bundle T*2l.
The proof of the Stable Manifold theorem, for an either uniformly [HP70, 
Shu87] or weakly [PS89] hyperbolic invariant set A, essentially proceeds by show­
ing that the lift f o f the diffeomorphism / ,  via the exp map is close enough to 
T / ,  over appropriately small neighbourhoods o f each point in the invariant set, 
for the contraction o f T f  to  imply that the lift f itself contracts an appropriate 
space of sections of T\M. The resulting fixed points o f this contraction by the 
lift f correspond, via the exp map, to the local stable and unstable manifolds of 
points in A. The important thing to note is that T f  is the derivative o f this lift 
at the zero section o f T\M.
9.2.1 T he im portance o f  the exp m ap
Any fixed family o f charts o f  the manifold M , together with an associated family 
o f  identifications of the fibres o f T M  with R m could be used to lift the diffeomor­
phism /  into the tangent bundle. However, for a Riemannian manifold, the most
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natural way to lift the diffeomorphism /  is via the map expr : TXM  —► M . We 
recall some o f the more useful facts about the exp m ap
1. expr (0) =  x, A>expr =  IdTl.vi,
2. expr sends lines in Tt M  through the origin to  geodesics in M  through x,
3. since M  is com pact there exists an r  >  0 such that for all x €  M , if 
Br (0) C  TXM  we have that expr : Br (0) —► M  is a diffeomorphism,
4. expj* (x ) =  0, Dxexp~l =  IdT,M ,
5. for all x €  M  and v € TXM  such that |u| <  r  we have d(expr (v )  ,x )  =  |v|.
We call any neighbourhood, C/x, o f a point x for which e x p j1 is a diffeomorphism 
when restricted toUx , a  normal neighbourhood o fx . T h e most important property 
o f the expr map restricted to such a normal neighbourhood o f the point x is that 
the relationship between vectors of the fibre TXM  and geodesics, points, and 
distances in the manifold, is particularly simple. This will greatly simplify most 
o f the following arguments.
Since the exp map depends on the Riemannian metric used, the exp maps 
corresponding to two different Riemannian metrics are, in general, different. In 
order to be able to relate our estimates back to the original Riemannian metric, 
we will always use the exp map associated to the original metric.
Let to be chosen so that for all x the ball B Xo (0 ) C TXM  is a normal neigh­
bourhood for expx. Then, it will be convenient to  fix numbers vm <  1 and t/  
such that, for all x ,y ,x  €  A/
1. the ball B T„  (x ) o f radius r*/ <  t0 contained in A/, is a normal neighbour­
hood o f x,
2. if d ( f ( y ) , z )  <  tm , then the ball Btst (y ) in M  is mapped, by / ,  into the 
ball B*  (x) in M .
3. if d ( f~ l ( y ) ,x )  <  rw, then the ball BXht (y ) in M  is mapped, by / " ' ,  into 
the ball i?«» (x) in M ,
4. if d ,up (/»y ) <  and d (y (y ) .x )  <  tA/ then g ( B Th, (y ) )  C B Xo (x), and
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5. if <f.„p ( f ~ l ,g~ l ) <  t /  and d (g~ l (y ) ,x )  <  t\t then y " 1 (B tst (y )) C B^ (z).
Since /  is C l , exp is C°°, and XI is com pact, this can be done. We place these 
restrictions on Vm , so that the following definitions of the lift will take place in 
neighbourhoods o f y and z, for which expy and exp, are diffeomorphisms. More 
importantly, we assume, from now on, that all pseudo-orbits have a perturbation 
constant less than or equal to c*/-
9.2.2 Lifts via the exp m ap
For a given pseudo-orbit 21 (21), we can then use the exp map associated to the 
original Riemannian metric to define the lift g (g) of any diffeomorphism g for 
which dtup (y , / )  <  Xj in the following way.
If y and z are two points in M  with d (y  ( y ) , z) <  tM, we can define the map
0*.v : TyM  - *  T ,M , by gx,y (u) =  expj* og  o expy ( v ) ,
where v €  TVM , and |u| <  X\f. The image o f the vector v  in the tangent space 
at y is the result of, first mapping the vector down onto the manifold via the 
m apexpy, then mapping the resulting point via the diffeomorphism g, and finally 
mapping the resulting point in the manifold into the corresponding vector in the 
tangent space of the point r. See figure 9.1. We require that d,Uf>( g , f )  <  t/ ,  
d ( 9 ( y ) i z ) ^  XM and |u| <  tm , in order to  ensure that the point g (expy (v )) is 
contained in a normal neighbourhood o f  z.
It will be convenient to note that the inverse o f the lift g, i.e. g"J : TtM  —» 
TyM, is defined by g~J (v ) =  exp" 1 oy" 1 o exp , (t/), for v  6  TtM , and |u| < tm - 
The action o f the lift g in the fibre o f !T21 over the point x  €  X ,  is then defined 
as
0* (*0 =  0.M*).«*) (*>) • that 18 
».(•>) =  'xp,'»'(,) °S  « 'XP.I.I (u) •
where, again, v €  TyM , and |u| <  t\t. T he lift g is then defined so as to make 
the diagram
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Figure 9.1: Lifting a diffeomorphism from the manifold to its tangent bundle.
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A,„ra— 8—  ra
X  ------ *----- - X
commute.
Recall that, if the perturbation constant o f the pseudo-orbit 31 is zero, i.e. 
p (SI) =  0, then SI is really an invariant set. In this case our lift g corresponds to 
the usual concept o f  the lift o f the diffeomorphism, g, over an invariant set.
9.2.3 T h e  derivative o f  the lift f
For a pseudo-orbit 31 (SI) of the diffeomorphism /  of M , the most important 
lift to consider is the lift f (f) o f the diffeomorphism /  ( / )  itself. Indeed we 
define the hyperbolicity of a pseudo-orbit in terms of the hyperbolicity o f the 
derivative o f f at the zero section o f  T3L Let F  =  7of ( F  =  7of). Then the bundle 
map F  : TSI —* T21 (F  : TSI —* TV) is a linear tangent morphism o f  the tangent 
bundle, T V  (T V ) ,  o f pseudo-orbit SI (SI).
In order to give an explicit formula for F , we start by calculating the deriva­
tives of f*,„ and f"J . For t; in T ,M , the derivative o f exp, at v, i.e. Dvexp „  
maps TvTtM  to T9XPt(v)M . Since T ,M  is itself a linear space there is a canonical 
isomorphism which identifies TVT ,M  and T,M . As above, if y and z are two 
points in M  with d ( f ( y ) , z )  <  t m , we can define the map
F t,v : TyM  - »  T ,M , by Fx,y =  Df{y)expJl D yf .
The inverse F~y : TtM  —► TyM , is defined by F~y =  D/{y) f ~ l D exp- i UM)exp t . 
In terms o f  f,,„ and f* ‘ we have
Ft,y =  DoU.y , F~y =  ^exp-‘ (/(y))f7,l- 
The action o f  F  in the fibre o f TSI over the point x  €  X ,  is then defined as 
=  M  ■ that isF .W
f r l " )
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where, v €  T,(riM . The inverse action is given by
K ' ( v )  =  F.M.UI*) (" ) »  or
f - ' ( v )  =  ¡„(/«.»eJtPi«.) (®)
where, v €  Ti/,(X)A/.
Again, the morphisms F  and F~l are then defined so that the diagrams
ra ■ f ~‘ A,Mra—£— ra
X  — -----  AT ------ -^---- - X
commute.
If 21 is an tAf-pseudo-orbit then we have
Fs  =  DoU, F ; '  — Dtxp7ll/to)f*1 •
Note that the apparent asymmetry between the definitions o f F  and its inverse 
reflects the inherent asymmetry implied in the definition o f  a pseudo-orbit. As 
noted in the previous chapter, this inherent asymmetry is best seen in the fact 
that while 21 might be an a-pseudo orbit o f M  and /  ((a „)-pseu do orbit o f M  
and / ) ,  the corresponding inverse pseudo-orbit, 21_1, o f M  and f ~ l need not be 
an a-pseudo orbit ( (a n)-pseudo orbit).
Since M  is compact, there exists a number K  >  0, the Lipschitz constant of 
/ “ *, such that the inverse pseudo-orbit, 2l -1 , of \I and / " *  which corresponds 
to any a-pseudo orbit ( ( a n)-pseudo orbit) 21 of M  and /  is a A'a-pseudo orbit 
( (A 'a B)-pseudo orbit). Note that the lift f“ 1 is the lift o f  f ~ l associated to the 
inverse pseudo-orbit 2l-1 . However, it is important to note that F~l does not 
correspond to the derivative o f f“ 1 at the zero section o f T 21-1 =  T2L
9.2.4 Lifts g L ipschitz close to  F
Pseudo-orbits and in particular the (pseudo) hyperbolic pseudo-orbits to be de­
fined in the next two sections are particularly well suited to applications of the
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perturbed Stable manifold theorem proven in Part II. One of the most important 
assumptions o f  that theorem is that the bundle m ap and its inverse are Lipschitz 
close to a linear hyperbolic bundle map relative to  a  «-slowly varying disc bundle. 
In all of our applications the linear hyperbolic bundle map will be the tangent 
morphism, F , o f some (pseudo) hyperbolic pseudo-orbit 21, and moreover, in all 
of our applications the bundle map will be the lift o f some diffeomorphism t /  
close to / .
We are then interested in showing that the lift o f  a diffeomorphism, g, which 
is r/  close to /  is Lipschitz over some slowly varying disc bundle. We will show, 
in this chapter, that this can be done in the next two lemmas. These two cases 
are really merely preludes to the more interesting slowly varying versions o f these 
same lemmas to be proven for the classifying m anifold M . Those slowly varying 
lemmas will be dealt with in the next chapter.
L em m a 9.1  Consider a C 1 diffcomorphism f ,  and an e  >  0. Then then  exists 
a constant 1R and a C l neighbourhood V  =  V  (c) o f  f  such that i f  g € V  and 21 
is any (classified) Xm -pseudo orbit o f  M  and f ,  then we have
M onover, since exp is C°° and g is C x, fo r  all x  €  X  the lift, gx, is C l . IfVL is 
C? then so is the lift g.
P roo f: Since the perturbation constant o f 21 is at most r.\/, for any x  €  X ,  the 
map gx is defined on the ball B tt4 (0) with respect to the original metric. For 
v  €  B tt4 (0) we have
Dv ( F , - g x )
=  Dv [D /« (X, (exp;ol-(l))  A < * ) / -  ex P 0^\(x) g  expi(x)] 
=  £ /*.(») (exP ii(« ))  D*m)f
'/»•(*)
(exP*•’•(*)) ^«xP (exp, (x))  .
This is defined and equal to zero for g — f  and v — 0. Since M  is compact and 
this derivative is continuous in both v and g. we know that there exists a C 1
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neighbourhood, V+, o f /  and a constant, SR+, for which if g  €  V+ we have
where g is the lift of g relative to the pseudo-orbit 21. Similar arguments show 
that there exists a C l neighbourhood, V I , o f  /  and a constant, SH_, for which if 
g  €  V_ we have
where, again, g is the lift o f  g relative to  the pseudo-orbit 21.
We are done if we let V  — V+ H V .  and =  min {iH+ ,fH _}.  ■
L em m a  9.2  Consider a C 1+^  diffcomorphism f , and an e >  0. Then there 
exists a positive constant C /  such that fo r  any constant 0 <  1H <  Xm  <  1 we have
In particular we can choose SH so sm all that CUT’’ <  e. Moreover, since exp is 
C°° and f  is C 1*^, fo r  all x  €  X  the lift, f „  is C l^>. 7/21 is C® then so is the 
HftS.
P ro o f: Recall that f,,y : TyM  —* T ,M  is defined as fx.v =  e x p j1 o f  o expy for 
all d ( s , f ( y ) )  <  T\f. By applying the fundamental theorem o f calculus to the 
function f f r o m  the Banach space TyM  to the Banach space T ,M  for u ,w  € 
BXt4 (v ) C  TyM  along the path t >-* (1 — t)w  +  tu we have
and so
D{l-t)w+tuSs*
Since exp, and exp“ * are C°° and /  and / “ '  are C 1+'r, we know that both f,,* and 
are C l+^ for all d ( z , f  (y )) <  rm . Since M  is compact there exists a  positive 
constant, C , for which fx,„ and are uniformly 7-Holder continuous over the
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set {( j/,z )  €  M  x M  | d ( f  (y )  , c )  <  ca/ } -  By taking norms, and noting that for 
all SR <  vM <  1 and u,w  €  B<h (v ) we have |((1 -  t)w  +  tu) -  v| <  SR, we have
II D((l-t)w+tu)fz.y — B v\t,y | <  C  |((1 — t)w  +  tu) — Up <  C W
We are done after noting that Ft =  F,k{, )Mt) -  £>0&*<«)..<*)> F ~ l =  F ^ lt) i(t) =  
(/<<»))$.*<»>. *nd that P (® ) =  ¿.up (ih  ( x ) , f i  (x )) <  m
9.2.5 H yperbolic p seudo-orbits
Given a pseudo-orbit 21 for the manifold M  and the diffeomorphism / ,  the three 
most important objects which can be associated to the pseudo-orbit 21, are the 
tangent bundle 7*21, the lift, f, o f /  into T21, and the derivative, F , o f the lift at 
the zero section of T21. Both the Stable Manifold theorem and the Shadowing 
Lemma are consequences o f  the “almost hyperbolic” nature o f the lift f as it acts 
on sections o f “stable” and “unstable” subbundles o f  the tangent bundle T21. The 
lift f is “almost hyperbolic” because o f its proximity to the hyperbolic derivative 
F . Hence the following definitions o f hyperbolicity for pseudo-orbits, are no more 
nor less than what is required to  extend these two theorems to pseudo-orbits.
Recall that in order to define a (factored) pseudo-orbit o f  M  and / ,  we defined 
pseudo-orbits o f M  and / ,  unfactored pseudo-orbits o f  M  and /  and then, finally, 
we defined when a pseudo-orbit o f M  and /  was a factor o f a pseudo-orbit of 
M  and / .  It was only after all o f  these definitions that we were able to define a 
(factored) pseudo-orbit o f M  and / .  We repeat exactly the same steps in order 
to define the hyperbolicity o f  a  (factored) pseudo-orbit.
and hence
If*.» ( « )  ~  f*.v («>) -  A>f,.„(u -  u;)|
<  c a r  |«-tu|
Similar arguments applied to =  e x p j1 o / -1 o exp. shows that
| f£  ( " )  -  (r.i ( “ >) -  c « , r ' ( / ( , » f 7 >  -  “ >| <  C T f  1«  -  ®l
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Recall that given h0 and k we have defined h„ =  h0nn. By essentially repeating 
the definition o f  hyperbolicity for invariant sets given above, we define a C ° 
classified pseudo-orbit, Vk(X,h, i, x ) ,  o f A / and / ,  to be (C ?) K-X-hyperbolic with 
ho-hyperbolic blocks f o r  0 <  A <  A <  1 and 1 <  h0, if there exists an F-invariant 
splitting T21 =  P x  0 *  E x , for which
| fT (» .) l  <  A „A "> .| (9.2»)
|i',—  (v.)| <  A - A - M (9.2b)
>n»{||rfll,llrtl|} <  A, (9.2c)
for all m , n >  0, z  €  X n, v, €  P x and vu €  E For any n, we call the X n (or Pn)
an hn-hypcrbolic block ofQt. Furthermore, we assume that for each n ,P „  is a closed
subset of X ,  and for each P„ the functions P ,  P  : Pn —* 
Pn - »  (TPnM ), and F  : 7>„2l — TPn2l are each C°.
Gi(Pn)M , P  ©p„ E “ :
An C® unfactored pseudo-orbit, V k (X ,h ,i ,x ,f ), o f h i  and / ,  is (C ?) k-A- 
hyperbolic with ho-hyperbolic blocks for 0 <  A <  A <  1 and 1 <  ho, if there exists
an F-invariant splitting TVk =  P x  © x  P x ,  for which
1*7 (» .)l  <  A.A"|t>.| (9 3 » )
[*7"(t>.)| <  A.A-|»„| (9.3b)
m«{||rtl|,|lrt||} <  A. (9.3c)
for all m ,n  >  0, z  €  X n, v, €  P z and vu €  E%. Furthermore we assume that for 
each n, the functions P ,  P  : Pn —* G hpm)M , P  0 p„ P  : Pn —* Shn (Fp„A /), 
and F  : 7p„91 —* 7V»w+l2l are each C®.
Figure 9.2 shows a geometric picture o f what a hyperbolic pseudo-orbit looks 
like.
A C® factored pseudo-orbit, 91(21, k ,X ,h ,i ,x , f ) ,  o f  M  and / ,  is (C ?) k - 
X-hyperbolic with ho-hyperbolic blocks for 0 <  A <  A <  1 and 1 <  ho, if 12
1. the factor pseudo-orbit, 21 (X , h ,i ,\ ) ,  is a C ? k - A-hyperbolic with ho- 
hyperbolic blocks,
2. the unfactored pseudo-orbit, % L (X .h .i.x ,f), is a C ? k- A-hyperbolic with 
ho-hyperbolic blocks.
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Figure 9.2: A “picture” o f  an (unfactored) Hyperbolic Pseudo-orbit o f M  and / .
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3. the following diagram commutes
where we recall that
• T21 =  imT nx)M ,
• TQL =  i"Ti(x)M ,
• the maps i : TVL —* T M  and * : T3I —* T M  are the extended maps as 
discussed under the pull back bundle constructions, (see section 3.2 of 
chapter 3),
• if for x  €  M  and (n, x ) €  M  we denote v €  J W #  by (n ,x , v) then 
T tcm is defined by TirM (n, x , v ) =  (x , v) €  TXM ,
• if for x  €  X  and (n, x )  €  X  we denote v €  T(n-X)21 by (n, x , u) then
i’ TirM is defined by =  (x ,v ) €  Tx®.
Finally, a factored hyperbolic pseudo-orbit, 31(21, fc,Jf,h ,* ,x ,f ) ,  of M  and / ,  
is aligned if
imTirM {E x)  =  E ‘x , and
r r # * « )  =  e j .
The next lemma states that ail factored hyperbolic pseudo-orbits o f M  and /  
are aligned. However, as we shall see in the next section, this is not true for 
pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbits.
L em m a  9 .3  I f Vi is a k - X-hyperbolic factored pseudo-orbit o f  M  and f  for  
0 <  A <  i  <  1 and 31 is C ° as a pseudo-orbit, then SI is an aligned C ° hyperbolic 
pseudo-orbit o f  M  and f .
Proof: This is essentially the proof used by Pesin [Pes76] to show the continuity of 
the D/-invariant splitting o f the Pesin set. Note that the lemma does not assume
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that the given splitting is continuous (C%). The second part of this lemma will 
show that the splitting must in fact be continuous.
We begin by showing that for a single 4-orbit {kn ( x ) } ^  o f a  the F - invariant 
splitting along this orbit must be unique. Assume that for each n there are two 
distinct splittings 7*-.(x>9l =  ££»(x) 0  =  fi£«(x) 0  which are both F-
invariant and which both satisfy the same /c-A-hyperbolicity conditions along the 
given pseudo-orbit.
Assume that x €  X n, and let hn =  ho*n- By the slowly varying condition on 
k  we know that hm (x ) €  i\+|m| for all m 6 Z.
Without loss o f generality we can assume that since the splittings are distinct 
there exists a vector v for which (for example) |v| >  0, t> €  ETX, and v & Efx. 
Since v E “x we know v =  v, +  vu for v$ €  Ex, 0 <  vu €  ¿?x. This implies that 
there exists a finite positive constant K  =  jjrJj for which |u| <  K  |v*|. Since the 
splitting, Efx ®  E x, is An-non-degenerate, we also know that |v„| <  hn |v|. Since 
0 <  vH €  we know that, for all 0 <  m, we have |5„|# <  hnKmXm |^*
Similarly, Since v €  E*x we know that, for all 0 <  m, we have l/'J* (w)|4* (x) <  
hnKmXm |u|s. All together these four inequalities imply that
M ,  <  K h 3nK3mX2m |t/|r
for all 0 <  m. Since Xk <  1, this implies that |v|^ . =  0, which in turn implies 
that the pair of ^-invariant splittings along the orbit {kn (x ) }^ ^  could not be 
distinct.
Now since F o  i“T r «  =  i ‘ T rw  o F  and since the factor map k from 91 to Ql 
is monotonic, if the hyperbolic pseudo-orbit, 9L is not aligned, then we can use 
imT %  to pull back a /c-A-hyperbolic /''-invariant splitting o f  21 to a /c-A-hyperbolic 
invariant splitting o f  91 which is distinct from the original /c-A-hyperbolic F- 
invariant splitting o f 9^ along some orbit o f k. Since we have just shown that this 
is impossible we know that the hyperbolic pseudo-orbit, 9L is aligned.
We must now show that the given splitting is in fact C? continuous. This 
continuity argument is based on that given by Pesin [Pes76)[Theorem 1.3.1). Since 
we know that 91 is both factored and aligned, we can work with the factored
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pseudo-orbit, 21, o f M  and / .  Fix n >  0, consider a point x  in XI and a sequence 
o f points Xj €  Pn for which t (X ,) - »  x  as j  tends to oo. Since the index map, t, 
is injective we can abuse our notation by identifying the point * (x ,) €  M  with 
Xj €  X .  Since M  is com pact the convergent sequence, Xj is a Cauchy sequence. 
Since i is continuous and h is a homeomorphism o f X ,  we know that both t (h (xw)) 
and i(h ~ l (x j ) )  are both Cauchy sequences as well. Let x + and x_ denote the 
convergent point, in M , o f the sequences t (A (x j) )  and i(h ~ l (x>)) respectively. 
Fix m >  0. Then similar arguments show that i (h m ( i j ) )  (*(A_m (x>))) is a 
Cauchy sequence which converges to the point X(+,m) €  M  (x(_ ,m) €  A /).
Again, since Af is com pact, so is the Grassmannian bundle, G M , o f M . This 
means that any sequence in G M  has a convergent subsequence. That is, the 
sequence of subspaces, E ‘Z} and , have a convergent subsequence. Choose 
one such convergent subsequence and relabel it so that dim  (E*Zj )  =  k and 
dim =  dim  (A /) — k, and E ‘z> —  E*z C TXM  and C TXM  as
j  tends to oo.
Since the dimensions o f the E?Zj are constant and moreover since E*Zj —» 
£TZ we know that p^  —* p*, and similarly, pZj —+ p“ . This means that, from 
condition 9.3c, max {||pj||, ||p“ ||} <  hn. In particular this means that TXM  =
K W . -
Since both Fx.v and F ~ a r e  continuous in z and y, we know that
P*, =  Pik(n,)M*j) P**-* — P* “ d
F.-,' -  -  f ; ^  =  f ; ' .
Now fix m >  0. Similar arguments show that
F ^  ->  F ?  and 
F ~ m —  F ~ m.
Consider v, €  E*z , vtfJ €  B ‘Xt for which v ,j  —* v,. Since F™ —» F ”  we know 
that F £  (v , j )  —► F™ (v , ) .  This, combined with condition 9.3a applied to  the Xj, 
implies that
\ F ?(v .)\< h n\- 1»,|.
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Similar arguments for u. €  E", vu%J € E ‘ for which vuj  —* vu show that
In particular, this lemma shows that the maximally shifted closure o f any k- 
A-hyperbolic invariant set is itself an aligned C j  «-A-hyperbolic invariant set.
If a ( a , i , X , * , . ' , x , / )  and ®  are both hyperbolic pseudo­
orbits o f M  and / ,  and if 9  is a sub-pseudo-orbit o f 2L then the arguments used 
in lemma 9.3 can be used to show that
More generally, if 9  is embedded in 21 as pseudo-orbits of M  and /  via the 
injective functions ke : X  —* X ,  and ke : X  —* X, then we can define an injective 
function Tkt : T 9  —» T 8I as follows. For each (n, x) €  X  let (m , y) =  ke (n ,x )  
and note that y =  k, (x ). Define
For (n, x , v) €  T 9  this definition means that
T(n*)k, (n, x, v) =  (m , y, v) .
Note that this definition o f Tk, makes the following pair of diagrams commute
r a - £ - r a
\F~m (v»)| <  hnAm |v„|.
T(n^ ]k, — S Tnn^)Id(m,n).
and
ra-Ife-r®
This embedding is aligned if
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Tk, ( £ j )  -  and
T k .(E i )  =  E } .
The proof of lemma 9.3 can also be used to show that the only embeddings of 
hyperbolic pseudo-orbits are aligned embeddings.
Dually, if ®  is a factor of 91 as pseudo-orbits o f M  and /  via the surjective 
functions kj : X  —* X ,  and k/ : X  —* X ,  then we can define a surjective function 
Tkf : TQL —* TQB as follows. For each (n ,x ) €  X  let (m , y) =  k /(n ,x ) and note 
that y =  kf (x ). Define
T(n*)kf = « T i(„^ )/d (m,B).
For (n , x , v) €  T7L this definition means that
T ( . (n , x ,  v) -  (m , y, v ) .
Note that this definition o f Tk/ makes the following pair o f diagrams com m ute
This factoring is aligned if
TirM (EJ ) =  £ * ,  and 
T tm (E*x ) =  £ J .
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Again, the proof o f lemma 9.3 can also be used to show that the only factors of 
hyperbolic pseudo-orbits are aligned factors.
With these definitions, any hyperbolic pseudo-orbit, 01, o f  M  and /  can be 
trivially identified with one or more hyperbolic pseudo-orbits 91 o f  M  and / .  It is 
important to note that a /e-A-hyperbolic invariant set such as the Pesin set, is a 
k- A-hyperbolic 0-pseudo orbit. This implies, in particular, that all o f the results 
in this thesis, can be directly applied to suitable subsets of the Pesin set.
9.2.6 P seudo-h yperbolic pseudo-orbits
Our definitions o f hyperbolic pseudo-orbits, given in the previous section, are not 
yet the most general definition with which we can prove the Shadowing lemma. 
In a numerical simulation, any estimate of hyperbolicity of a pseudo-orbit, i.e. 
a numerically simulated orbit, would not, in general, be made relative to an F- 
invariant splitting o f the tangent spaces. At best, it will be made relative to 
a “pseudo-splitting", that is, a splitting for which the image, relative to F , of 
the splitting o f  the fibre T*9l might be close to, but need not be equal to, the 
corresponding splitting of the fibre 7\(X)2L
In order to define pseudo-hyperbolicity of pseudo-orbits we use the notation,
£ ?  =
(,). =  **-■(•)*?-»(»)•
That is the splitting Ex+ 0  is the image via Fwx) of the splitting in the fibre 
o f h (x ). Similarly, the splitting 0 ^ “  is the image via F*-i(x) o f  the splitting 
in the fibre o f  /»-1 (x).
If there exist uniform bounds, K+  and A'_, on the fibre operator norms o f the 
fibre bundle maps F  and F -1 respectively, then if the splitting E*x 0J5£ is /»„-non- 
degenerate then the splittings E*Kt i (>) 0  and E\Jx) 0  are K -h n and
K +hn-non-degenerate respectively. Since M  is com pact and FXiV is continuous, we 
can define the finite positive constants I\± =  supy t€M {||FXi>||}. These constants 
bound the fibre operator norms o f the fibre bundle maps F  and F ~ l for any 
pseudo-orbit o f .V/ and / .  These constants will also bound the fibre operator 
norms o f the fibre bundle maps F  and F ~l for any pseudo-orbit o f Af0 and / .
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Theorem 10.1 asserts the existence of constants A'+ and A'_ which similarly bound 
the fibre operator norms o f the fibre bundle maps F  and F ~ l for any pseudo-orbit 
o f M  and /  with respect to any adapted metric. These considerations imply that 
we can always find constants A'+ and A _  which bound the fibre operator norms 
o f F  and F ~ x for any pseudo-orbit o f M  and /  with respect to any metric we 
will use in the remainder o f this thesis. Note that the value of these constants 
depend crucially on the pseudo-orbit and the Riemannian metric used.
We will also define
f ; = A w f „  ?;■“ =  f ;~ =  f; .(w)
f ;  =  f ; °  =  P-„ F r  =  -
Again, we define a (factored) pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit via a number of 
intermediate subdefinitions. We begin by defining a pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo­
orbit SL A classified pseudo-orbit, 21 o f M  and / ,  is (C ?) (6n)-K-\-pseudo hyperbolic 
with ho-hyperbolic blocks for a non-negative sequence (<5n). 0 <  A <  i  <  1 and 
1 <  ho, if there exists a splitting T21 =  E*x  0 x  & x, for which
|A;-"(v.)| <  hnXmKm |vs| (9.4a)
<  hn\mKm K| (9.4b)
n.»x{llp;il,l|p;il} <  K  (9.4c)
d ( E le E i . E ?  9 E “S )  <  4. (9.4d)
i{s r ,Q E i,E r-  & E ? )  <  4. (9.4«)
for all m ,n  >  0, x  €  X n, v, €  P z and vu €  E* . Furthermore, we assume that 
for each 0 <  n the n‘A hyperbolic block. Pn, is a closed subset of X ,  and for 
each Pn the functions E*, E “ : Pn —* G,(pn)2l, £* 0 pn E“ : Pn —* Skn (Tp„21), and 
A  : Tp„2l —  7>n+121 are each C°.
Note that in conditions 9.4d and 9.4e, the quantity, d (.EJ ® E ^ ,P *  0 U]J*), 
is the fibre distance between the pairs of splittings P x 0  and P *  0  E in 
the bundle o f  K ±hn+ i-non-degenerate splittings, 5x**n+I (Tpn%) where K±  are 
the constants, which depend on the pseudo-orbit and Riemannian metric, which 
were discussed above.
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An unfactored pseudo-orbit, 21 of M  and / ,  is (C °) (Sn)-K-X-pseudo hyperbolic 
with ho-hyperbolic blocks for a non-negative sequence (<5n), 0 <  A <  A <  1 and 
1 <  Aq, if there exists a splitting TQL =  En( ^ a ,  and
for all m ,n  >  0, x  €  X , ,  v, €  E*x and vu 6 E “ . Furthermore, we assume that 
for each n, the functions E *, E* : X n -*  G qx«)® ’ ® x„ E ? : X n —» $/,„ (TxJR),
and F  : Tpn21 —» 7>B+,21 are each C°.
A factored pseudo-orbit, 21(21 ,k ,X ,h , i ,x , f ) ,  o f M  and / ,  is (C °) (£ „ ) -« -  
A -pseudo hyperbolic with ho-hyperbolic blocks for a non-negative sequence (6n), 
0 <  A <  A <  1, and 1 <  ho, if
1. the factor pseudo-orbit, 21 (X , h, i, x ), is C ° (¿n)-*-A-pseudo hyperbolic with 
Ao-hyperbolic blocks,
2. the unfactored pseudo-orbit, 2 ^ X , is C? (¿„)-«-A-pseudo hyperbolic 
with /»o-hyperbolic blocks.
Finally, a factored pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit, 21(21, k ,X , o f  M  
and / ,  is aligned if
Note that pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbits need not be aligned. Indeed, the 
construction in the proof o f  lemma 12.1 does not construct an aligned pseudo- 
hyperbolic pseudo-orbit.
Consider a pair o f factored pseudo-orbits, 21(21, k, X ,  h,i, X tf) ^
©  (© ,  k ,X ,h ,t ,x , f ) .  Recall that, in the previous section, we defined the map 
Tkj : X  —* X  (The : X  —<► X'j corresponding to the surjective (injective) factor
<  hnx mKm |v, i 
|/7 'm(w»)l <  AnAm/cm |v„| 
maX {llpill , IIPxll } <  hn
9 E ? )  <  i ,  
d ( f i l e « ; . <  i .
(9.5.)
(9.5b)
(9.5c)
(9-5d)
(9.5e)
i'T irm (E x) =  E*x , and
i T T „ ( £ l )  »  £ > .
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(embedding) map 4 / (*«) o f ®  with a  We can use this map along with the tech­
niques used in the proof o f lemma 9.3 to show that if a (¿n)-«-A-pseudo hyperbolic 
pseudo-orbit ®  is a monotonic factor o f a pseudo-orbit %  then SI is itself a (£„)- 
/c-A-pseudo hyperbolic pseudo-orbit. Unfortunately, a similar statement can not 
be made about monotonic embeddings.
Note that this definition o f a (¿n)-/c-A-pseudo hyperbolic (a n)-pseudo orbit en­
compasses all of our previous definitions. That is, a 0-«-A-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit 
is a hyperbolic pseudo-orbit, a «-A-hyperbolic 0-pseudo-orbit is a (weakly) hyper­
bolic invariant set, and a 1-A-hyperbolic invariant set is a uniformly hyperbolic 
invariant set.
Chapter 10
Adapted metrics for 
pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbits
In this chapter we are interested in showing that corresponding to any appropriate 
pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit, 2L of M  and / ,  there exists an “adapted” C°° 
Riemannian metric on the classifying manifold, M , with respect to which the 
eventual contraction o f the pseudo-orbit SI with respect to the original metric 
becomes immediate contraction with respect to the adapted metric.
10.1 A d a p ted  m etrics
Given an invariant set A o f a Riemannian manifold M  which is C-uniformly A- 
hyperbolic, Mather [Mat6S]* has shown that for any A <  \ <  1 <  Ò  there exists 
at least one Riemannian metric, which is C°° on the whole of M , for which the 
invariant set A is (^-uniformly À-hyperbolic with respect to the adapted metric. 
Since the splitting T\M  =  E\ ® a can be made arbitrarily close to being 
perpendicular with respect to the adapted metric, conditions 9.1a, 9.1b and 9.1c 
are satisfied with C =  Ò  arbitrarily close to 1. This means that the eventual 
contraction (expansion) with respect to the original metric can be changed to 
immediate contraction (expansion) with respect to the adapted metric.
Just as for uniformly hyperbolic sets, Pesin [Pes76, FHY83, PS89] has shown 
that there is at least one metric associated to any a- A-hyperbolic invariant set l
lSee also [Kat81].
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with respect to which the eventual contraction (expansion) with respect to the 
original metric is changed to immediate contraction (expansion) with respect to 
Pesin’s adapted “metric” . Unfortunately, in this case, the metric is only defined 
in the tangent bundle o f the invariant set itself, and moreover the metric is not 
C °°  nor even C°. Pesin was, however, able to use this metric to prove a Stable 
Manifold theorem for /c-A-hyperbolic sets.
Combining the techniques o f both Mather and Pesin, we will show, in the next 
theorem, that given any C°° Riemannian metric o f M  and for any
0 <  ¿, 0 < A / e < A < l < / c ,  1 <  ho, and 1 <  h0
there exists a *4-slowly decreasing sequence (Sn) for which for any (¿„)-*-A-pseudo 
hyperbolic pseudo-orbit, SI o f Af, which has /i0-hyperbolic blocks, there exists a 
C °°  Riemannian metric o f the classifying manifold A f with respect to which SI 
is a  5-1-A-pseudo hyperbolic pseudo-orbit with /»o-hyperbolic blocks. We call 
this metric o f A f the adapted metric o f A f with respect to the pseudo-hyperbolic 
pseudo-orbit SL
An important property o f the adapted metric o f A# is that while the topological 
equivalence between the Afn with the adapted metric and Afn with the original 
metric gets progressively poorer, it does so only « 2-slowly. We will make repeated 
use o f this slow change in the equivalence relationship to translate results proven 
relative to the adapted metric back to results for the original metric.
T h e o re m  10.1 (A d a p te d  m e tr ics ) Consider
0 <  ¿, 0 < A / c < A < l < / e ,  1 <  ho, and 1 <  ho,
let p =  ~ ,  and let Sn <  — pl and note that (£„) is a k4-slowly decreasing
sequence. Finally, assume that SI is an aligned factored  (Sn)-K-X-pseudo hyper­
bolic pseudo-orbit o f A t with ho-hyperbolic blocks with respect to the original C°° 
Riemannian metric o f  Af.
Then there exists a C °° Riemannian metric o f  A t with respect to which both 
the pseudo-orbit SI and the pseudo-orbit’s maximally shifted closure, 3 .  are 6- 
1-A -pseudo hyperbolic pseudo-orbits o f  Af and f  with h0-hyperbolic blocks. We
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call this metric the adapted metric o f  M  fo r  the pseudo-orbit 91. We denote this 
metric and its associated noi~m by ((•,•)) and [•] respectively.
There exists a k2 -slowly increasing sequence, Bn =  h\ ^ , such that, M  with 
the adapted metric is - j - - (B n)-related to M  with the original metric. Moreover, 
there is a neighbourhood U  o f i (X )  in M  fo r  which i fp & U  then [t>] =  |v| fo r  all 
v €  T„M.
I f  91 is an invariant set, there exist constants K +  and / f _  which only depend 
on X, h0, 6, supr€X {||Fx||}, and supr€X {||F/I||}, such that we have
M i  <  <u.a, |[/7 ‘ |  <  K „
fo r  all x  €  X .
Moreover, i f x £ P n C X ,  then ] I L . , „ - . , > s  1 >or all m >  n.
P ro o f: This is the most tedious and difficult proof in this part o f the thesis. 
Note that the statement o f  this theorem specifically allows k  =  1. In this case 
the /c2-slowly increasing sequence, (B „) , is a constant sequence.
While we have chosen to  state the theorem in terms o f a single Riemannian 
metric o f M , it is more natural to prove the theorem in terms o f a countable 
collection o f Riemannian metrics, one on each copy, M n, o f M  in M . In order to 
distinguish the various metrics contained in this countable collection o f metrics, 
we will denote the metric and norm corresponding to A/„ by ((•,•))„, and (■)„ 
respectively. Furthermore, we will use the notation, ((•, •))(„.*)> an<i to
stress in which tangent space the inner product or norm is taken. With this 
notation, in order to prove this theorem, we must prove
1. For every 0 <  n there exists a C 00 Riemannian metric, ((•, -))n, on M n. This 
Riemannian metric induces a norm, (•)„, on T\fnM , and a distance metric, 
^((•»•))n’ on $ 2 (T M n). With respect to these objects we have that for all
x € i ( X n) C M n
IfA » .)  lm+ <
<  s k i .
m «{lb ;ll .  . M l . )  S So
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where h (x )  €  X m+, h~l (x ) €  X m_ , v, €  P x, and vu €  E “ .
2. There exists a /c2-slowly increasing sequence, (B n), for which for each n, 
the adapted norm, [•)„, on A/n is related to the original norm by
M  < W .  < Bn M  (10.1)
for all v €  TXM  and all x  €  Mn.
3. If 91 is an invariant set, there exist constants A'+ , and K -  for which for all 
n, x  €  X n, and v €  TXM  we have
[Bn ( » ) ! „ ,  < A'* I»|. . »nd , |[i7‘  (*’ )][„_ S K-  H „  .
4. If x  €  Pn then f° r all m >  n, and v €  TXM .
There are two main steps in the proof o f this theorem. In the first step we use 
the classified pseudo-orbit, 21 (X , h, i , x ). o f  M  and f  and the original metric of M n 
to define, for each n, a pre-adapted inner product defined in the tangent bundle, 
T M , over the nth hyperbolic block, Pn viewed as points in M . We then show 
that these pre-adapted metrics satisfy the required inequalities when restricted 
to TpnM . In the second step, we show that we can take C°° approximations 
to the pre-adapted metrics in the neighbourhoods Un which preserve all o f our 
inequalities. Using partitions of unity, we can aglue,, these approximations in the 
neighbourhoods Un to the original metric o f Mn outside o f the (/„ , to obtain a 
C°° metric defined on the whole o f each M n.
Since the given pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit was assumed to be both be 
both factored and aligned this countable collection of Riemannian metrics which 
we have adapted to the factored pseudo-orbit, 21, is, as a metric of Af, adapted 
for 91 as well. Since for all n, Pn C P„+i and moreover, since we have consistently 
constructed each metric of A/„ to be adapted for all of the points in Pn (as 
opposed to all of the points in X n), the adapted metric o f M  is also adapted to 
the maximally shifted closure, 3L of 2L
To simplify the notation we will identify the point x €  X  (x  €  -Y) with its 
im ages(x) €  A# ( t ( x)  €  A /) via the index injection* (»)•
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10.1.1 Step 1: T he pre-adapted m etric for P n C M n
The pre-adapted metric is constructed in such a way that the stable and unstable 
subspaces are perpendicular. W e begin by constructing a pre-adapted metric in 
the stable directions. To do this, fix a positive n, and consider x  €  Pn C  X .  For 
v „  v, €  P s define
where Nn =  N q + tiA N .  The fixed constants N 0 and A N  will be determined later.
(u,]*nx) =  ((v „ «.)>(„,,)• We note that this definition implies that <
iv»l(n.x) — and hence it is enough to prove inequalities 10.3 and 10.8a,
with respect to (.F* (v,)|n+1.
For the following x  is in Pn, f  (x ) is in P„+i and v, is in P x. Consider
Let p\N =  p2i and p\N =  0 if A N  =  0. Recall that for x  €  Pn, hn =  h0Kn 
and |F* m (v,)| <  hn\mKm |vf |. This last inequality allows us to estimate
If k =  1 then the constant A N  will be chosen to be zero. Let |v,|* =  (v „  v ,)x, and
iPJ (• .)!!In+l
•mATm+ t
We begin by defining some constants to simplify the notation. Let p =  ~  <  1.
<  A’ [ / ‘ ' ' «I ’ "  W *  (H>-2*)
Hence
But
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Hence
s i 1 i i - - :)* 1 /(1  -  z»3)
If A N  is chosen so that p * * 4 k <  1 (if k  =  1 then choose A N  
chosen so that p2No h.Qp\N <  1, then for all n >  0 we will have
K C
= 0), and if No is 
(10.3)
So far we have constructed the pre-adapted metric in the stable directions, 
by using essentially the same construction using F "  and h-1 instead o f F *  and h, 
we can construct the pre-adapted metric in the unstable directions. T o  do this 
we define
« « . .  « . » < „ ,  =  Y .  i ' *  ( r r  (>'•). f t  (o .)> 4-
for all vu, vu €  for any x in Pn. Again we note that this definition im plies that 
(vuJn_| <  [u„ln <  I^uln+i- Exactly the same estimates now hold for F “ , hence 
we have, for all n >  1,
w r  < « .)] ;♦ . s i ’ K i i -  (io .< )
Now consider v ,v  €  T ,M  for some x €  Pn- Let o =  v, +  u. and v  =  v , +  6.  
where u,, 5, €  and vm, va €  We define
=  0, and
((” . =  (( » . .O .l lw l +  « » • .* . ) ) ( „ !  ■
and =  ((o ,o ))(H^ ,. 1“  particular these definitions imply that
( » 1.  £  M . * i -  ">d
■ n « {ib > :)i(„ ) . i r i l | U l }  -  i
for all x  €  Pn C  P„+i C  X  and all v €  TXM .
(10.5a)
(10.5b)
C o m p a r in g  th e  n o rm s We are now interested in the relationship between the 
original Riemannian norm, |-|, and the ntK pre-adapted norm, (-Jn. W e consider 
this relationship for x  €  Pn- Consider v €  TrM  where v =  v, +  vu.
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E stim atin g  F “ and F* in T7L We have already obtained estimates for the 
norms o f  F 'j ^  and F “ ^ .  We are now interested in establishing estimates for 
these norms over the whole of each fibre of TVL
To do this it will be useful to obtain bounds for the quantities like (p“p“*  Jn. 
To do this note that
llrfrfi. = |[rf ( " - !> ? )  L
i  ip“X  +  Ip ; ? ; * ] ! ,
<  1 + J .
Similar arguments show that
|p: * p:]|. ■ l ( p > " L  • i l + i -
Now consider x  €  F„ and v  €  E%. Note that PX(X)Fr (u) €  F£(x), that 
=  PxFK(l)PK(x)Fr »  PxPÏ+ . that the arguments used to  prove in­
equality 10.2a show that EiÜTjvw+i À-2' IF“1' (p“p“+v)| <  |p“p“+t/|, and finally, 
that M a <  2 JvJa. If we let ||F|| =  supx€*  {F x} then these facts together imply 
that
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i=0
<  A - » " - - "  ( ^ „ /• . ( » ) ) | *
+  2 1  a - *  | / 7 " ' ( r t ? r t t>)|J +  |p l,|F.(® )|’
<  a - 1 ( A~3* | / r  (p ;r t -v )| J +  |[p>r»]| ’ )  +  | ^ p r» | ’
\«=AJ«+1 /
i  a -2  ( I ? ; ? ; * ” !1 +  |[p : p : + » 1 H ) +  i i^ ii1 ( I ? ; * ? ; ” !’ +  |p ; * p > | ’ )
<  3A -1 |[p: p; +p]|’  +  iifii“ (2  |[p ; +p> 1 |’  +  2 |[(>rri'’ £ )
<  ( ¿ + 4 H F I I 1)  ( i + i ) w : .
We will also need to consider |pfc(x)A’rp£t;]|2 • To do this note that Fx o
p*+ (TXM ) C E?x and that (w,)| <  hn+ i  Am/cm |u,|. This means that
-  £  a - *  | p ^ „ f,p ;»|2
imO
<  E ' * u . p 2i |^p ;+p > r
1=0
S  * U .  [ r ^ s ]  iif.n 2|pi+p ; l2 H 2
<  2iV||F||J H i -
Now consider
<  |[p iw i ''P > ]| ’ „  +  K ^ - p ^ L  +  [ p m - i^ -  (” C * ,
< A3 [p.li + 2i3«3 ||F ||2 H i  + ( l  + 4 ||F ||3)  (l + I) H i
<  ( l  +  i  +  2 (2  +  i 3« 3)  l|F |3)  ( l  +  i )  H i  ( 10.8. )
The other related inequality,
I ^ I L  < ( l  +  ^ + 2 (2  +  i 3« 3)  | * - | 2)  (1 +  i )  H i  . (10.9)
is proven similarly. Finally, choose A+ and A'_ such that
y ( l  +  i  +  2 (2  +  i 3« 3)  ||F||3)  ( 1 + « )  <  AT.,
^ ( l  +  i  +  2 (2  +  i><3)  l|F->||3)  ( l + 3 )  <  A '..
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It is important to note that A'+ and A'_ can be chosen independently o f n. With 
respect to the original norm we then have
|f>l £  ^  l»l <  A'+ M  , md | J 7 H S ^ W S * . W .
The above inequalities imply that, with respect to the n th pre-adapted norm and 
the original norm, we have
\F.v\ <  A'+ |v|, |/7*»| ^  K -  M »
|F.v| <  K+  [v]n , <  K -  [v jn , and
[FsV]n+t <  K+  [Uln , |[/r«",W]|n+1 ^  K ~ IUln •
Note that, since the ratio can grow /cJ-slowly, it is not likely that the pair of 
inequalities
I f t » U l S J r + W .  \lF; '» ]L ,  s  k - l l^ •
are true. If they were true then it would have been relatively easy to show that 
the / ’-invariant splitting associated to  any weakly hyperbolic invariant set is CjJ* 
for some appropriate 7 and k.
10.1.2 Step 2: The n eigh bourhoods Un and C°° approxi­
mation
In this step we will show that we can build C°° metrics out o f the pre-adapted 
metrics constructed in the previous step.
For each n we approximate the inner product constructed for v €  TXM  for 
x  €  Pn by a C°° inner product defined on the whole o f M . We choose this C°° 
inner product so that inequalities 10.3, 10.4, 10.5b, 10.6, 10.7, 10.8a, and 10.9 
are all preserved.
More specifically, we approxim ate these inner products in the following way. 
Fix n >  0. By reviewing the proofs o f the inequalities 10.3, 10.4, 10.5b, 10.6, 
10.7, 10.8a, and 10.9, we note that there exists a constant 0 <  k <  1 for which
1*7 (».Hi*. £ ****Mi.
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M .- , <
r t ll.. M l . ) <
i
T?'
M < k'y/i |»1.
M . <
I M . < k4i.
I M . < k‘i.
I M . < k4i.
|[c“ c : l . < k4i .
i^ (» ) i. . . < k4K+ W .
l ^ w L , < k'K- H „
Since the splitting is continuous over the closed compact set Pn C A/, and more­
over, since the section o f  the bi-linear forms o f  TpnQL, ((•, •))(«, )> *s defined by 
a finite sum of continuous sections, the section ((•,•»(„,.) is itself a continuous 
section of the bi-linear forms o f 7>„Ql. Since the set Pn is closed (com pact) in 
M , we can extend this C °  section of the bi-linear forms o f 7p„21 to a C °  section, 
((•, of the bi-linear forms o f T M . Now, with respect to the C ° topology of
bi-linear forms of T M ,  we approximate the extended C °  section, {(•, ’))(n,.)» by a 
C°° section, ((•»•))(/n>.). such that
k <
for all y €  M  and v, v  €  TyM . This implies that for all x  €  Pn, v €  TXM , v,  €  E *, 
and all u„ €  E“ , all o f  the inequalities in the above list are satisfied with respect 
to the norm, induced by the inner product ((•, •))(«.•) anc* where the k4
multiplier has been replaced by k3 <  1.
Now choose an open  neighbourhood U„ o f  Pn C  M  for which inequalities 10.1, 
10.8a, and 10.9 are all preserved. We assert that this can be done because k3 <  1. 
Let Un be another open  neighbourhood o f Pn C  M  whose closure is contained in 
Un■ Then the pair o f  open  sets (/„  and M\Un is an open cover o f the manifold 
M . Let tun and 7#,, he a  partition o f unity subordinate to this cover, where -yun 
is the the element o f  this partition of unity which is subordinate to Un. and 
is the element subordinate to M\Un. Define the n"1 adapted inner product and
norm as follows
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((». 5»(«^| “  TO. ( * ) « » .  + '! » . ( * ) ( » •  "> . •
K » ,  =  v '« ” ’ " » ; „ ) ■
for all v, v  €  TxAf and x €  M .
Since each o f  the inequalities 10.1, 10.8a, and 10.9 holds when the pre-adapted 
norm, [-Jn, is replaced by the original norm, |-|, these inequalities hold for ntk 
adapted norm, [-Jn\ formed of the average o f the ntk approximation to the 
extended pre-adapted norm, (•]", and the original Riemannian norm. Finally, to 
be definite, we note that the symbol, (•](„,.)» used in the statement o f the theorem 
refers to the n ,k adapted norm, [•](„ .)’ , which we have just defined. ■
The previous theorem shows that we can associate an adapted metric of M  
to  any weakly pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit, Vi, o f M  with respect to which 
the eventual contraction (expansion) associated with the splittings o f 21 becomes 
immediate contraction (expansion). The next lem m a states a partial converse.
L em m a  10 .2  Let M a denote M  together with the original metric o f  M  on each 
Af„. Let M .  denote M  together with an adapted m etric which is ^ -- ( f? „ ) -related 
to M 0, and note that the sequence ( Bn) is K2-slowly varying.
I f  Vi is a l-X-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit o fM . with ha-hyperbolic blocks then Vi is 
a k2-X-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit o f  M 0 with h0\/2Bo-hyperbolic blocks.
P ro o f : We note that, for all x €  X n, vt €  and vu € E “ , the conditions
H T M L » !  ^
|[f,-(«.)]L, * A.A-K).
max ( M l .  . M l . )  <  fco
together with the ^ j - ( 5 n)-relatedness o f M ,  to M 0 imply that
|i=7 (v.)| S  AoV2f l .A "  K|
<  k o V 2 B ,\ -  |o.| 
mmx(Up'll. Up;»} <
Since the sequence (B n) is x2-slowly varying, the result follows.
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10.2 L ifts, 0, L ipsch itz c lose  to  F
L e m m a  10 .3  Consider a C l diffeomorphism f , an adapted m etric on M . and 
an e  >  0. Then there exists a sequence Rn =  R (n ,e )  >  0 and a family o f C l 
neighbourhoods Vn =  V  (n ,e ) o f  f  such that fo r  all n, if g €  Vn and 71 is any 
n-strong X\i-pseudo orbit (xm with respect to the original metric o f  M ), then we 
have
with respect to the adapted m etric o f  M .
Proof: This is essentially the same proof as that used to prove lemma 9.1. F ixn, 
and let n ±  =  n ±  1. We first want to show that there exists a C l neighbourhood, 
^(n,n_)» o f  /  and a positive constant 72(n.n_) for which for all (y , z)  €  M  x M  for 
which d  ( /  ( y ) , z ) <  xm and u, v  €  B ^  n } (0 ) C TyM  we have
l9*.v (« )  “  9..* (” ) -  F*.v ( «  “  v )l ^  « | « -v |  and
|o;.i («) -  (») -  f-; (u -  v)| <  «iu -  vi
W e begin by considering y €  Mn and z  6 M n_ for which d ( f { y ) , z )  <  xM 
with respect to the original metric o f M  and where Mn and Mn_ are M  with the 
nth <ind n — Ith adapted metrics respectively. The map gx,y =  e x p j1 yexpy is then 
defined on the ball BXhl (0) with respect to the original metric. For v €  BXt4 (0) 
we have
D .  (F . , ,  -  e x p ; ' g exp,)
=  D .  [£>„,) (e x p ;1)  D , f  - e x p ; 1 g exp,]
=  £/<»> ( « P . ' ' )  D* f  ~  ( “ Pr") ^ ..P .(.) ( i )  D .  (exp ,) .
This is defined and equal to zero for g =  f  and v =  0. Since this derivative is 
continuous in both v and g with respect to the nth and n — l tfc adapted metrics, 
and m oreover since the set { ( y , z ) €  M  x M  \ d ( f  ( y ) , z) <  xM ) is compact, we 
are done proving the first inequality relative to Mn and A/n_ , by continuity. 
Similar arguments prove the second inequality.
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So far we have defined a C 1 neighbourhood V n,n_ o f /  and a positive constant 
??„.»_■ Now apply the same argument to the two pairs o f  manifolds (A/n,A /n) 
and (A /« , A /n+) to obtain the C 1 neighbourhoods ^(n,») and ^ (Bin+) of /  and the 
positive constants 7?(n.n) and E(n.»+)- Now define V n =  F (n.n_ ) n ^ ( n , n +) 
and 7In =  min |7?(n
Finally define Vn =  nr*o^* and =  in f^ o^ i- ■
L e m m a  10.4  Consider a C’I+'T diffeomorphism f,a n  adapted metric on M , and 
an £ >  0. Then there exits a k2-slowly decreasing sequence Rn =  R (n ,e )  >  0 
such that fo r  any -pseudo orbit, 91. (xm with respect to the original m etric o f  
M ), we have
*  «•
with respect to the adapted metric o f  M .
P ro o f: T he body o f the proof o f Lemma 9.2 shows that there exists a constant 
C  such that
If*.* (u) — f*.* (w) ~  F*.v (u — w)| <  C tC  |u — ti/| and
I c ;  ( “ ) - 1; ;  < ») -  K , i  ( “  -  «o| <
Consider x  €  X n and h (x )  €  X m where n — 1 <  m <  n + 1. Then Bm <  K3Bn. 
Let ^
*" "  75 U c . ’ flJ
where £ <  £ has been chosen so that \/2Ro <  xm - If [ u j „ , [u;Jn <  Rn then we 
have
and hence,
|[f«*<x)j<*) ( « )  -  feo*<x)j(x) (u>) -  (t i -  u>)]|^
<  Bm |^Mx)4r) ( « )  -  f*o*<x|i(x( (*») -  Fje*,,,*,, (u -  U>)|
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- 1
* 'ñCB~ ^ h si^
£  e l u - i » | n ,
Similarly
|[k*<x),i<x) ( U) — t ¡fc (x )¿ (* ) ( “ 0  ~  ^¿o*(x)i(x) ( u  — u ,)]|m <  «  Í «  -  t " l n •
Chapter 11
Existence of /-invariant 
splittings
In this chapter, we are interested in showing that associated to every pseudo- 
hyperbolic pseudo-orbit there is a unique E-invariant splitting which makes the 
pseudo-orbit hyperbolic. The proof of this fact is really a very easy application o f 
theCj-Section theorem proven in Part II. Recall that this Section theorem applies 
to a “double bundle” structure which consists o f a “contracting” bundle and 
bundle morphism which is “over” an “expanding” bundle and bundle morphism. 
In the current application o f this theorem, the “contracting” bundle and bundle 
morphism are essentially provided by the tangent bundle and tangent bundle 
morphism o f the pseudo-orbit itself. However the structure o f  the “expanding” 
bundle and bundle morphism which is “ below” the “contracting” bundle and 
bundle morphism is not so obvious.
Given a pseudo-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit,9L, choosing an appropriate “expand­
ing” bundle and bundle morphism with which to show that there is a splitting 
which makes the pseudo-orbit hyperbolic is really very easy. The “expanding” 
bundle can be chosen to be the base space o f the tangent bundle. The “expand­
ing” bundle morphism can be chosen to be the base morphism o f the tangent 
morphism. That is we can, rather trivially, use the following commuting diagram
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t a F_ rsa
x A X
Idx Idx
X A x
However, by using this pair o f bundles, since the fibres o f  the “ lower” “expanding” 
bundle consist o f single points, the content o f the continuity statement o f  the 
Section theorems is vacuous. This means that if we were interested in showing 
that the unique splitting is Holder continuous, (i.e. we would have to
choose our “lower” bundle more carefully. Fortunately, in our case, we can use 
lemma 9.3 to show that the unique splitting is CJ continuous.
11.1 E x isten ce  o f  u n iqu e F -invariant sp littings
L em m a  11.1 Consider a C 1* '' diffeomorphism f ,  and let M . denote hi together 
with an adapted metric o f  hi. Fix A* <  A <  1 <  * , 1 <  K - ,  1 <  K + , and 
1 <  ho <  ho <  j .  Then there exists a positive 6 such that fo r  any 6-\-X-pseudo- 
hyperbolic pseudo-orbit, 91, o f  hi. and f  with ho-hyperbolic blocks, fo r  which
F - invariant splitting FT 0 * FT : X  — ► S-^ (7 ^ S )  C G x M  with respect to which91 is
FT and ET o f  G x M  are C ° with respect to the adapted metric o f  hi.
Proof: The first few steps o f this proof essentially mimic the proof of 
the uniformly hyperbolic version of this lemma given by either Hirsch and 
Pugh [HP70][Theorem 6.2) or Shub [Shu87][Corollary 5.19).
l(A-1 (*).*) ^  f or x  ^  X , there exists a unique
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Similar arguments also imply
|[rfrft ] L . |rf±r f ]L  • l f c v . 1.  s  * o +<■
Fix n and consider x €  X n. Then A (x ) €  X m where n — 1 <  m <  n +  1. Then
F t  maps E*z to E^ x, and to that is, P^r)F* =  F xpx , and P ^ F *  =  F xpz .
Similarly, F ^ x  ^ maps to B ?  and to E T . that » ,  p " -# 5 ' „  =
p :+# iL , -
Since F x is linear, we can express F x with respect to the splittings E?x © 
and El|(r) as follows
F a m *  B‘
C t  D t
where
At =  pit(x)FxPx € L
b ,  =  P h „ F ,p ' e L (£ ; .£ ! „ )
<7* =  A . f .p ’.  e  t
o .  = p i.^ .p ; e l (er.Ej,,)
Using conditions 11.1a and 11.1b, we can estimate the norms o f  A t, B x, C x, and 
D ~x as follows
IH.1I,..-,
= KrfwJV.U,.,, = IlhlrJI,..., s (*o + «) a < A,
ItB.ll,___
=  =  | [A . ,r i i '.> lL . ,  r - * , - . ,  i  i K + i  <•
i p - i i , . . - ,
-  S  * * ♦  <  t .
|[or,l L ..
| ^ L , p £,.,| (m.,1 -  |[p: p;-]||,___ _ ||'5i>LsJ| i s  ( a. + o  a <  a .
Since x  was arbitrarily chosen, these estimates hold for all x €  X .
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11.1«2 Step 2: C onstruction  o f  the fibre contraction
Define L* {Lu) to be the bundle, L (Eu, P ) (L  ( P  ,E * )) , o f bundle maps from 
the bundle E* {£*) to the bundle E* (E*). Recall that the fibre o f L  (E U,E ')  over 
the point x  is simply L  (F J,F J). Let />* (/>“ ) denote the unit disc subbundle of 
U  (L%).
Our aim is to show that the following, rather formal, “stable” fibre bundle 
map of the unit disc subbundle D* o f L* over X  over X :
r - ( x .x .P ) -  ( H x ) .t ( z ) ,r y .( P ) )
where
FJ-, (P )  =  [B r+ A rP ] [Dz + C xP ]~ l .
is a 0-fibre contraction over the trivial “fibre expansion” h(. Lemma 6.3 then 
implies that F* has a unique /'"-invariant section ap* o f  the unit disc subbundle 
D *. Since this section is F ’ -invariant, for x  €  X , - (e), we know that F x maps 
the graph o f op* ( x ,x )  into the graph o f <jp> (* (x )  ,A (x )) . Denote the graph of 
<jp* (x ,x ) by the symbol E[x,x)-
If the “unstable”  fibre bundle map, F ,  is defined in an analogous fashion as 
the “stable” fibre bundle map F* was defined, then similar arguments could be 
used to show that there exists an ^ “ -invariant section o f  the unstable bundle IF , 
<7p*. As above denote the graph o f op* (x ,x )  by ^ [x%xy  Since op- and ap~ are F* 
and /"-invariant respectively, it is easy to show that the splitting, TSI =  F* ® x F “ 
is F-invariant.
We begin by considering the stable foliation, the result for the unstable fo­
liation is proven similarly. We must first determine the contraction constant of 
F*. Consider P  and P  in L  (E^,E^) for some x €  X .  In order to estimate the 
contraction constant itself we will need a bound on ||[[/>r +  C *P ]-1 ]||( Since 
the inverse o f a lower bound o f the norm o f an operator is an upper bound for 
the norm o f the inverse o f the same operator and conversely, we note that if 
|[P)|n <  1 then we have
* - - < <  IIO-II,__ _ -  IfC .I ,____ |(/>J|. <  \[D, + C ,P ]\ in m).
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This implies that
If ||[^ ]||n <  1 as well, the same inequality holds for +C7*P]- I j|
Now, in order to estimate the contraction constant itself, note the last in­
equality o f the proof o f lemma 5.1, and consider
|[rv.(P)-rv. (/■)](.
= ||[[B.+^ ,p^ i)x+c.pr, -  ]p,+A.p\ [b,+ c./>]',J
<  |[[0, +  A .P ]  [D,  +  C ,P ] - '  -  \b ,  +  4 ,  A] [D ,  +  C ,/> ] - '] [n
+  |[[B, + A .P ]  \ D ,+ C XP\-' -  [B , +  A ,P\ [D . +  C x>)'']||
<  -  >11.  | (® »+<7*p r ' i l (m,1,)
+  + w j u . M J  |[n>- + c . n - , | M
Ifp -  >111
x | [[D .+< 7./>
A ■ A +  <
[ i - f  [ M * .
<
T T i l ' - ' l .
<
Hence the contraction constant k f  o f F“ is bounded above by k, which together 
with condition 11.1c in turn implies that
kp‘K <  kit <  1.
To finish showing that F* is a fibre contraction we must show that it satisfies 
conditions 1 ,2 ,3 , and 4 o f the definition o f a fibre contraction (see page 63). 
Since A is a homeomorphism defined on the whole o f X  conditions 3, and 4 are 
automatically satisfied. Since k f  <  k <  1 condition 1 is also satisfied. In order 
to verify condition 2 we need to show that for all (x, x, P )  €  L* for which (P|x <  1 
we have |[rjrB (P ) ]| ^  <  1. Hence we consider conditions l l . ld a n d  11. le  together
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<  [ ¡ B . + i4rp ] iM„ | i i > . + c , /> r ' ] L (, l 
^ Â +  6
-  r r j
<  i.
11.1.3 Step 3: A pplying the C^-Section Theorem
The previous step has shown that F* is a CJJ 0-fibre contraction to which we 
can apply lemma 6.3 to conclude that the graph, E*, o f is / "  and hence 
/"-invariant. The proof that the graph, E? , of <tjs»  is F** and hence /"-invariant is 
similar.
In order to establish the hyperbolicity o f the original pseudo-orbit with re­
spect to the / ’-invariant splitting, Zf  ® x  E*, we must determine firstly how 
non-degenerate the splitting is and secondly how close the splitting is to the orig­
inal non-F -invariant splitting. To do this we must estimate the norm, |[/" (O f )]|, 
o f the /"-im a g e  o f the zero section o f the fibre bundle L*. To do this, fix x  in X ,  
recall condition 11.1a and consider
I*. M L - K L
This implies that
sup [F* (0X)J <  6.
r€X
Similar arguments show that supr€Jr (Z"* (0r )J <  6.
Lemma 6.3 and condition 11.If then implies that
£ l 4 ï s î ’ *nd
where L ( L ^ )  denotes the linear map from E*x (£ * ) toE% (Z£) which represents 
the stable (unstable) subspace of the /-invariant splitting of T£tL given above, 
and d ((O t;, ))^ (d  ((O t;, x)  denotes the distance between the zero map
Ot; (Ofcj) and the linear map with respect to the canonical distance
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metric o f  Lx =  h (E ^ ,E l) (Lx =  L (E^,E*X)) with respect to the adapted metric 
o f Af.
Since the original splitting is ho-non-degenerate, this last pair o f  inequalities 
together with conditions 11.lg, and 11.lh  and lemma 4.2 imply that, for any 
x  e  X ,  the F-invariant splitting above x  is h0-non-degenerate. W e can then use 
the upper bound o f lemma 4.1 twice to imply that
do ( ( c ;  ®  t r „ & ,  ©  * £ ))_  <  hoi,
where d a (-,-)  denotes the product (max) metric of the double Grassmannian 
bundle G 2 (791). We can then use statement 1 o f lemma 4.3 to show that
d {( if ,  ®  ® £ ; ) ) _  <  hii.
Recall that this means that
I K S ) . ,  ( £ > ; ) . . .  IpX I . .  K p . l n l  <  >>$■
Since p£, p“ , p£, and p i are all projections in Sj^ (79^ we know that
max { [ p X l „  ■ V M U  • b C £ l .  • K r t l . )  < H <  oo.
Finally, since E?x ©  E^ is a direct sum, we know that p i +  p“ =  Id.
Using condition 11.li , we can now estimate the norm o f F x with respect to 
the F-invariant splitting, E?x @ E x, as follows
I h u J L ,  =
* IhuJIL.., « « I .
+ l h U L ,  ik « " -
<  A hi +  K+h%S <  A.
A similar argument shows that F ^1 <  A.
Since x  was chosen arbitrarily, these estimates hold for all x €  X .  This means 
that 91 is a 1-A-hyperbolic pseudo-orbit with A0-hyperbolic blocks with respect to 
the F-invariant splitting 791 =  1f  © x  E *■ ■
Note that the proof o f the previous lemma made no use o f the continuity part 
of the Cj-Section theorem. We only need to know that there exists a (unique)
F-invariant splitting of F9I with respect to which 91 is hyperbolic. We can then 
use lemma 9.3 to note that this splitting is both unique and C°.
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Chapter 12
Supporting neighbourhoods of a 
hyperbolic pseudo-orbit
In the theory o f uniformly hyperbolic dynamical systems, we can show that any 
invariant set which is close to a uniformly hyperbolic invariant set is itself uni­
formly hyperbolic (see [HP70, ShuS7]). The combination o f the main lemma of 
the previous chapter with this next lemma obtains the same result for weakly 
hyperbolic pseudo-orbits.
L e m m a  12.1 Consider (A0 +  i )A  <  A <  1, 6 <  1 <  h0 <  h0, 1 <  K+ <  K+, 
and 1 <  K -  <  K - .  Consider a closed l-X-hyperbolic invariant set, 91, o f  At 
with ho-hyperbolic blocks, and assume that M  is equipped with a Riemannian 
metric which is adapted to the maximally shifted closure, 9 ,  o f  91. In particular 
assume that (,F,x (v)|4W <  A'+ (ulr and (u)]|A_I(l) ^  A--  [u jx fo r  all x  €  X  
and v 6  T£L
Then there exists a neighbourhood U  o f  i  ( 9 )  in M  and a monotonically 
decreasing positive sequence (a n) fo r  which any  {a n)-pseudo orbit, ®  (X ,h ,t ,x , f } ,  
o f  M  and f  fo r  which i  (A -)  C U , is a 6-l-X-pseudo hyperbolic pseudo-orbit o f  M  
with ho-hyperbolic blocks.
P ro o f : We denote 91(91, and 91 (21,£ ,X ,X ,i,X »7)» by 91 and 9
respectively.
We begin by extending the A-invariant /io-non-degenerate splittings for the 
invariant set 9  to Ao-non-degenerate splittings for a neighbourhood U  o f* (X )  in
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M.
More precisely, for each n >  0, recall that X „  denotes the ntk set in the 
partition o f X ,  and that 21 is a m onotonic factor of 2 o via the factor map, k o t f .  
Recall also that Pn denotes the nth set in the gradation o f X .  Since 21 and hence 
both 21 and 3  are closed pseudo-orbits, we know that the gradation {PB}~  is 
a collection o f closed sets. Since 3  is 1-A-hyperbolic, lemma 9.3 shows that the 
/»o-non-degenerate splitting o f Tpn M  is continuous, and so we can extend it to a 
continuous ho-non-degenerate splitting o f  Tq^M  for some open neighbourhood Un 
o f » (Pn) in M . S inceS is aligned, and more over k o i j  (X B) C  Pn, we can lift this 
continuous extension from the neighbourhood Un o f i (Pn) C  M  to a continuous 
extension over the neighbourhood (p n )  ° f  * (^ n ) C  M n. In order to sim­
plify the notation, we will denote this lifted neighbourhood, /d (B>.) ('On)  by Un- 
Define the neighbourhood 17 to be the disjoint union o f th eU n, then X  C U  C  M .
Recall that /d (m,B) is the identification o f Mn with Mm. With this nota­
tion we note that, since 3  is closed under all positive t-shifts, we know that 
Id{n+l,n) (* ( X » ) )  C  * (X n+i ) ,  and moreover /<f(n+JiB) (t ( ^ n ) )  C  i  ( ^ B+ j) for all 
positive j .  Since 3  is factored over 21 by the surjective function k o t/  : X  —» X , 
and moreover both 21 and 21 are invariant sets we know that 3  is an aligned 
hyperbolic pseudo-orbit. This means that the splitting o f the tangent fibre above 
the point x  €  * ( X , )  C M n is the same as the splitting o f the tangent fibre above 
the point i  €  t C Mm for all n <  m.
While the splittings above points in t ( X . )  C s (X m) will be the same in both 
M n and A/m, the extended splittings for points in
( # . ( i ( T . ) ) f | M „ | ( W ( r . ) )  C  Mn, and 
(U n \ i (X n ))r \ (U „ \ i (X m) )  C  Mm.
may differ. However, for points which are sufficiently close to« (X n ), the extended 
splittings in M n and M m will be close.
S in ceS  is an invariant set, we know that f t  =  ih. Further more, sinceS  is 1- 
A-hyperbolic with A0-hyperbolic blocks, we know that, for all x  €  X  the lift o f /  
in the fibre 7^r)A f satisfies
F* ~  ^i*(*).*(*) — Fji{s),i(x) — D<(x)/-
1 7 2
t f r  ( * . ) ] * . ,  <  M v . l , ,  
s  A K l . .
I f t  ( » ) ! » . ,  <  * ♦ [ « ] . .
|[F.-, ( » )| r i„ ) £  * - M .
Fix i , j  €  { —1 ,0 ,1 } and let C  Un and 0 <  <*£•** <  t\i be
such that for all y £  z+ €  M n+, , and z_ €  Af„+J for which
<*((/ ( if )  . *+|»+j. d((f~X (y) . *-))»+> <  wc have 
• [* • -., (®.)]|w  <
• (” • )]!,. <  J S T iK I , .
• ['■--ML,
• l ^ w ] L < ^ - w .
• the forward (backward) splittings are close to current splitting, that is
(*?„.„.)) ® r :.  (^.*.,.,))). £ «. *»<i
r - « - i ) ) ) .  £  «■
For any fixed », j  £  { —1 ,0 ,1 }  this can be done since the projections, ps‘n #), 
PBfns), D f ,  D f~ l , and the ex p  map are all C °, and moreover, Un is contained in 
a compact subset o f M . Finally let
. *  ( z . )  c t f ,  =
• U  =  [ £ m0U n, and
• a n =  inf,jg{_i,o,i>
Now consider an (a n)-pseudo o rb it ,®  (® , ¿ ,A T ,A ,«,x ,/), o fM  and /  for which 
s (X )  C  U. Our goal is to show that ®  is a ¿-1-A-pseudo hyperbolic pseudo-orbit.
We begin by constructing the splitting o f 7 ® . Since« (AT) C U  C U  we can use 
the extended splittings defined in each Vn. For x €  AT let &z =  J5Jx), ^  =  ^¡JX)’
and let p*x and p“ denote the projections onto the respective subspaces o f  Tr® . 
Since * (x ) €  Ü  we know that
m «{| K ]| .,IK )| .) £  *0-
Now consider 0 <  n, and x €  X n, then
i ( x )  € Xn-i À"1 (x) e
We will consider the case in which fc** (x ) €  X n- i ,  all o f the other cases are 
similar and will be left to the reader.
Since * (x ) €  U„ C  C Un and moreover since d.(jf o t ( x )  , « o l » ( x ) )  <
a „  <  «ST1- 1», we know that
I*1,  (».»lie, - [ '« .> * .))  M L . , , £ *[».!..
lF-' ML-« - IK«-,.,*.,, 1 w. •
n » x {| « l L . I K I . }  £ *0.
i  ((IT, © E l, Ft (El- , ®  #■ . (iSI-.J)), < i, »nd
d ( ( £ ; « £ ; , ( « ! „ ) ) ) ,  £  «■
This means that,
|[«*]|. -  |[*(«-ir)L
£  IbilU  +  | [rirf+ ]| ,
<  ho +  5.
Similarly, |[pxpx+||r <  h0 +  6. This in turn implies that
IK 1I....- i[* .^ ]U „
<- I K æ ^ I K J L . , ,
<  (ho +  6) \ <  X
where denotes the operator norm o f a map from the fiber TJ3L to the
fiber 7k(x)9l taken with respect to the appropriate fiber norms. Similar arguments
Chapter 13
Shadowing stable manifolds for 
pseudo-orbits
In this chapter we show that any uniformly hyperbolic pseudo-orbit o f M  and 
/ ,  is shadowed by a unique uniformly hyperbolic invariant set o f M  and /  and 
hence o f  M  and / .  When the pseudo-orbit is contained in a com pact subset o f 
M  we can even find uniformly hyperbolic invariant sets o f M  and g for any g 
which is sufficiently close to / .  In both cases we obtain the existence of as well 
as our estimates o f the hyperbolicity o f the invariant set from an application o f 
the fibre bundle version o f the Unstable Manifold Theorem proven in Part II. 
This means that this pair o f Shadowing theorems are really Shadowing Stable 
Manifold Theorems.
The uniqueness part o f this pair o f shadowing theorems essentially states that 
there exists a x4-slowly decreasing region around any 1-A-hyperbolic invariant set 
®  o iM .  and /  within which there can not exist any other 1-A-hyperbolic invariant 
set ®  o f M .  and /  which has the same dynamics as 9 .  Note that this '‘exclusion 
region” does not apply to 1-A-hyperbolic invariant sets for A <  A <  1 nor does 
it apply to  invariant sets whose dynamics ever carries the orbits outside o f the 
exclusion region. In particular this means that there can exist distinct invariant 
sets which are, to within some fixed level o f physical accuracy, indistinguishable 
experimentally.
In principle the shadowing theorems
should state that any invariant set ®  (.Y . h , ] ,\ j  .k .X .h . j . f ' j  which shad-
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ows the pseudo-orbit31 (21 (.Y, h, i , x ) » k .X .h .i . f )  is conjugate to the invariant set 
V S (^ S (X ,h ,j ,x ) ,k ,X ,h ,j , f )  constructed in the proof o f the theorem. Note that 
this means that, in principle at least, the maps and spaces k, h, h, X , and 
X  could be different from the maps and spaces k , h, h, X ,  and X .  How­
ever the statement that the invariant set ®  shadows the pseudo-orbit 31 tacitly 
implies that there is a pair of homeomorphisms from  X  to X  and from X  to 
X  respectively with respect to which the respective maps listed commute in the 
appropriate ways1. This means that in order to apply the uniqueness part o f the 
shadowing theorems one must supply “half” of the structure required to show 
that ®  is conjugate to © . It is because of this that the shadowing theorems do 
not in fact mention conjugacies.
Finally the factor ^ g  is technically necessary for the current proof but 
should not be really required. Since we use the exponential map associated with 
the original Riemannian metric to lift the diffeomorphism from the manifold into 
the tangent bundle, we must pass from the adapted metric through the original 
metric an back to the adapted metric. It is this passage through the original 
metric which requires the use o f the additional factor ^ g in our proof.
13.1 Shadow ing for w eak p seu d o-orb its
T h e o re m  13.1 Consider a C T (r  >  1 +  7) diffeomorphism, f ,  o f  a compact 
manifold M . Assume that the classifying manifold, A t, associated to M  is equipped 
with the metric constructed in Theorem IO.I which is j~ -(B n)-related to the 
original metric o f SI (and hence o f  XI) where (B n) is a k2 slowly increasing 
sequence. If 0 <  \k <  À <  1 <  h0 <  h0 then there exists a pair o f  k2-slowly 
decreasing sequences (a n) and (Bn) as well as a positive constant K  such that, 
On <  A i 1/  0 <  p <  1 then •
• associated to any \-\-hyperbolic (pan)-pseudo orbit H (Q L ,k ,X ,k ,i,f) o f  M  
and f  with h0-hyperbolic blocks, there is a 1- X-hyperbolic invariant set 
® ( ® ,  k ,X ,h ,j , f )  o f  M  and f  with ha-hyperbolic blocks which
‘ See chapter 8 for the relevant definitions
— (A 'Bnpan)-shadows 91 with respect to the adapted m etric, M ., and
— (K p a „ )-shadows 91 with respect to the original m etric, Mo,
• the invariant set «  has C T^r~' stable and unstable manifolds,
• the sequence (B „an) is a k2^ -2 -slowly decreasing sequence,
• if  Vi is an invariant set o f  M  and f  which lifts to an invariant set 
«  ( « ,  k , o f  M  and f  which (g ^ ) -shadows 91 with respect to M „ (
-shadows 91 with respect to M . )  then j  =  j  and hence 93 =  93 and
«  =  93
P ro o f: The proof of this theorem is a d irect application o f the perturbed unstable 
manifold theorem proven in Part II. N ot surprisingly we prove this theorem in 
two steps. In the first step we verify the hypotheses needed to  apply Theorem 7.1. 
In the second step we apply the theorem.
13.1.1 Verifying H ypotheses
Given the fact that 0 < A * < A < l < / i o <  h0, fix the positive constants e and 6 
as in theorem 7.1.
Since 91 is 1-A-hyperbolic with Ao-hyperbolic blocks, we know that there is an 
F-invariant splitting of the tangent bundle o f 9L T91 =  E* ® x  for which
IIMJ s A- “ d IIM JI * A-
Moreover, if {J fn}o° >s the partition o f  X  associated to 2L, then for all x 6 
X n, 6 5*«, (TxnM n). This implies that for all v =  v, +  vu €  TJ& =
we have
i  M „  <  max { [ r , ] „  , [vu) J  <  ho [u | ,.
Let (& ») be th e«J-slowly varying sequence from lemma 10.4. Recall that given 
a positive sequence such as (R n ), we can define a corresponding slowly varying 
function R : X  —► R + by R (x )  — Rx(xj. W e will assume that such a function has 
been defined for each of the sequences we will define below. Recall, also, that 
given a normed vector bundle and a slowly varying function we have defined slowly
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and hence that
d ( ( • ( * ) oio4(x) ))^ <
178
This latter inequality implies that (0) €  £««<*> (0) C Tk- i {r)9L again with 
respect to the box norm  o f the adapted metric, this means that
Again, since S <  1, inequality 13.3a also implies that f 1 (Ox) C A/ilS* ® x  A rE u. 
The two inequalities 13.2 and 13.4 together im ply that
norm associated to the adapted metric of Af.
13.1.2 A p p ly in g  the perturbed Unstable m anifold theo­
rem
Since p <  6 if we let r „  =  then, we know that r„ <  R* <  The most 
important conclusion o f  Theorem 7.1 is that there exists a section, which we will 
denote as j, o f the fibre bundle t  : X  -*  A,/S* ® x  A r£ “ , which is f-invariant.
Shadowing: Since rn <  îjt  we know that j ( X )  C  A rMTSI with respect to the 
original metric o f  M .  This means that we can define a map j  : X  —► M  by 
y ( l )  = e x Pi|l|( i ( i ) ) .
Recall thatf-invariance for the section,), means that Tj (j) =  j, that is fojoA-1 =  
j. This means that, in each fibre TJBL for all x  €  X ,  we havej(x ) =  k  o )o h ~ l (x), 
that is
exPwM*)°/oexPi<*) (!(*)) *  |(A(jr)),
/ oexP«r)(i(*)) = exPio*<*)°i°*(*)> 
f o j ( x )  =  j o * ( i ) .
Let K = j^p- Since) is a section of the fibre bundle ir : X  —* ArP ®x Ar£“, 
we know that |j(x )l*,<box „om.i ^  r (x ) w»th respect to the box norm of the adapted 
metric. Since, r ( x)  <  £ f? (x ) , and p <  , we know that
(13.4)
where taken with respect to the box
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Recall that exp^ j is the exponential map o f  the original Riemannian metric 
ofA f. W ith respect to that metric we know that for all x €  A f and u 6 Btt4 (0) C 
TrM  we have
d (x ,e x p r (w)) =  |v|r .
Since the adapted metric o f A f is ^ --(¿?n)-related to the original metric of A f, 
we know that, with respect to the original m etric o f Af, the previous inequality 
becomes
i  ( i (x )  .exPv(,| (v )) <  <  s/2 .
This means that for x €  X  we have
<*(•(*)..»(*)) <  A '^ o fx ) .
With respect to  the adapted metric o f A f, and for x €  X n and v €  B ^  (0) C 
M , these inequalities become
< * ( ( » (* ) , '* Pii.lt” ) ) ) ,  £  S n < i(t(x ),exp i(l|(v )) <
This means that for x €  X n we have
«*((»(* )../(* )))*  <  K B ( x ) p a ( x ) .
These inequalities mean that the unfactored invariant set, V B (X ,h ,j,f ), (K p a n)- 
shadows ( ( K ¿?npan)-shadows) the factored (p a n)-pseudo orbit 91 (SI, fc,X ,  A ,« ,/) 
with respect to  original (adapted) metric Af0 (A f.). Moreover, from section 8.4 
o f chapter 8, we know that any unfactored invariant set factors over an invariant 
set o f Af and / ,  and hence ®  is a factored invariant set of Af and / .
From the definitions o f Rn, a n, K n given above, and the definition o f Rn given 
in the body o f  lemma 9.2, it is easy to see that
d _ i * r e
'  " g i - ‘  16/iox'A '- LV2C V
From the definition of Bn given in the body o f theorem 10.1 we note that
fln+l<*n+l _  ^2-1 <■ j
B na n ~
This implies that the sequence (B na „)  is a / c ' - i -slowly decreasing sequence.
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U n iq u en ess : Consider an invariant set *8 o f Xf and /  which lifts to an invariant 
set ®  o f M  and /  which (i2„)-shadows the pseudo-orbit 91 with
respect to the original metric onM . Define j (z )  =  e x p ^  (j> ( z ) ) . In order to apply 
the uniqueness part o f Theorem 7.1 we must show that |rt(z)l| <  R (x )
with respect to the box norm o f the adapted metric. Since the exponential map 
used in the definition o f j  is the exponential map associated with the original 
m etric on M  we must use the following inequality
d (z ,e x  px (v )) =  |v|r
in order to use the fact that ®  shadows 9L
S in ce ®  (^ g -)-sh a d o w s  91 with respect to the adapted metric we know that
d ((*(*> ’J l37)) )«
-  « (* >
“  y/2B(z)
for all z  €  X n. Since the adapted metric is ^ j- ( f in)-related to the original metric, 
this inequality becomes
< * (• (* ),.;(* )) <  v ' f . i ((» (* )
for all z  €  X n. That is the invariant set ®  (g^)-shadows the pseudo-orbit 91 with 
respect to the original metric on M a.
This then implies that
£ IIML £ £ *<*)«*(*<*> J(*>) s a w .
From the inequalities used to show that ®  shadows 91 we know that
f i i - O L j b o , s  '■ (* ) <  £ « ( * )  <  « (* )■
That is j  and j  are both f  invariant sections of the fibre bundle ir : X  —* A rE* © x  
A rET1. The uniqueness part o f Theorem  7.1 then implies that j ( z )  =  j ( z )  and 
hence that j  (z )  =  j  ( z )  for all z  €  X .
Finally, since (B n) and (Rn) are #c2-slowly increasing and decreasing sequences 
respectively, it is easy to show that (g ^ )  is a /c4-slowly decreasing sequence.
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H y p e rb o lic ity : Let F x =  Dj<x)f. Then F  is a bundle map of T2L ~  T 9  where 
the isomorphism is given by the bundle map Djexp,- where the exp map is in this 
case the exponential map associated to the original metric.
The next most important conclusion o f Theorem 7.1 is that the points j (x )  
are hyperbolic with a hyperbolicity constant of A with respect to the fibre bundle 
map f. Recall that, in the context o f theorem 7.1, this means that there exists 
a F-invariant splitting of T 9  ~  T7L =  t f  ® x E “ for which, for x  €  X n and 
A* (x ) €  X m± (n — 1 <  m ± <  n  +  1) we have,
s  j k i . .
max{|[p*l|n ,|lp"l|„} <  h0,
where v, €  Efs , vu €  E* and the projections p$x and p“ denote the projections 
o f Tx9  onto the subspaces Ffz and E x respectively. Interpreted in the context of 
a pseudo-orbit, these conditions imply that the invariant set, 9 ( X , k , j , f ) ,  is 1- 
A-hyperbolic with A0-hyperbolic blocks.
S ta b le  and U n stable m a n ifo lds : For any x €  X ,  we can use the exponential 
map, exp^ ), associated to the original metric of M  to exponentiate the stable 
and unstable sections, g* and gu respectively, down to the manifold M. Since 
the sections. gx and gx , are C r. so are the exponentiated manifolds. Since the 
sections are continuous over each hyperbolic block, P n, so are the exponentiated 
manifolds. We leave the details to the reader. (For example, see Shub's version 
of this argument in [Shu37]). ■
13.2 Shadow ing for strong pseudo-orb its
T h e o re m  13.2 Consider a C r (r >  1) diffeomorphism o f  a compact manifold 
M . Fix 0 <  Xk <  A <  1 <  h0 <  A0. Then for each n >  0, there exists a C x 
neighbourhood. Vn, o f  f  and positive constants, an and A'„, such that if g  €  V* is 
a C r diffeomorphism o f  \ I . 0 <  p <  1. and 91(21. k .X .h .i . f )  is a \-\-hyperbolic 
n-strong pan-pseudo orbit o f  M  and f  with h0-hgperbolic blocks, then there exists
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a unique 1 -A-hyperbolic g-invariant set*B (X .h .j .g ) which I\npan-shadowsQL, and 
moreover, the g-invariant setfB has stable and unstable manifolds with respect 
to the diffcomorphism g.
P ro o f: This is, not surprisingly, essentially the combination o f theorems 6.2, 7.6, 
and 7.8 of [Shu87] (see also [HP70]).
Again, the proof o f  this theorem is a direct application o f the perturbed Stable 
manifold theorem proven in Part II. It is essentially the same as the proof used 
to prove Theorem 13.1 above. The only difference is that we use lemma 10.3 
instead of lemma 9.2. We also note that the n-strong pseudo-orbit!! is a uniform 
a n-pseudo orbit, that is d (( f  o i ( i )  , io h (x ) ) )  <  a n for all x  €  X . This latter fact 
(slightly) simplifies the proof. We leave the details to  the reader. ■

Chapter 14
Applications of the Theory
The results contained in Part III were intentionally left as a suite of mix and 
match lemmas. This is because, in practice, they will usually be used in various 
different combinations to suit the application at hand. In this chapter we give 
two uses of these lemmas. For the first use of our theory we prove, the Weak 
Shadowing Stable Manifold Theorem. This theorem exhibits what is probably 
the m ost general use o f our suit o f lemmas. For the second use our theory we 
prove, Lemma 14.2 and Corollary 14.3. These results are improved versions of 
one o f  Katok’s results [Kat80] [Theorem 4.1].
14.1 T h e W eak Shadow ing S ta b le  M anifold  
T h eorem
The Weak Shadowing Stable Manifold Theorem is quite literally a shadowing 
version o f  Pesin’s Stable Manifold Theorem. While we could have broken the 
theorem up into at least three distinct parts (strong shadowing, weak shadowing, 
and stable manifold theory) we have chosen to keep the theorem as one whole in 
order to  stress that the techniques used to prove the shadowing also provide the 
estimates required to prove the existence o f stable manifolds.
T h e o re m  14.1 (W ea k  Shadow ing S ta b le  M a n ifo ld  T h e o re m )
S etu p : Consider a C T (r  >  1 +  7 ) diffeomorphism f  o f  a Riemannian mani­
fold .1/. Let M  denote the classifying manifold o f  M  together with its original
1S4
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metric. Consider constants A. A, n. and h0, fo r  which 0 < A k < A < - V < 1 <  ho. 
Then there exists a constant Bo >  0, a K2-slowly decreasing R„ >  0, a strictly 
decreasing sequence a „  >  0 and a strictly increasing sequence K n >  0, fo r  which 
the following are true, with respect to the original m etric1.
Shadow ing part: Consider any K-X-hyperbolic invariant set 9) o f  M  and f .  
Let Si denote the minimally factored lift o f  f) into M . Let Si denote the maximally 
shifted closure o ff ) . Then there exists a neighbourhood U  o ff )  in M , and a family 
o f  neighbourhoods Vn o f  f  in D i f f T(M ) fo r  which the following is true. Fix 
0 <  p <  1. We must now choose between one or other o f  the following two cases:
S trong  case: Consider any fixed  N , any g €  Vn , and any N-strong factored 
pan-pseudo orbit 21(21, k .X ,h .i .x ,g )  o f  M  and g for which 
* (X ) C U . (Note that a n  is a fixed constant in this case).
o r
W eak case: Consider any factored  (pan)-pseudo orbit 21(21, k ,X ,h ,i ,x ,9 )  
o f M  and f  fo r  which i ( X )  C  U.
Let f  denote either g or f  depending on whether o r  not 21 is a strong or weak 
pseudo-orbit.
Then 21 is (K npan)-shadowed (with respect to f )  by a it2 -A -hyperbolic invariant 
set, ©  (© , fc, X , k ,i ,X if)  • ° f  M  nnd f ,  which has Boho-hyperbolic blocks. I f  ©  is 
any other invariant set which (R n)-shadows 21 with respect to f , then ©  and B  
are equal.
S table M a n ifo ld  pa rt: Let Pn denote the ntk set in the gradation o f  B . 
For any x in Pn let E*X<3)E  ^ denote the splitting o f  the tangent space o f  i ( i )  with 
respect to which x  is K-X-hyperbolic, let D* and D u denote unit disks o f  the same 
dimensions as P x and E% respectively, and let Ux be a neighbourhood o f  x in Pn. 
Then
'In the weak case, the sequences (<*„) and (A'n) can be chosen to be aJ-slowly decreasing 
and increasing respectively, and moreover the sequence ( K na n ) is a *2/'"~J-slowly decreasing
sequence.
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We leave the details to the reader. ■
In this last theorem, we call the hyperbolic invariant set f) the supporting 
pseudo-orbit since it is the hyperbolicity o f 9) which ensures that the pseudo­
orbit 21 is itself hyperbolic enough to be shadowed.
Note that 11.1, and either 13.1 or 13.2 can be used to show that any weak 
(strong) pseudo-orbit which is also pseudo-hyperbolic is shadowed by a unique 
invariant set. This implies that there are conditions which depend only on the 
diffeomorphism / ,  the manifold A /, and the constants 0 <  A <  1 which ensure 
that near any numerically calculated orbit which satisfies these conditions there 
is a A-hyperbolic orbit. Again we leave the details to the reader.
14.2 Supports o f  /-in v a r ia n t m easures
We are now interested in sharpening some o f the results obtained by Ka- 
tok (Kat80). In section 4 o f Katok’s paper, he essentially proves three things. 
Firstly, in Theorem 4.1, generalizes a result originally proven by Anosov for uni­
formly hyperbolic dynamical systems by showing that we can find a hyperbolic 
periodic orbit as close as desired to any point in the support o f p. Secondly, 
in Theorem 4.2 and Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2, he shows that if p  is non-atomic 
then we can find irreducible aperiodic shifts of finite type as close as we like to 
any single point in the support o f  p. Finally, in Theorem 4.3 he shows that 
max {o ,  lim su p ^ ^  >  h„ ( / )  where Pn ( f )  denotes the set of periodic
orbits o f /  whose period is n.
The machinery that we now have at our disposal can easily strengthen Katok’s 
Theorem 4.1. Our machinery should also be able to strengthen his Theorem 4.2 
and Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2. Unfortunately, while it is easy to obtain a uniformly 
hyperbolic shift o f finite type which is as close as we like to any arbitrary finite 
collection of points in the support o f p , showing that ergodicity o f  p implies that 
this shift of finite type is irreducible and aperiodic is not obvious.
Since the strengthened version o f Katok's Theorem 4.1 is both a relatively 
easy example o f the use of our machinery and it is o f interest in its own right, 
we will restrict ourselves to proving a modification of Katok's Theorem 4.1. We
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will leave possible strengthenings o f  the rest of Katok's theory for future work. 
Note that all of the work in Katok's paper is a consequence o f his “ Main Lemma” 
proven in his section 3. It is important to note that Katok's Main Lemma is now 
a simple consequence o f the Weak Shadowing Stable Manifold Theorem proven 
above.
Recall that, if /  is a diffeomorphism of a compact n dimensional manifold 
M , then the set o f Lyapunov regular points has measure 1 with respect to any 
/-invariant Borel probability measure, p  (see [KatSO], [Pes77], and [Ose68] for the 
relevant proofs and definitions). In particular, if p  is an ergodic /-invariant Borel 
measure whose Lyapunov exponents lie outside the interval, |ln ( a )  , — In ( a)]  for 
0 <  A <  1, then, for A <  A <  A <  1 <  ho and 0 <  k <  n, the set A* has measure 
1. Recall that, from section 9.1.2, the set A* is the set o f all points in M  which 
are «-A-hyperbolic with A0-hyperbolic blocks for all A <  A <  1 <  h0 and which 
have ¿-dimensional stable subspaces, P s .
Our strengthened version of K atok ’s Theorem 4.1 is
Lem m a 14.2 Fix an ergodic (weakly mixing) f-invariant Borel measure, p, 
whose Lyapunov exponents lie outside the interval l^n ( a)  , — In ( a)  j fo r  some 
0 <  A <  1. Fix £ >  0, and A <  A <  1, and consider any finite collection o f  
distinct points, C, in the support o f  p . Then there exists a uniformly \-hyperbolic 
periodic orbit o f  f  which comes within £ o f  each point in C.
Proof: The proof o f this theorem is based on Katok’s proofs o f his Theorems
4.1 and 4.2 [KatSO]. Katok's proof o f  his Theorem 4.1 with his application o f his 
Main Lemma replaced by our Weak Shadowing Stable Manifold Theorem proves 
lemma 14.2 if C consists of a single point. We will prove lemma 14.2 in the 
case where the set C consists o f two points. The proof for general finite sets C 
contained in the support of p is similar and will be left to the reader.
Assume that C =  { x ,x }  C supp (/¿). Since x is in the support o f p, we can 
find numbers k, A, k, and n such that
P and
A k <  A <  1.
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Since n is weakly mixing and x  is in the support of p  we know that there exists 
a number m  such that
»(r  ( s t  ( * ) ) n A t i , _ _ n  » ( ( * ) ) > « ■
From the Weak Shadowing Stable Manifold theorem, there exists sequences, (a n) 
and ( K n) which are « 2-slowly decreasing and increasing respectively for which 
any (p an)-pseudo orbit form ed of orbit pieces of A*^ is (A'npan)-shadowed by a 
A-hyperbolic invariant set.
Choose 0 <  p <  1 such that p <  4lMX{Knan'k‘n+*.an+~)« an<* e^t & and & denote 
subsets of the respective intersections
£ t ( x )  n  A j A#<B, and
r ( B k (x ) )  n
whose respective diameters are pan and /5on+m for which p ( B )  and p  ( B )  are 
both strictly positive.
By weak mixing, there exists a positive constant m for which
p(r (A) ri*) >o.
This means that there exists a  point y in B  such that / *  (y ) is contained in B. 
Similarly by construction we know that
f f r i s in ® )  >
This means that there exists a point y in B  such that f m (y ) is contained in 
B. Note that, also by construction, both y and y are contained in A* The 
pseudo-orbit, { y , / ( y ) , •. f m~ l (y) ,y , f ( i i ) , •, f A~l (y ) }  is a finite (¿a n)-pseudo 
orbit built o f orbit pieces o f  A* -. The Weak Shadowing Stable Manifold theorem 
then implies that there exists a real m +  m-periodic orbit, s, o f /  which is A- 
hyperbolic which j-shadows the pseudo-orbit formed o f the iterates o f y and y. 
Again by construction we have
d ( x , x )  <  d (x , y )  +  d ( y , x ) <  
d ( i , r ( x ) )  <  d ( x , i )  +  d ( g , f " ( x ) ) <  §.
As a very simple corollary o f the previous lemma, we have
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C oro llary  14.3 (S u p p o r ts  o f  /-in va ria n t m easures) Fix an ergodic f -  
invarriant Borel measure, p, whose Lyapunov exponents lie outside the interval 
[in (A ) , — In (A )] fo r  som e 0 <  A <  1. Then fo r  any A <  A <  1, the support of 
the measure p is contained in the closure o f  the set o f  X-hyperbolic periodic orbits
o f f .
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